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ForewordForeword  

This operator‘s manual explains how to use 2.0TThis operator‘s manual explains how to use 2.0T--3.5T forklift truck correctly. It will instruct you on how to 3.5T forklift truck correctly. It will instruct you on how to performperform
safety and preventive maintenance in order to ensure safety and maxisafety and preventive maintenance in order to ensure safety and maximize the truck‘s potential. mize the truck‘s potential. All operators, serviceAll operators, service

technicians, and supervisors should read this manual thoroughly before working with the forklift.technicians, and supervisors should read this manual thoroughly before working with the forklift.  

Product specifications in this manual may vary from your actual truck.Product specifications in this manual may vary from your actual truck.

Please contact your sales agent if you have any questions or comments regarding this manual.Please contact your sales agent if you have any questions or comments regarding this manual.
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Models and ConfigurationModels and Configuration

SeriesSeries   ModelModel   EngineEngine   TransmissionTransmission  

2.0T & 2.5T2.0T & 2.5T

UT25PUT25P   YANMAR YANMAR 2.6L 2.6L DSL DSL (4TNE92) (4TNE92) YQXD25-2YQXD25-2
UT25P UT25P MAZDA MAZDA 2.2L 2.2L DUAL DUAL YQXD25-5YQXD25-5

UT25PUT25P   MAZDA MAZDA 2.2L 2.2L LPG LPG YQXD25YQXD25-5-5

UT25CUT25C   MAZDA MAZDA 2.2L 2.2L LPG LPG YQXCD25YQXCD25C-5C-5

UT25PUT25P   PSI PSI 2.4L 2.4L DUAL DUAL YQXD25YQXD25-2-2

UT25PUT25P   PSI PSI 2.4L 2.4L LPG LPG YQXD25YQXD25-2-2

UT25CUT25C   PSI PSI 2.4L 2.4L LPG LPG YQXCD25YQXCD25C-5C-5

3.0T & 3.5T3.0T & 3.5T

UT30PUT30P   YANMAR YANMAR 3.3L 3.3L DSL DSL ( ( 4TNE98) 4TNE98) YQXD30YQXD30

UT30P UT30P MAZDA MAZDA 2.2L 2.2L DUAL DUAL YQXD30-5YQXD30-5

UT30P UT30P MAZDA MAZDA 2.2L 2.2L LPG LPG YQXD30-5YQXD30-5

UT30CUT30C   MAZDA MAZDA 2.2L 2.2L LPG LPG YQXCD30YQXCD30G1-5G1-5

UT30PUT30P   PSI PSI 2.4L 2.4L DUAL DUAL YQXD30YQXD30

UT30PUT30P   PSI PSI 2.4L 2.4L LPG LPG YQXD30YQXD30

UT30CUT30C   PSI PSI 2.4L 2.4L LPG LPG YQXCD3YQXCD30G1-50G1-5
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1. General Rules1. General Rules  
TTo keep the truck and o keep the truck and you safe, obey the rules below:you safe, obey the rules below:   

1)1) Only trained and authorized operators shall be permitted to operate the truck.Only trained and authorized operators shall be permitted to operate the truck.   
2)2) Before starting truck you should check all control and alarm devices; if any are damaged, DO NOT operate until itBefore starting truck you should check all control and alarm devices; if any are damaged, DO NOT operate until it

is repaired.is repaired.  

3)3) When carrying a load, do not overload. The forks should insert in the load completely and evenly. It is notWhen carrying a load, do not overload. The forks should insert in the load completely and evenly. It is not

permitted use only one fork to load.permitted use only one fork to load.  

4)4) You should operate the truck smoothly when starting, turning, traveling, braking and parking. On a slick or wetYou should operate the truck smoothly when starting, turning, traveling, braking and parking. On a slick or wet

road, decrease speed when turning.road, decrease speed when turning.  

5)5) Lower the forks and tilt the mast backwards when traveling with a load.Lower the forks and tilt the mast backwards when traveling with a load.  

6)6) Be careful when traveling on a grade. If the slope angle is bigger than 10%, travel forward up slope andBe careful when traveling on a grade. If the slope angle is bigger than 10%, travel forward up slope and

backward down slope. Never turn sideways or stack load on an incline.backward down slope. Never turn sideways or stack load on an incline.  

7)7) Be aware of bystanders, barriers, potholes and overhead clearances.Be aware of bystanders, barriers, potholes and overhead clearances.  

8)8) DO NOT allow passengers or persons to stand on the fork.DO NOT allow passengers or persons to stand on the fork.  

9)9) DO NOT stand or walk under the fork.DO NOT stand or walk under the fork.  

10)10) DO NOT operate the truck or attachment from any position except the operator‘s seat.DO NOT operate the truck or attachment from any position except the operator‘s seat.  
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11)11) DO NOT carry the load unpackaged. Be careful when carrying large loads.DO NOT carry the load unpackaged. Be careful when carrying large loads.  

12)12) TTake care not to lose load ake care not to lose load when the lift height is when the lift height is greater than 3 mgreater than 3 meters.eters.  

13)13) Travel with load as low as possible and Travel with load as low as possible and tilt back the mast.tilt back the mast.  
14)14) Before driving over a dockBefore driving over a dock--board or bridgeboard or bridge--plate, be sure that it is properly secured and strong enough to sustainplate, be sure that it is properly secured and strong enough to sustain

the total weight of the truck and load.the total weight of the truck and load.  

15)15) Make sure that there is Make sure that there is no open flame near the area. no open flame near the area. Never smoke near the area. The driver must not Never smoke near the area. The driver must not remainremain

seated while adding fuel. USE a sealant on all LPG connections having NPT threads.seated while adding fuel. USE a sealant on all LPG connections having NPT threads.  

16)16) Treat the truck with attachments as a loaded truck.Treat the truck with attachments as a loaded truck.   

17)17) When leaving the truck, you should put the forks down, make the shift lever is in neutral, shut down the engineWhen leaving the truck, you should put the forks down, make the shift lever is in neutral, shut down the engine

and cut the power. When parking on a grade, make sure to tighten the brake lever. If necessary, use a blockand cut the power. When parking on a grade, make sure to tighten the brake lever. If necessary, use a block

when parking on a grade for a long time.when parking on a grade for a long time.  

18)18) If the truck suddenly malfunctions, or for leakage of electrolyte, hydraulic oil or brake oil, when lifting goods orIf the truck suddenly malfunctions, or for leakage of electrolyte, hydraulic oil or brake oil, when lifting goods or

grade climbing, leave truck in safe state and contact service technician immediately.grade climbing, leave truck in safe state and contact service technician immediately.   

19)19) During installation and assembly, there will be noise and vibration. Please choose the right tool and assemblyDuring installation and assembly, there will be noise and vibration. Please choose the right tool and assembly

method. Minimize the noise and vibration as soon as possible to reduce noise pollution.method. Minimize the noise and vibration as soon as possible to reduce noise pollution.  

20)20) The work road surface for forklift should be stable and free of litter, preferably cement, blacktop or concrete. IfThe work road surface for forklift should be stable and free of litter, preferably cement, blacktop or concrete. If

there is snow, ice, water or other eye irritants, there is snow, ice, water or other eye irritants, protect against these and resumprotect against these and resume work.e work.
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21)21) Move the truck to the place which respects traffic when it anchors. If the reason is brake or turn system, move itMove the truck to the place which respects traffic when it anchors. If the reason is brake or turn system, move it

with a suitable truck (Reference the part of truck move); Other reasons, use a suitable truck to move, tie the cordwith a suitable truck (Reference the part of truck move); Other reasons, use a suitable truck to move, tie the cord

outside of truck. Please abide by the traffic regulations when moving the truck on roads.outside of truck. Please abide by the traffic regulations when moving the truck on roads.  
22)22) DO NOT operate the truck or load cargo after removing the hood, water tank cover board, overhead, or backrestDO NOT operate the truck or load cargo after removing the hood, water tank cover board, overhead, or backrest

of mast.of mast.  

23)23) Make sure there is enough light around the work area. At night, use the head lamps.Make sure there is enough light around the work area. At night, use the head lamps.

24)24) In the event the truck manufacturer is no longer in business and there is no successor in the interest to theIn the event the truck manufacturer is no longer in business and there is no successor in the interest to the

business, the user may arrange for a modification or alteration to a powered industrial truck provided the userbusiness, the user may arrange for a modification or alteration to a powered industrial truck provided the user

shall:shall:  

a.a.  Arrange for  Arrange for the mthe modification or odification or alteration alteration to be to be designed, tested designed, tested and implemented and implemented by an by an engineer(s) expertengineer(s) expert

in industrial trucks and their safety;in industrial trucks and their safety;  

b.b. Maintain a permanent record of the design, test(s) and implementation of the modification or alteration;Maintain a permanent record of the design, test(s) and implementation of the modification or alteration;   

c.c.  Approve and make appropriate changes to the capacity plate(s),decals, tags and instruction handbook; Approve and make appropriate changes to the capacity plate(s),decals, tags and instruction handbook;   

d.d.  Affix  Affix a a permanent permanent and and readily readily visible visible label label to to the the truck truck stating stating the the manner manner in in which which the the truck truck has has beenbeen

modified or altered together with the date of the modification or alteration, and the name and address of themodified or altered together with the date of the modification or alteration, and the name and address of the

organization that made the modification or alteration.organization that made the modification or alteration.  
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2. Name of Main Parts or Component2. Name of Main Parts or Component  

1. Fork1. Fork

2. Fork Carriage2. Fork Carriage

3. Tilt Cylinder3. Tilt Cylinder

4.Load backrest4.Load backrest

5. Lifting cylinder5. Lifting cylinder

6. Steering wheel6. Steering wheel

7. Mast7. Mast

8. Overhead guard8. Overhead guard

9. LPG Tank9. LPG Tank

10. Seat10. Seat

11. Counter Weight11. Counter Weight

12. Hood12. Hood

13 Truck frame13 Truck frame

14. Rear wheel14. Rear wheel

15. Front wheel15. Front wheel

11

22

33

44

55

66

77

99

88

1010

1111

1212

1414

1515

1313
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2.1 Instruments2.1 Instruments  

StandardStandard  

Optional (Operator Presence)Optional (Operator Presence)
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Hour Meter Hour Meter   

This meter measures the time that the ignitionThis meter measures the time that the ignition
switch is energized, not just engine run time. Useswitch is energized, not just engine run time. Use
meter to schedule lubrication and maintenancemeter to schedule lubrication and maintenance

periods.periods.  

Engine Coolant TemperatureEngine Coolant Temperature  

This gauge indicates the Engine Coolant Temperature.This gauge indicates the Engine Coolant Temperature.
Under normal conditions, the indicator is in greenUnder normal conditions, the indicator is in green
zone. (60°Czone. (60°C --115°C)115°C)  

CautionCaution：：  

If the indicator is in the red zone, stop theIf the indicator is in the red zone, stop thetruck immediately. Decrease engine speed totruck immediately. Decrease engine speed to
allow the engine to cool. Check engineallow the engine to cool. Check engine
coolant level and inspect the fan belt.coolant level and inspect the fan belt.  

Fuel GaugeFuel Gauge  

The gauge indicates the fuel level in the tankThe gauge indicates the fuel level in the tank

when the key is in thewhen the key is in the┃┃(ON) position.(ON) position.  

00    00000000

1/10h1/10h
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ChargeCharge  

This lamp indicates the battery charge condition. TheThis lamp indicates the battery charge condition. The
lamp comes on when the ignition switch is set to ―ON‖,lamp comes on when the ignition switch is set to ―ON‖,
but goes out after the engine starts and the acceleratorbut goes out after the engine starts and the accelerator
pedal is pressedpedal is pressed  

CautionCaution：：  
If the light continues to stay lit or comesIf the light continues to stay lit or comes

on during operation, the charging rate is lowon during operation, the charging rate is low
and should be and should be checked immediately.checked immediately.  

Oil Pressure Alert LampOil Pressure Alert Lamp  

This lamp indicates the pressure of the engineThis lamp indicates the pressure of the engine
lube oil. The lamp comes on when the ignition switch islube oil. The lamp comes on when the ignition switch is
set to ―ON‖, but goes out after the engine starts andset to ―ON‖, but goes out after the engine starts and
the accelerator pedal is pressed.the accelerator pedal is pressed.  

CautionCaution：：  

If the light continues to stay lit or comesIf the light continues to stay lit or comes
on during operation, the pressure is loweron during operation, the pressure is lower
than 0.05Mpa and should be checkedthan 0.05Mpa and should be checked
immediately.immediately.  

Glow Indicator [Diesel Truck]Glow Indicator [Diesel Truck]  

The lamp comes on when the ignition switch isThe lamp comes on when the ignition switch is
set to ―ON‖. After the indicator goes out, turn the switchset to ―ON‖. After the indicator goes out, turn the switch
to to the the ―Start‖ ―Start‖ position.position.  
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OilOil--Water Separator Indicator Light [Diesel truck]Water Separator Indicator Light [Diesel truck]  

In general condition, when the key switch placesIn general condition, when the key switch places
in in (start) (start) position, position, the the light light is is on, on, but but when when thethe
engine engine starts, starts, this this light light is is off.off.  
When the engine starts, if water sediment reachesWhen the engine starts, if water sediment reaches
certain quantity, the light is on.certain quantity, the light is on.  

During engine running, if the light keeps on or flashes,During engine running, if the light keeps on or flashes,you should shut down the eyou should shut down the engine and drain the water.ngine and drain the water.  

Oil Temperature LampOil Temperature Lamp  

Under normal conditions, the lamp comes onUnder normal conditions, the lamp comes on
when the ignition switch is set to the ―ON‖ position.when the ignition switch is set to the ―ON‖ position.

 After the engine starts, the lamp should go out. After the engine starts, the lamp should go out.  
During operation, the indicator light will come on ifDuring operation, the indicator light will come on if

the oil temperature exceeds the normal range (60°Cthe oil temperature exceeds the normal range (60°C--
120°C). .120°C). .  

CautionCaution：：  
If the lamp comes on, stop the truckIf the lamp comes on, stop the truck

immediatelyimmediately. Decrease en. Decrease engine speed to gine speed to allowallow
the engine to cool. Wait until the lamp goesthe engine to cool. Wait until the lamp goes
out, and check the oil level in the torqueout, and check the oil level in the torque
converter transmission box.converter transmission box.  

WarningWarning：：  

It will damage the engine and transmission,It will damage the engine and transmission,  

etc. when indicated.etc. when indicated.  

Steering Signal Indicator LightSteering Signal Indicator Light  

When the steering light is on, the corresponding left orWhen the steering light is on, the corresponding left or
right arrow will flashright arrow will flash  
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Engine Failure Indicator Engine Failure Indicator   

When the Mazda 2.2L engine gets out of order, theWhen the Mazda 2.2L engine gets out of order, the
Warning light, Engine Malfunction Indicator will be on.Warning light, Engine Malfunction Indicator will be on.
Please stop and eliminate the failure.Please stop and eliminate the failure.  

Accumulator Warning Indicator Accumulator Warning Indicator   

This indicator light does not work on the forklift.This indicator light does not work on the forklift.  

Neutral Position StartNeutral Position Start--Up Indicator Up Indicator   

Put the steering handle in the neutral position whenPut the steering handle in the neutral position when
temporarily stopping the truck, the indicator light willtemporarily stopping the truck, the indicator light will
be on.be on.  

The truck can be started up only in the neutralThe truck can be started up only in the neutral
position.position.  
It‗s prohibited for truck in the neutral position slippingIt‗s prohibited for truck in the neutral position slipping

when it‗s on the slopewhen it‗s on the slope  
Parking Indicator Parking Indicator   

Parking indicator shows on means brake is applied,Parking indicator shows on means brake is applied,  
Please loosen the parking handle (hand brake handle),Please loosen the parking handle (hand brake handle),  
The parking indicator will show off The parking indicator will show off   

WarningWarning：：  

It will damage the engine and transmission,It will damage the engine and transmission,  
etc. when indicated..etc. when indicated..  

Failure Indicator Failure Indicator   

When a Failure indicator comes on, stop When a Failure indicator comes on, stop truck and correcttruck and correct
the error.the error.  
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2.2 Switches2.2 Switches  

1. Key1. Key

2. Reverse lever2. Reverse lever

3. Turn signal lever3. Turn signal lever

4. Light switch4. Light switch

5.Strobe light switch5.Strobe light switch

6. Horn button6. Horn button

7. Fuel Selection switch7. Fuel Selection switch
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Key [1]Key [1]  

OO（（OFFOFF））  
This is the position at which the key may beThis is the position at which the key may be

inserted or removed.inserted or removed.  
Gasoline and diesel engines will stop when theGasoline and diesel engines will stop when the

key is turned to this position.key is turned to this position.  

ONON（ ）（ ）  

The electric circuit is closed with the starter switchThe electric circuit is closed with the starter switch

at ―at ―┃┃‖ (ON). After the engine starts, the key remains in‖ (ON). After the engine starts, the key remains in

this position.this position.  
（（STARTSTART））  

When the key is turned to the ―START‖ position, theWhen the key is turned to the ―START‖ position, the
starter motor is engaged. Switch returns to the ―ON‖starter motor is engaged. Switch returns to the ―ON‖
position automatically after starting.position automatically after starting.

  

Diesel engineDiesel engine  

Turn the key to ―ON‖ position, the indicator light willTurn the key to ―ON‖ position, the indicator light will
come on momentarily. After the indicator light goes out,come on momentarily. After the indicator light goes out,

turn the key to ―Start‖ position.turn the key to ―Start‖ position.  

CAUTIONCAUTION：：  

1. Do not leave the key in the ―1. Do not leave the key in the ―┃┃‖(ON)‖(ON)

position when engine is off. Doing so willposition when engine is off. Doing so will
discharge discharge batterybattery..  

2. Do not turn key to the ―START‖2. Do not turn key to the ―START‖
position when the engine is running. Doing soposition when the engine is running. Doing so

may damage the starter motor.may damage the starter motor.  
3. Do not keep key in the ―START‖3. Do not keep key in the ―START‖

position for more than 5 seconds at a time.position for more than 5 seconds at a time.
Wait about 2 minutes between attempts.Wait about 2 minutes between attempts.  

Reversing switch [2]Reversing switch [2]  
The forward reverse lever of truck is installed withThe forward reverse lever of truck is installed with

electronic reversing and is set on the left of steeringelectronic reversing and is set on the left of steering
column.column.  

F—Forward; N—neutral;F—Forward; N—neutral;  
 After allocation—backward After allocation—backward  

CAUTIONCAUTION：：  

Do not forget to place the forwardDo not forget to place the forward--
reverse lever in the neutral position beforereverse lever in the neutral position before
starting the engine.starting the engine.  
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Turn Signal Lever [3]Turn Signal Lever [3]  
Use this lever which is at the Use this lever which is at the right side of steeringright side of steering

column to indicate the turning direction of the truck.column to indicate the turning direction of the truck. RR--

right turn,right turn, NN--neutral,neutral, LL--left turn.left turn.  
The turn signal lever does not automatically returnThe turn signal lever does not automatically return

to the neutral position unlike general passenger cars. Itto the neutral position unlike general passenger cars. It
must be returned to thmust be returned to the neutral position manually.e neutral position manually.  

Light switch [4]Light switch [4]
This light switch can be pulled out at two stopsThis light switch can be pulled out at two stops   

LightLight  

StageStage   Power Power   

SmallSmall

LampLamp  

HeadHead

LampLamp  

SideSide

LampLamp  

00   ××  

11
stst
   ××   ××   ××  

22
ndnd

   ××   ××   ××  

(×) means connected(×) means connected  

Alarming light switch [5]Alarming light switch [5]  
Pull outPull out--alarming light is onalarming light is on  
Press downPress down-- alarming light is off  alarming light is off   

Horn Button [6]Horn Button [6]  

Press the rubber cover at the center of steeringPress the rubber cover at the center of steering
wheel to sound horn.wheel to sound horn.  

Dual Fuel Toggle Switch [7]Dual Fuel Toggle Switch [7]  

(Only for LPG(Only for LPG--gasoline forklift)gasoline forklift)  

From LPG to GASFrom LPG to GAS：：  

（（11））With the truck off, change the dual fuel toggleWith the truck off, change the dual fuel toggle

switch from LPG position to GAS position to beginswitch from LPG position to GAS position to begin
running on GAS. Start truck.running on GAS. Start truck.  

（（22））If the engine stops, check that the dual fuelIf the engine stops, check that the dual fuel

toggle switch is set to GAS position and then retoggle switch is set to GAS position and then re --startstart
the engine.the engine.  

From GAS to LPGFrom GAS to LPG：：  

（（11））  With the truck off, place the dual fuel toggleWith the truck off, place the dual fuel toggleswitch from GAS to LPG to run on LPG. Startswitch from GAS to LPG to run on LPG. Start
truck.truck.  

(2(2））If the engine stops, check the shutoff valve at theIf the engine stops, check the shutoff valve at the

vent end of the cylinder, and then check that thevent end of the cylinder, and then check that the
dual fuel toggle dual fuel toggle switch is in LPG switch is in LPG position. position. NextNext
re-start the truck.re-start the truck.
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CautionCaution：：  

1. Use gasoline to drive several miles at1. Use gasoline to drive several miles atleast every two weeks to avoid gasolineleast every two weeks to avoid gasoline
deterioration.deterioration.  

2. It is recommended to start the engine2. It is recommended to start the engine
using GAS when operating in coldusing GAS when operating in cold
environments. Once the engine has reachedenvironments. Once the engine has reached
operating temperature, it can be run usingoperating temperature, it can be run using
either fuel.either fuel.  

When using LPG, you should pay attention toWhen using LPG, you should pay attention to
the following points:the following points:  

1.1.   Before driving, check cylinder and pipeBefore driving, check cylinder and pipe
for leakage. USE a sealant on all LPGfor leakage. USE a sealant on all LPG
connections having NPT threads.connections having NPT threads.  

2.2.    After LPG is working, before shutting After LPG is working, before shutting
down the engine:down the engine:  

(a)(a)  Before storing for a long time, you shouldBefore storing for a long time, you should

completely close the cylinder shutoffcompletely close the cylinder shutoff
valve and check if the engine leaks.valve and check if the engine leaks.  

(b)(b)  During moving, if there is leakage, fault,During moving, if there is leakage, fault,
or other abnormal condition, completelyor other abnormal condition, completely
shut off the cylinder shutoff valve andshut off the cylinder shutoff valve and
have LPG system serviced.have LPG system serviced.  
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2.3 Controls2.3 Controls  

8. Steering Wheel8. Steering Wheel  

9. Inching Pedal9. Inching Pedal  

10. Brake Pedal10. Brake Pedal  

11. Accelerator Pedal11. Accelerator Pedal  

12. Lift Lever 12. Lift Lever   

13. Tilt Lever 13. Tilt Lever   

14. Side Shift Lever 14. Side Shift Lever   

15. Parking Brake Lever 15. Parking Brake Lever   

16. Steer Colum16. Steer Column Tilt Adjustmentn Tilt Adjustment  

17. Hood Latch17. Hood Latch  

18. Emergency Disconnect Switch18. Emergency Disconnect Switch  
(If Equipped)(If Equipped)  
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Steering Wheel [8]Steering Wheel [8]  
The steering wheel is operated in theThe steering wheel is operated in the

conventional manner, that is, when the wheel is turnedconventional manner, that is, when the wheel is turned

right, the truck will turn to the right; when the wheel isright, the truck will turn to the right; when the wheel is
turned left, the truck will turn the left. The steer wheelsturned left, the truck will turn the left. The steer wheels
are located at the rear of the truck. These cause theare located at the rear of the truck. These cause the
rear of truck to swing out when a turn is made.rear of truck to swing out when a turn is made.  

WARNING:WARNING:  
This truck is provided with the power steering, soThis truck is provided with the power steering, so

heavy handheavy hand--wheel operation is caused when thewheel operation is caused when the
engine comes to a stall. To put the power steering inengine comes to a stall. To put the power steering in
operation again, restart the operation again, restart the engine without delay.engine without delay.  

Inching Pedal [9]Inching Pedal [9]  
Depress the pedal partially to decrease hydraulicDepress the pedal partially to decrease hydraulic

oil pressure. Use inching pedal for Forklift loading andoil pressure. Use inching pedal for Forklift loading and
unloading, and when slow speed is required. Whenunloading, and when slow speed is required. When

pedal is depressed all the way, forklift will slow to apedal is depressed all the way, forklift will slow to a
stop.stop.  

CAUTIONCAUTION：：  

Do not use the inching pedal too much, as it willDo not use the inching pedal too much, as it will
cause transmission oil temperature to rise and thecause transmission oil temperature to rise and the
clutch to slip.clutch to slip.  

Brake Pedal [10]Brake Pedal [10]  
Depress the pedal partially to slow vehicle motion.Depress the pedal partially to slow vehicle motion.

Depress it fully to bring vehicle to a stop. Release theDepress it fully to bring vehicle to a stop. Release the
pedal to resume vehicle motion.pedal to resume vehicle motion.

CAUTIONCAUTION：：  
 Avoid  Avoid sudden sudden braking braking which which can can lead lead to to vehiclevehicle

roll over or falling cargo, causing accidents.roll over or falling cargo, causing accidents.  
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Accelerator Pedal [11]Accelerator Pedal [11]  
Depress accelerator pedal to increase speed.Depress accelerator pedal to increase speed.

Release pedal to decrease speed.Release pedal to decrease speed.  

Note: Mazda 2.2L engine withNote: Mazda 2.2L engine with  

Electronic pedalElectronic pedal  

Lift Lever [12]Lift Lever [12]  

For lifting or lowering the forks.For lifting or lowering the forks.  
Pulling up, Pushing down.Pulling up, Pushing down.  
Lift forks by tilting lever backward. Lower forks byLift forks by tilting lever backward. Lower forks by
tilting lever forward. Control lifting/lowering speedtilting lever forward. Control lifting/lowering speed
with accelerator pedal.with accelerator pedal.  
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Tilt Lever [13]Tilt Lever [13]  

Move lever backward to tilt mast backward. MoveMove lever backward to tilt mast backward. Move
lever forward to tilt mast forward.lever forward to tilt mast forward.  

Control tilt speed with tilt lever and acceleratorControl tilt speed with tilt lever and accelerator
pedal.pedal.  

CAUTIONCAUTION：：
  

The tilt lock mechanism in the hydraulicThe tilt lock mechanism in the hydraulic
control valve will not allow the mast to tiltcontrol valve will not allow the mast to tilt
forward while the engine is being shut down,forward while the engine is being shut down,
even if the tilt lever is pushed forward.even if the tilt lever is pushed forward.  

Side Shift Control Lever [14]Side Shift Control Lever [14]  

Used for left shifting and right shifting of the sideUsed for left shifting and right shifting of the side
shift bracket.shift bracket.
Push forwardPush forward--move to the leftmove to the left  
Pull backwardPull backward--move to the rightmove to the right  

Side shifting speed depends on the tilting angel of theSide shifting speed depends on the tilting angel of the
handle and accelerator control.handle and accelerator control.  
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Parking Brake Lever [15]Parking Brake Lever [15]  

Pull lever backward to set the parking brake, pushPull lever backward to set the parking brake, push
lever forward to release the parking brake. Always setlever forward to release the parking brake. Always set
parking brake before leaving the truck.parking brake before leaving the truck.  

Steering Column Steering Column Tilting Angle AdjustmentTilting Angle Adjustment [16] [16]  

The tilting angle of the steering wheel isThe tilting angle of the steering wheel is
adjustable to suit individual operators. The steeringadjustable to suit individual operators. The steering
column is unlocked by pushing down the lever at thecolumn is unlocked by pushing down the lever at the
left side of steering column, then adjust the angle suitleft side of steering column, then adjust the angle suit
to the driver, and pull up the lever to lock.to the driver, and pull up the lever to lock.   

Hood and snap close [17]Hood and snap close [17]  
To avoid opening the hood at discretion, a snapTo avoid opening the hood at discretion, a snap

close is set here. Open the snap close first then theclose is set here. Open the snap close first then the
hood can be opened.hood can be opened.
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2.4 Body and Miscellaneous2.4 Body and Miscellaneous  
Load BackrestLoad Backrest  

The load backrest improves stabilization whenThe load backrest improves stabilization when

loading goods. DO NOT use forklift truck without theloading goods. DO NOT use forklift truck without the
load backrest.load backrest.  

Seat and Seat Adjusting Lever Seat and Seat Adjusting Lever   

 Adjust operator‘s seat to desired position, ensuring it Adjust operator‘s seat to desired position, ensuring it
provides easy access to all hand and foot controls.provides easy access to all hand and foot controls.
Unlock seat by moving the adjusting lever to the right.Unlock seat by moving the adjusting lever to the right.
Before operating truck make sure that seat is securelyBefore operating truck make sure that seat is securely
locked.locked.

Warning:Warning:  

a. Placea. Place key in ―OFF‖ position beforekey in ―OFF‖ position before

adjusting the seat.adjusting the seat.
b. DO NOT attempt to adjust seat while truckb. DO NOT attempt to adjust seat while truck
is moving.is moving.  

Seat SuspensionSeat Suspension  
Use wrench to adjust bolt which is located behind theUse wrench to adjust bolt which is located behind the

seat, or adjust knob located on the left-hand side of theseat, or adjust knob located on the left-hand side of the
seat.seat. It‘s recommIt‘s recommended to sit on the seat ended to sit on the seat whenwhen
adjustingadjusting  
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Seat SwitchSeat Switch  
While sitting in the seat and wearing the safety belt,While sitting in the seat and wearing the safety belt,
ensure your back and waist are as close to the seatensure your back and waist are as close to the seat

back as much as possible.back as much as possible.  
Check the bolts which attach the safety belt to theCheck the bolts which attach the safety belt to the

truck for tightness. DO NOT tie safety belt in a knot.truck for tightness. DO NOT tie safety belt in a knot.
Do not let belt press on hard or fragile objects. AvoidDo not let belt press on hard or fragile objects. Avoid
letting safety belt come in contact with sharp edgesletting safety belt come in contact with sharp edges
that may result in tearing or fraying of the belt. Do notthat may result in tearing or fraying of the belt. Do not
tilt the seat back too much; otherwise the safety belttilt the seat back too much; otherwise the safety belt
may not be able to be latched.may not be able to be latched.  

DO NOT remove safety belt components. AlwaysDO NOT remove safety belt components. Always
inspect safety belt before using. If safety belt isinspect safety belt before using. If safety belt is
damaged or unusable, replace with new belt. Safetydamaged or unusable, replace with new belt. Safety
belt can be used for 3 to 5 years under normal use.belt can be used for 3 to 5 years under normal use.
Replace safety belt sooner if damaged.Replace safety belt sooner if damaged.  

Overhead GuardOverhead Guard
DO NOT operate forklift without the overheadDO NOT operate forklift without the overhead

guard. It is designed to protect the operator from fallingguard. It is designed to protect the operator from falling

objects and meets the safety standard.objects and meets the safety standard.  
HoodHood  

The hood can be fully opened to provide easyThe hood can be fully opened to provide easy
access when performing maintenance. The hood canaccess when performing maintenance. The hood can
be easily lifted with the aid of a hood damper. To lockbe easily lifted with the aid of a hood damper. To lock
the hood, push down on the front of hood until itthe hood, push down on the front of hood until it
latches.latches.  

CautionCaution：：  

Before opening the hood, the hood releaseBefore opening the hood, the hood release

knob should be pulled out first.knob should be pulled out first.
Use caution not to catch your fingers in theUse caution not to catch your fingers in the
hood while closing it.hood while closing it.  

Warning:Warning:  
While performing maintenance under theWhile performing maintenance under the
hood, the engine must be off to avoid injury tohood, the engine must be off to avoid injury to

hands or other body parts. The engine can behands or other body parts. The engine can be
running in order to troubleshoot somerunning in order to troubleshoot some
problems, however, DO NOT place bodyproblems, however, DO NOT place body
under hood while it is running.under hood while it is running.
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Radiator Cover HoodRadiator Cover Hood  
Must use special tools (socket wrench) to openMust use special tools (socket wrench) to open

radiator cover hood.radiator cover hood.  

CautionCaution：：  

Retighten the bolt on the cover hood.Retighten the bolt on the cover hood.

Radiator Cap And Coolant Reservoir Radiator Cap And Coolant Reservoir   

The reservoir is located inside the hood.The reservoir is located inside the hood.  The radiator is located under the cover plate at theThe radiator is located under the cover plate at the
rear of the hood.rear of the hood.  

Warning:Warning:  

When the water temperature of the engine isWhen the water temperature of the engine is
higher than 70 degrees Celsius, do not openhigher than 70 degrees Celsius, do not open
the pressure cap of the radiator. Loosen capthe pressure cap of the radiator. Loosen cap
slowly to allow steam to escape. After that,slowly to allow steam to escape. After that,
tighten cap securely. It is good practice totighten cap securely. It is good practice to
use a thick waste cloth or the like whenuse a thick waste cloth or the like when
removing the cap.removing the cap.

DO NOT wear gloves when removingDO NOT wear gloves when removing
radiator cap. You may get burned on yourradiator cap. You may get burned on your
hand if hot water splashes on it.hand if hot water splashes on it.

 Antifreeze is harmful to a person, if Antifreeze is harmful to a person, if
swallowed. Seek medical advice immediatelyswallowed. Seek medical advice immediately  

Keep antifreeze away from children.Keep antifreeze away from children.  
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Fork Stopper Fork Stopper   
Use it to adjust fork spacing and to lock the forksUse it to adjust fork spacing and to lock the forks

into position. Pull up fork stopper, turn 90°, adjust forkinto position. Pull up fork stopper, turn 90°, adjust fork

spacing depending on the load to handle.spacing depending on the load to handle.  

Warning:Warning:  

The forks should be set symmetrically toThe forks should be set symmetrically to
machine centerline and fork stoppers shouldmachine centerline and fork stoppers should

always be set.always be set.
The lower beams of the fork have a cut outThe lower beams of the fork have a cut out
section to load or unload forks.section to load or unload forks.
DO NOT set the forks over the hatch. CheckDO NOT set the forks over the hatch. Check
the bolt at the middle of the fork bracket usedthe bolt at the middle of the fork bracket used
to prevent fork load at the hatch.to prevent fork load at the hatch.  

Safety Step and Safety GripSafety Step and Safety Grip  
Safety steps are provided on both sides of theSafety steps are provided on both sides of the

truck body. The safety grip is located on the front lefttruck body. The safety grip is located on the front left

pillar of the overhead guard. Use both the safety steppillar of the overhead guard. Use both the safety step
and safety grip when mounting and dismounting theand safety grip when mounting and dismounting the
truck.truck.  

Brake Fluid Reservoir Brake Fluid Reservoir   
The brake fluid reservoir is provided at the left ofThe brake fluid reservoir is provided at the left of

the cab.the cab.  

Hydraulic Fluid Reservoir CapHydraulic Fluid Reservoir Cap  
The hydraulic fluid reservoir cap is located on theThe hydraulic fluid reservoir cap is located on the

right side of the hood. Fill hydraulic fluid through thisright side of the hood. Fill hydraulic fluid through this
filler port. The cap is provided filler port. The cap is provided with a dipstick. Afterwith a dipstick. After
filling hydraulic fluid, lock the cap.filling hydraulic fluid, lock the cap.
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Hydraulic Fluid Reservoir CapHydraulic Fluid Reservoir Cap  

Fuel reservoir cap (Diesel)Fuel reservoir cap (Diesel)  

The fuel reservoir cap is located on the rear leftThe fuel reservoir cap is located on the rear left
side of the truck body. The fuel reservoir cap has aside of the truck body. The fuel reservoir cap has a
breather inside it to allow aibreather inside it to allow air to enter the reservoir.r to enter the reservoir.
Check to see that the breather is in good conditionCheck to see that the breather is in good condition
every time fuel is added.every time fuel is added.

  

!! WWaarrnniinngg：：  

——Fuel handlingFuel handling——  
1. Stop the truck, shut down the engine and1. Stop the truck, shut down the engine and
apply the parking brake securely. Make sureapply the parking brake securely. Make sure
there is no naked flame near the area. DOthere is no naked flame near the area. DO
NOT smoke while handling fuel. DO NOTNOT smoke while handling fuel. DO NOT
remain seated when adding fuel.remain seated when adding fuel.
2. After adding fuel, securely close the2. After adding fuel, securely close the

reservoir cap. A loose cap could cause a fuelreservoir cap. A loose cap could cause a fuelleak or pose a fire hazard.leak or pose a fire hazard.  
3. Before starting the engine, make sure the3. Before starting the engine, make sure the
fuel reservoir cap is securely tightened andfuel reservoir cap is securely tightened and
that no fuel has spilled on or around thethat no fuel has spilled on or around the
truck.truck.  
4. NEVER use a lighted match or a lighter to4. NEVER use a lighted match or a lighter to
check the fuel level.check the fuel level.  
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Fuel reservoir cap (Emission Comp)Fuel reservoir cap (Emission Comp)  

The fuel reservoir cap is located on the rear leftThe fuel reservoir cap is located on the rear left
side of the truck body. The fuel reservoir cap has aside of the truck body. The fuel reservoir cap has a
tether to keep the cap connected to the truck andtether to keep the cap connected to the truck and
prevents the cap from venting to the environment, perprevents the cap from venting to the environment, per
certification requirements.certification requirements.

Rearview mirror Rearview mirror   

There are two rearview mirrors on the overheadThere are two rearview mirrors on the overhead
guard for operator to see behind the truck.guard for operator to see behind the truck.  
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3. Operating Instructions3. Operating Instructions  
1.1. Only trained and authorized operators shouldOnly trained and authorized operators should

operate the truck.operate the truck.  
2.2. Inspect the truck at periodic intervals for oil or waterInspect the truck at periodic intervals for oil or water
leaks, deformation, defects, etc. If neglected, the life ofleaks, deformation, defects, etc. If neglected, the life of
the truck will be shortened and in the worst case a fatalthe truck will be shortened and in the worst case a fatal
accident could occur.accident could occur.  

Make sure to replace the ―key safety parts‖ duringMake sure to replace the ―key safety parts‖ during
periodical inspection.periodical inspection.  

Wipe off any oil, grease or water from the floorWipe off any oil, grease or water from the floor
board and foot and hand controls.board and foot and hand controls.  

Shut down the engine before inspecting theShut down the engine before inspecting the
engine and its allied components. Use extra cautionengine and its allied components. Use extra caution
when near the engine fan.when near the engine fan.  

When inspecting the radiator or exhaust system,When inspecting the radiator or exhaust system,
exercise caution to avoid being burned.exercise caution to avoid being burned.  
3.3.  Any  Any time time you you find find that that the the truck truck is is not not functioningfunctioning
properly, stop the truck and report the condition to yourproperly, stop the truck and report the condition to your
supervisor.supervisor.  

When performing maintenance on the mast, frontWhen performing maintenance on the mast, front
and rear lights, or other high places, be safely securedand rear lights, or other high places, be safely secured
and take care not to slipand take care not to slip  

If any warning lamp comes on, move to a safeIf any warning lamp comes on, move to a safe
place and check or repair the trouble.place and check or repair the trouble.

When performing maintenance, take care not to cutWhen performing maintenance, take care not to cut
hands, head or other parts of body on truck edges.hands, head or other parts of body on truck edges.  

Place a sign/label on a truck found to be defective.Place a sign/label on a truck found to be defective.  

4.4. DO NOT use open flame to check fuel, electrolyte orDO NOT use open flame to check fuel, electrolyte or
coolant levels.coolant levels.  

If the temperature of the water tank is above 70If the temperature of the water tank is above 70 °°CC

(155(155°F)°F), DO NOT open the tank cap. DO NOT smoke, DO NOT open the tank cap. DO NOT smoke

while inspecting the battery, handling fuel or workingwhile inspecting the battery, handling fuel or working
on the fuel system. There is a on the fuel system. There is a danger of explosion.danger of explosion.  

 Always  Always have have a a fire fire extinguisher extinguisher available available whenwhen
working on the truck.working on the truck.

Never fill the fuel tank while the Never fill the fuel tank while the engine is running.engine is running.  
5.5. Warm coolant temperature to 70Warm coolant temperature to 70°°C (155C (155°°F) beforeF) before

operation; and cool down coolant temperature belowoperation; and cool down coolant temperature below

7070°°C (155C (155°°F) following work.F) following work.  

6.6. When using the truck in When using the truck in an enclosed space, make surean enclosed space, make sure

there is enough ventilation. If needed, use a ventilationthere is enough ventilation. If needed, use a ventilation

fan. DO NOT work in a closed working space becausefan. DO NOT work in a closed working space because

exhaust gases are harmful.exhaust gases are harmful.  
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7.7. Never mount or dismount a moving truck. Use theNever mount or dismount a moving truck. Use the
safety step(s) and safety grip when mounting orsafety step(s) and safety grip when mounting or
dismounting the truck.dismounting the truck.  

8.8.  DO NOT operate truck controls unless properly  DO NOT operate truck controls unless properly
seated.seated.  

Before starting and operating the truck, adjust theBefore starting and operating the truck, adjust the
seat so you have easy access to all hands and footseat so you have easy access to all hands and foot
controls.controls.  
9.9. Before starting and operating the truck, make sure Before starting and operating the truck, make sure

no one is under, on or close to the truck, and theno one is under, on or close to the truck, and the
forwardforward--reverse lever is in neutral.reverse lever is in neutral.  
10.10.  Park the truck on a level surface and apply the  Park the truck on a level surface and apply the
parking brake securely. If the truck cannot be parkedparking brake securely. If the truck cannot be parked
on a level surface, be sure to block the wheels.on a level surface, be sure to block the wheels.  

Lower the forks to the ground or floor and tilt themLower the forks to the ground or floor and tilt them
forward a little. Shut down the engine and remove theforward a little. Shut down the engine and remove the
key.key.  

11.11. Operate the controls smoothly, DO NOT jerk theOperate the controls smoothly, DO NOT jerk the
steering wheel. Avoid sudden stops, starts or turns.steering wheel. Avoid sudden stops, starts or turns.  
12.12. Control speed and observe traffic signs. Control speed and observe traffic signs.  

When traveling on public roads or streets, obey allWhen traveling on public roads or streets, obey all
local traffic regulations.local traffic regulations.  
13.13. Be aware of your surroundings at all times whileBe aware of your surroundings at all times while
operating truck.operating truck.  

14.14. DO NOT allow passengers to ride on the truck, or DO NOT allow passengers to ride on the truck, or

allow people to sit on the forks or pallets.allow people to sit on the forks or pallets.

15.15.  Before driving over a dock  Before driving over a dock--board or bridgeboard or bridge--plate,plate,
be sure that it is properly secured and strong enoughbe sure that it is properly secured and strong enough
to sustain the weight of the truck/load. Check theto sustain the weight of the truck/load. Check the
ground or floor condition of the ground or floor in theground or floor condition of the ground or floor in the
work area in advance.work area in advance.  
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16.16. Keep your mind on your work. Keep your mind on your work.  

17.17. Keep your head, hands, arms, feet and legs within Keep your head, hands, arms, feet and legs within
the cab. Never place them out of the cab for anythe cab. Never place them out of the cab for any
reason.reason.  

18.18.  When handling bulky loads which restrict your  When handling bulky loads which restrict your
vision, operate the truck in reverse or have a guide.vision, operate the truck in reverse or have a guide.

19.19. Slow down and sound horn at cross aisles and Slow down and sound horn at cross aisles and
other locations where vision is other locations where vision is restricted. The speedrestricted. The speed
should be kept slower than 1/3 of should be kept slower than 1/3 of max speed.max speed.  

20.20.  Keep fluid cans, row cotton, paper or chemicals  Keep fluid cans, row cotton, paper or chemicals
away from the truck during operation since they mayaway from the truck during operation since they may
catch fire or explode due to exhaust gas from thecatch fire or explode due to exhaust gas from the
muffler.muffler.  
21.21.  Use head lights and required work lights and  Use head lights and required work lights and
clearance lights at night. Travel at a slower speed atclearance lights at night. Travel at a slower speed at

night.night.  
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22.22. The work surface should be solid and level such as The work surface should be solid and level such as
a cement road, asphalt or concrete road surface.a cement road, asphalt or concrete road surface.  

The truck is designed to operate under theThe truck is designed to operate under the

following climactic conditions:–20following climactic conditions:–20°°C — 50C — 50°°C; windC; wind
speed is lower than 5m/s; air relative humidity is lessspeed is lower than 5m/s; air relative humidity is less
than 90%.than 90%.  

Inspect the surface over which truck will operate.Inspect the surface over which truck will operate.
Inspect for holes, dropInspect for holes, drop--offs, obstacles, and roughoffs, obstacles, and rough
spots. Look for anything that might cause you to losespots. Look for anything that might cause you to lose
control of the truck, or cause the truck to bog down orcontrol of the truck, or cause the truck to bog down or
turn over.turn over.  

Clear away trash and debris. Pick up anything thatClear away trash and debris. Pick up anything that
might puncture the tires or cause the load to becomemight puncture the tires or cause the load to become
unbalanced.unbalanced.  

Slow down when driving on wet and slipperySlow down when driving on wet and slippery
roads. Stay away from the shoulder of the road. If youroads. Stay away from the shoulder of the road. If you
have to drive on the shoulder, use extreme caution.have to drive on the shoulder, use extreme caution.   

Rugged surfaces cause truck vibration and noise.Rugged surfaces cause truck vibration and noise.
The high air pressure of the tires will cause vibrationThe high air pressure of the tires will cause vibration

and noise as well.and noise as well.DO NOT operate the truck during inclementDO NOT operate the truck during inclement
weather, such as wind storms, thunder storms, snow,weather, such as wind storms, thunder storms, snow,
etc.etc.  
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23.23. When operating a loaded truck, have the rear end When operating a loaded truck, have the rear end
of the truck pointed downhill. When operating anof the truck pointed downhill. When operating an
unloaded truck, have the rear end of your machineunloaded truck, have the rear end of your machine

pointed uphillpointed uphill  
Never turn the truck sideways on an incline. ThereNever turn the truck sideways on an incline. There

is danger of the truck turning over.is danger of the truck turning over.  

24.24. When operating truck down on a grade, use engine When operating truck down on a grade, use engine
idle speed. At the same time, use the brake pedalidle speed. At the same time, use the brake pedal
intermittently.intermittently.

25.25. It is dangerous to travel with forks higher than the It is dangerous to travel with forks higher than the
appropriate position regardless of whether they areappropriate position regardless of whether they are
loaded or not. Maintain a good traveling posture.loaded or not. Maintain a good traveling posture.
(When traveling, the forks should be 15 to 30 cm(When traveling, the forks should be 15 to 30 cm
above the ground or floor.)above the ground or floor.)  

DO NOT operate the side shift mechanism, ifDO NOT operate the side shift mechanism, if
equipped, when the forks are raised and loaded, sinceequipped, when the forks are raised and loaded, since
this will cause the truck to this will cause the truck to become unbalanced.become unbalanced.  

 A truck with attachments should be considered the A truck with attachments should be considered the
same as a loaded trucksame as a loaded truck  
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26.26. Travel with load as low as possible and tilted Travel with load as low as possible and tilted back.back.
27.27.  Avoid braking too sharply or descending on a  Avoid braking too sharply or descending on a
grade at a high speed. There is danger of loads fallinggrade at a high speed. There is danger of loads falling

down or the truck down or the truck turning over.]turning over.]  

28.28.  Always brake to a full stop before reversing  Always brake to a full stop before reversing
direction of travel.direction of travel.  
29.29.  Take the shape and material of the loads to be  Take the shape and material of the loads to be
handled into account when selecting the properhandled into account when selecting the proper
attachment and tools.attachment and tools.  

 Avoid  Avoid hoisting hoisting the the load load with with wire wire rope rope hung hung fromfrom
the forks or the attachment, since wire rope may slidethe forks or the attachment, since wire rope may slide
off. If needed, qualified personnel should perform aoff. If needed, qualified personnel should perform a
sling operation, making use of a hook or crane armsling operation, making use of a hook or crane arm
attachment.attachment.  
Make sure the fork does not protrude from underneathMake sure the fork does not protrude from underneath
the load. The protruding fork tips may damage or turnthe load. The protruding fork tips may damage or turn
over an adjacent load.over an adjacent load.

30.30. Know the rated capacity of your lift truck and its Know the rated capacity of your lift truck and its
attachment, if any, and never exceed it.attachment, if any, and never exceed it.  

DO NOT use people as additional counterweights.DO NOT use people as additional counterweights.
This is very dangerous.This is very dangerous.  

31.31. Load back rest is in place to prevent hitting theLoad back rest is in place to prevent hitting the
higher goods. A load backrest is used to ensure stablehigher goods. A load backrest is used to ensure stable
loading. DO NOT use forklift truck when lifting moreloading. DO NOT use forklift truck when lifting more
than two items.than two items.
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32.32.  Never permit anyone to stand or walk under  Never permit anyone to stand or walk under
upraised forks or other attachments, if machine is soupraised forks or other attachments, if machine is so
equipped.equipped.  

NEVER permit anyone to stand on the forks.NEVER permit anyone to stand on the forks.  
33.33.  DO NOT put head or body into the interspace of  DO NOT put head or body into the interspace of
mast and overhead guard which may cause loss of life.mast and overhead guard which may cause loss of life.  

DO NOT place hands into the interspace of innerDO NOT place hands into the interspace of inner

mast and outer mast.mast and outer mast.  

34.34. When load is to be retrieved from a pile, enter the When load is to be retrieved from a pile, enter the
area squarely. Engage forks into the pallet carefullyarea squarely. Engage forks into the pallet carefully

35.35. When traveling on rough roads or turning, stay toWhen traveling on rough roads or turning, stay to
the center of the road to avoid losing the load orthe center of the road to avoid losing the load or
turning over.turning over.  
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36.36. DO NOT engage forks into loads at high speeds. DO NOT engage forks into loads at high speeds.
 Always make certain the load is stable before lifting the Always make certain the load is stable before lifting the
forks.forks.  

Be sure to stop in front of the load beforeBe sure to stop in front of the load before
engaging the forks, and make certain there are noengaging the forks, and make certain there are no
obstacles, then engage the load by driving forwards.obstacles, then engage the load by driving forwards.  

37.37. Make certain the load is well stacked and evenly Make certain the load is well stacked and evenly
positioned across both forks. DO NOT attempt to lift apositioned across both forks. DO NOT attempt to lift a
load with only one fork.load with only one fork.  

On the truck with an attachment such as a loadOn the truck with an attachment such as a load

grab, make certain the load is securely and correctlygrab, make certain the load is securely and correctly
grabbed, and pull the loading control level to the fullgrabbed, and pull the loading control level to the full
(increase to relieve pressure).(increase to relieve pressure).  
38.38.  Never lift loads when the truck is on an incline  Never lift loads when the truck is on an incline

 Avoid loading work on a grade. Avoid loading work on a grade.  

39.39. DO NOT stack loads on forks in such a way that DO NOT stack loads on forks in such a way that
the top of the load exceeds the load backrest height. Ifthe top of the load exceeds the load backrest height. If
this is unavoidable, make the load this is unavoidable, make the load as secure asas secure as

possible. When handling bulky loads which restrictpossible. When handling bulky loads which restrict
vision, operate the truck in reverse or have a guidevision, operate the truck in reverse or have a guide
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40.40. Use minimum forward and reverse tilt whenUse minimum forward and reverse tilt when
stacking and unloading loads. Never tilt forward unlessstacking and unloading loads. Never tilt forward unless
the load is over stack or at a low lift height.the load is over stack or at a low lift height.  

When stacking loads on a high place, tilt the mastWhen stacking loads on a high place, tilt the mast
vertically when load is 15 to 20 cm above the groundvertically when load is 15 to 20 cm above the ground
before lifting the load further. Never attempt to tilt thebefore lifting the load further. Never attempt to tilt the
mast beyond vertical when the load is raised high.mast beyond vertical when the load is raised high.  

TTo unload loads from o unload loads from a high place, insert fa high place, insert forks intoorks into
the pallet and drive backthe pallet and drive backwards, then lower the load. Tiltwards, then lower the load. Tilt
the mast back after lowering. Never attempt to tilt thethe mast back after lowering. Never attempt to tilt the
mast with the load raised high.mast with the load raised high.  

41.41. DO NOT tow a truck that has engine problems, or DO NOT tow a truck that has engine problems, or
whose steering system doesn‘t work properly, orwhose steering system doesn‘t work properly, or
whose braking system has been disabled.whose braking system has been disabled.  

Obey all traffic rules when towing the truckObey all traffic rules when towing the truck..  
42.42. Dress appropriately for operating the truckDress appropriately for operating the truck
(overalls or other protective uniforms, safety helmet,(overalls or other protective uniforms, safety helmet,
safety shoes, etc.). Avoid wearing neckties or othersafety shoes, etc.). Avoid wearing neckties or other
articles of clothing which may present a hazard if theyarticles of clothing which may present a hazard if they

come into contact with truck components.come into contact with truck components.  43.43. The workplace should be equipped with aThe workplace should be equipped with a  firefire

extinguisher.extinguisher. In order to provide easy access to it, the In order to provide easy access to it, the
fire extinguisher is usually installed on the safety framefire extinguisher is usually installed on the safety frame
rear supporting leg. The operator should be familiarrear supporting leg. The operator should be familiar
with position of the fire extinguisher and its use.with position of the fire extinguisher and its use.

44.44. Use a pallet, instead of the forks, when carryingUse a pallet, instead of the forks, when carrying
small goods.small goods.  
45.45. There are labels on the machine that displayThere are labels on the machine that display

warnings and describe methods for operating the liftwarnings and describe methods for operating the lift
truck. When operating the machine, observe andtruck. When operating the machine, observe and
follow all markings on the machine in addition to thisfollow all markings on the machine in addition to this
operator‘s manual.operator‘s manual.  
Replace damaged or missing decals and name plate.Replace damaged or missing decals and name plate.  
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4. Operator Protection Equipment4. Operator Protection Equipment  
   The The LOAD LOAD BACKREST BACKREST EXTENSION EXTENSION isis

installed to keep loose parts of the load frominstalled to keep loose parts of the load from

falling back toward the operator.falling back toward the operator.

   It It must must be be high high enough, enough, with with vertical vertical openingsopenings

small enough, to prevent the parts of the loadsmall enough, to prevent the parts of the load

from falling backwards. If a load backrestfrom falling backwards. If a load backrest

extension that is different from the oneextension that is different from the one

installed on your lift truck is required, contactinstalled on your lift truck is required, contact

your Utilev lift truck dealer.your Utilev lift truck dealer.

   The The OVERHEAD OVERHEAD GUARD GUARD is is intended intended to to offeroffer

reasonable protection to the operator fromreasonable protection to the operator from

falling objects, but cannot protect againstfalling objects, but cannot protect against

every possible impact. Therefore, it must notevery possible impact. Therefore, it must not

be considered a substitute for good judgmentbe considered a substitute for good judgment

and care when handling loads. Do not removeand care when handling loads. Do not remove

the overhead guard.the overhead guard.

   The The SEAT SEAT BELT BELT AND AND HIP HIP RESTRAINTRESTRAINT

provide additional means to help the operatorprovide additional means to help the operator

keep the head and torso sukeep the head and torso substantially withinbstantially within

the confines of the lift truck frame andthe confines of the lift truck frame and

overhead guard if a tip over occurs. Thisoverhead guard if a tip over occurs. This

restraint system is intended to reduce the riskrestraint system is intended to reduce the risk

of the head and torso being trapped betweenof the head and torso being trapped between

the lift truck and the ground, but it cannotthe lift truck and the ground, but it cannot

protect the operator against all possible injuryprotect the operator against all possible injury

in a tip over. The hip restraint will help thein a tip over. The hip restraint will help the

operator resist side movement. It is not aoperator resist side movement. It is not a

substitute for the seat belt. Always fasten thesubstitute for the seat belt. Always fasten the

seat belt.seat belt.
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5. Maintenance5. Maintenance
SeeSee《《Preventive maintenance schedulePreventive maintenance schedule》》forfor

further information.further information.

5.1 Daily Maintenance5.1 Daily Maintenance  8 hours8 hours  
1.1. Check LeaksCheck Leaks

Check LPG, electrolyte, hydraulic oil, brake fluid,Check LPG, electrolyte, hydraulic oil, brake fluid,  
coolant, and oil in hydraulic transmission gear boxcoolant, and oil in hydraulic transmission gear box..

Check the engine, hydraulic pipe connector,Check the engine, hydraulic pipe connector,

radiator and driving system for leaks. DO NOT use anradiator and driving system for leaks. DO NOT use an
open flame to check levels.open flame to check levels.  

!! WWaarrnniinngg：：  

DO NOT operate truck if leaked fuel isDO NOT operate truck if leaked fuel is
found following prefound following pre--operational checks.operational checks.
Correct the leak before starting engine.Correct the leak before starting engine.  

2. Check appearance2. Check appearance  
Visually check the lamps and meters for problems.Visually check the lamps and meters for problems.  
Check the tires, tire pressure and the entire truckCheck the tires, tire pressure and the entire truck

for loose boltsfor loose bolts  

3. Check Fuel Mass3. Check Fuel Mass  

 A  A fuel fuel level level gauge gauge is is provided provided on on the the indicatorindicator

panel. Make sure the fuel level is sufficient for thepanel. Make sure the fuel level is sufficient for the
day‘s work. The fuel filler port is located at the rear leftday‘s work. The fuel filler port is located at the rear left
pillar of the overhead guard.pillar of the overhead guard.  

4. Engine Oil Level Check4. Engine Oil Level Check  

!! CCaauuttiioonn：：  

When checking the engine oil, placeWhen checking the engine oil, place
forklift on level ground, set parking brakeforklift on level ground, set parking brake

and lower forks to the and lower forks to the ground.ground.  
Check engine oil when the engine isCheck engine oil when the engine is

cool.cool.  
Remove the dipstick, clean the rod and reinsert. Pull itRemove the dipstick, clean the rod and reinsert. Pull it
out again and check the oil level. The level should beout again and check the oil level. The level should be
within the marks on the dipstick.within the marks on the dipstick.  
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5. Check Coolant Level in 5. Check Coolant Level in the Radiator the Radiator   
Inspect the small reservoir tank to see if theInspect the small reservoir tank to see if the

coolant level is between Min and Max position whencoolant level is between Min and Max position when
the engine is cool. If there is no coolant in the reservoirthe engine is cool. If there is no coolant in the reservoir

tank, add coolant to radiator, its freezing point istank, add coolant to radiator, its freezing point is --3535°°C,C,
and fill overflow bottle to MAX positionand fill overflow bottle to MAX position  

!! CCaauuttiioonn：：  

 Add clean water to radiator. If you use Add clean water to radiator. If you use
antifreeze, make sure you use the sameantifreeze, make sure you use the same
brand of antifreeze.brand of antifreeze.  

Pay attention to water reservoir andPay attention to water reservoir and
cooling system in the hot season.cooling system in the hot season.  

!! WWaarrnniinngg
：：

  When the water temperature of theWhen the water temperature of the
engine is engine is higher than 70 higher than 70 degrees Celsius, degrees Celsius, dodo
not open the pressure cap not open the pressure cap of the radiator.of the radiator.
Loosen cap slowly to allow steam to escape.Loosen cap slowly to allow steam to escape.

 After that, tighten cap securely. It is good After that, tighten cap securely. It is good
practice to use a thick waste cloth or the likepractice to use a thick waste cloth or the like
when removing the cap.when removing the cap.

Do not wear glove when removingDo not wear glove when removingradiator cap. radiator cap. YYou may get burnt on your handou may get burnt on your hand
if hot water splashes on it.if hot water splashes on it.  

 Antifreeze is harmful to a person, if Antifreeze is harmful to a person, if
swallowed, disgorge at once and go toswallowed, disgorge at once and go to
hospital.hospital.  

Keep antifreeze away from children.Keep antifreeze away from children.  
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6. Hydraulic Oil Level6. Hydraulic Oil Level  
Check the oil level in the hydraulic oil tank.Check the oil level in the hydraulic oil tank.  
The oil level should be between the two marks.The oil level should be between the two marks.  

7. Brake Fluid Level Check7. Brake Fluid Level Check  
Check the fluid level in the brake fluid reservoir.Check the fluid level in the brake fluid reservoir.

The level should be between the two seams of theThe level should be between the two seams of the
reservoir. When adding fluid, due care should be takenreservoir. When adding fluid, due care should be taken
to prevent air from entering the brake tube.to prevent air from entering the brake tube.  

!! CCaauuttiioonn：：  

When adding fluid, due care should beWhen adding fluid, due care should be
taken to prevent dirt or water from enteringtaken to prevent dirt or water from entering
the reservoir.the reservoir.  

Brake fluid is dangerous to your health.Brake fluid is dangerous to your health.
YYou should always avoid coou should always avoid contact with skin.ntact with skin.  

Replace brake oilReplace brake oil  
（（11））Place forklift truck on level ground, place forksPlace forklift truck on level ground, place forks

on the on the ground, apply park ground, apply park brake, put brake, put transmissiontransmission

gear into neutral position, and cut off engine.gear into neutral position, and cut off engine.  
（（22））Remove rubber dustproof cap of oil-drain port,Remove rubber dustproof cap of oil-drain port,

insert tube into oil-drain port and waste oil collectioninsert tube into oil-drain port and waste oil collection
bottle, and loosen oil-drain screw. At the same time,bottle, and loosen oil-drain screw. At the same time,
have another in truck press brake pedal repeatedly.have another in truck press brake pedal repeatedly.
The brake oil should flow from oil-drain port, watch theThe brake oil should flow from oil-drain port, watch the
liquid level of brake fluid reservoir, add new oil until theliquid level of brake fluid reservoir, add new oil until the
oil from oil-drain port is clean, and then screw downoil from oil-drain port is clean, and then screw down
screw of oil-drain port.screw of oil-drain port.  
（（33））Have the Have the person in tperson in truck depress ruck depress brake pedalbrake pedal

all the way all the way and hold it and hold it there. At the same tithere. At the same time, haveme, have
the person at the oil-drain port loosen oil-drain portthe person at the oil-drain port loosen oil-drain port
screw, and tell the person on truck to release brakescrew, and tell the person on truck to release brake
pedal when the brake oil flows out and screw down oil-pedal when the brake oil flows out and screw down oil-
drain port screw. Repeat above operation severaldrain port screw. Repeat above operation several
times until there are no bubbles in the brake oil. Watchtimes until there are no bubbles in the brake oil. Watch
the liquid level in brake oil reservoir; add new brake oilthe liquid level in brake oil reservoir; add new brake oil
as the liquid level is falling.as the liquid level is falling.  
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8. Head Lamp Check8. Head Lamp Check  
Make sure that the head lamp is lighting when theMake sure that the head lamp is lighting when the

key is at ―ON‖ position.key is at ―ON‖ position.  

9. Turn Signal Check9. Turn Signal Check  
Make sure that the turn signal operates properlyMake sure that the turn signal operates properly

by moving the turn signal lever.by moving the turn signal lever.

10. Hand Brake Check10. Hand Brake Check  

（（11））drive truck drive truck slowlyslowly..  

（（22））loosen hand brake lever, stop the truck, andloosen hand brake lever, stop the truck, and

truck has no deviation.truck has no deviation.  

11. Back11. Back--Up Lamp and Buzzer CheckUp Lamp and Buzzer Check  

The backThe back--up lamp comes on and buzzer soundsup lamp comes on and buzzer sounds
when the shift lever or directional control lever iswhen the shift lever or directional control lever is
placed in reverse position.placed in reverse position.  

12. Turning12. Turning  
Operate the truck Operate the truck slowlyslowly..  
Turn the steering wheel to the left and then right 3Turn the steering wheel to the left and then right 3

times times respectivelyrespectively..  
Check that the steering forces are equal to theCheck that the steering forces are equal to the

right and left.right and left.  
13. Horn13. Horn  

Press the horn button to make certain the hornPress the horn button to make certain the horn
sound is normal.sound is normal.  

14. Driver’s 14. Driver’s Seat AdjustmentSeat Adjustment  
Make sure the driver‘s seat is properly positioned.Make sure the driver‘s seat is properly positioned.

If not properly, shift the adjusting lever and move theIf not properly, shift the adjusting lever and move the

driver‘s seat to a position which provides easy accessdriver‘s seat to a position which provides easy access
to all foot and hand controls.to all foot and hand controls.

15. Lifting Lever, Tilting Lever and Attachment15. Lifting Lever, Tilting Lever and Attachment

Lever CheckLever Check  
Check the loading levers (for lift, tilt and optionalCheck the loading levers (for lift, tilt and optional

attachment) for looseness and smooth operation.attachment) for looseness and smooth operation.  
Increase the rotate speed of engine, make certainIncrease the rotate speed of engine, make certain

that the lifting lever, tilting lever and attachment lever isthat the lifting lever, tilting lever and attachment lever is
in good work condition.in good work condition.  

16. Instruments and Sensors16. Instruments and Sensors  
Make sure that hour meter, water temperatureMake sure that hour meter, water temperature

indicator, oil temperature indicator, transmission fluidindicator, oil temperature indicator, transmission fluid
sensor and fuel sensor etc., sensor and fuel sensor etc., function properly.function properly.  

17. Brake Pedal and Inching Pedal Check17. Brake Pedal and Inching Pedal Check
Drive truck slowly, press down brake pedal, andDrive truck slowly, press down brake pedal, and

brake lamp lights.brake lamp lights.  
Drive truck slDrive truck slowlyowly, press down , press down inching inching pedal, thepedal, the

speed of truck decreases, press downward more, truckspeed of truck decreases, press downward more, truck
should stop.should stop.  

18. Tire Inspection18. Tire Inspection  
Check the tires for damage, and the rims for damage.Check the tires for damage, and the rims for damage.  

19. Tire Pressure (Pneumatic Only)19. Tire Pressure (Pneumatic Only)  
Turn tire valve cap counter clockTurn tire valve cap counter clock--wise and remove it.wise and remove it.
Using a tire pressure gauge, measure the inflationUsing a tire pressure gauge, measure the inflation
pressure, and adjust it to the specified pressure, ifpressure, and adjust it to the specified pressure, if
needed. After making sure there is no air leakage fromneeded. After making sure there is no air leakage from
the tire valve, reinstall the cap.the tire valve, reinstall the cap.
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Check that each tire is not damaged at the treadCheck that each tire is not damaged at the tread
surface or side face or bending at the rim.surface or side face or bending at the rim.  

!! WWaarrnniinngg：：(Pneumatic)(Pneumatic)

1. Since the forklift truck needs tires that have a high1. Since the forklift truck needs tires that have a high
inflation pressure to carry heavy loads, even a smallinflation pressure to carry heavy loads, even a small
bending of rims or damage at the tread surface couldbending of rims or damage at the tread surface could
cause an accident.cause an accident.
2. When using an air compressor, first adjust the air2. When using an air compressor, first adjust the air

pressure of the compressor. Failure to do so willpressure of the compressor. Failure to do so will
cause a serious accident, since the compressorcause a serious accident, since the compressor
delivers the maximum pressure.delivers the maximum pressure.
3. All nuts and bolts should be properly installed and3. All nuts and bolts should be properly installed and
tightened before inflating tire and rim assembly. Antightened before inflating tire and rim assembly. An
inflated tire contains potentially explosive energy. DOinflated tire contains potentially explosive energy. DO
NOT overinflate.NOT overinflate.  

(Pneumatic tires only)(Pneumatic tires only)

Tire Pressure GB/T2982-2001:Tire Pressure GB/T2982-2001:  

Truck typeTruck type   Front wheelFront wheel   Rear wheelRear wheel  

2.0T2.0T--2.5T2.5T   860kPa860kPa   860kPa860kPa  

3.0T3.0T--3.5T3.5T   830kPa830kPa   790kPa790kPa  

5.2 Weekly Maintenance5.2 Weekly Maintenance  40 Hours40 Hours  
Increase the below content based on dailyIncrease the below content based on daily

maintenance.maintenance.

1. Air Filter 1. Air Filter   
Perform maintenance on the air cleaner after 50Perform maintenance on the air cleaner after 50--

250 hours of operation.250 hours of operation.  
Replace the filter element as neededReplace the filter element as needed  

!! CCaauuttiioonn  

If the worksite has poor air quality the air filterIf the worksite has poor air quality the air filter
needs to be clneeds to be cleaned or replaced eaned or replaced more frequentlymore frequently..  
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Under dusty work conditions, the cycle of maintainUnder dusty work conditions, the cycle of maintain
and change air cleaner will be short. It is advised toand change air cleaner will be short. It is advised to
perform maintenance between 8perform maintenance between 8--50 hours; replace it50 hours; replace it

between 100between 100--300 hours.300 hours.  
Maintain Method:Maintain Method:  
1.1. Gently remove the filter element from the canister.Gently remove the filter element from the canister.

 Avoid  Avoid dislodging dislodging contaminants contaminants from from the the filter filter oror
knocking it against the knocking it against the canister.canister.  

2.2. Gently tap the filter element to dislodge anyGently tap the filter element to dislodge any
contaminantscontaminants  

3.3. With a clean soft rag, clean the inside surface ofWith a clean soft rag, clean the inside surface of

the canister. Be careful not to knock anythe canister. Be careful not to knock any
contaminants into the outlet tube.contaminants into the outlet tube.  

4.4. Inspect the filter element for voids, cuts or tearsInspect the filter element for voids, cuts or tears
and replace if required.and replace if required.  

5.5. Install the filter element into the canister.Install the filter element into the canister.  

2. Fan Belt Tension Check2. Fan Belt Tension Check

Stop the engine.Stop the engine.  
Use finger to press the belt at the midway pointUse finger to press the belt at the midway point
between the water pump pulley and the generatorbetween the water pump pulley and the generator

pulley by 10kg press, and check the drop distance topulley by 10kg press, and check the drop distance to
determine if it is up to standards.determine if it is up to standards.

EngineEngine  
Drop DistanceDrop Distance

（（mmmm））  

MAZDA 2.2LMAZDA 2.2L  
PSI 2.4LPSI 2.4L  

1111--1313  

4TNE924TNE92  4TNE984TNE98  

New 8New 8--12(12(<<5min)5min)  

Old 10Old 10--14(14(≥≥5min)5min)  

!! WWaarrnniinngg：：  

If the belt is loose, cut out, or has no reserve itIf the belt is loose, cut out, or has no reserve it

should be changed.should be changed.
To avoid personal injury, DO NOT performTo avoid personal injury, DO NOT perform
this check with the engine running.this check with the engine running.  
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3. Power Shift Transmission Fluid Level3. Power Shift Transmission Fluid Level  
Open the inspections cover and remove the fillerOpen the inspections cover and remove the filler

cap. Inspect the lever gauge to make sure that the fluidcap. Inspect the lever gauge to make sure that the fluid

level is on the upper mark of the gauge.level is on the upper mark of the gauge.  

4. Mast and Forks4. Mast and Forks  
Check the mast and forks to make sure:Check the mast and forks to make sure:  

（（11））There is no crack and bend on the forks, and theThere is no crack and bend on the forks, and the

forks are installed on the fork bracket strongly.forks are installed on the fork bracket strongly.  

（（22））Check if Check if there is there is oil leakage oil leakage on the on the cylinder orcylinder or
tubing.tubing.  

（（33））Check the rollers‘ rotation.Check the rollers‘ rotation.  

（（44））Check the mast for cracks or bends.Check the mast for cracks or bends.  

（（55））Operate the lever for lifting, tilting andOperate the lever for lifting, tilting and

attachment. attachment. Check the overall Check the overall condition of condition of the mast.the mast.

5. Lift Chain Tension Check5. Lift Chain Tension Check  

（（11））Raise the fork about 10Raise the fork about 10--15 cm above the ground15 cm above the ground

and make it vertical.and make it vertical.  

（（22））Press middle of the chain by thumb. MakePress middle of the chain by thumb. Make
certain the tension for the right and left chains arecertain the tension for the right and left chains are
even.even.

（（33）） Adjust the tension: Loosen the lock nut 1, screw Adjust the tension: Loosen the lock nut 1, screw

the nut 2 and adjust the chain to make the equalthe nut 2 and adjust the chain to make the equal
tension, turning the adjusting nut 1 of the chain anchortension, turning the adjusting nut 1 of the chain anchor
pin.pin.  
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6. Lubrication of mast6. Lubrication of mast  
Lubrication here on schedule, refers to figure asLubrication here on schedule, refers to figure as

below:below:  

MastMast  

Paint lubrication grease on the slide support.Paint lubrication grease on the slide support.  
Note:Note:  

a. The periods of paint lubrication grease dependa. The periods of paint lubrication grease depend
on the truck‘s work condition. If work is heavy, pleaseon the truck‘s work condition. If work is heavy, please
paint much more grease on mast.paint much more grease on mast.  

b. To assist with the truck‘s opb. To assist with the truck‘s operation, paint someeration, paint some
lubrication grease on the surface where the idler pulleylubrication grease on the surface where the idler pulley
and inside and outside masts touch.and inside and outside masts touch.

!! CCaauuttiioonn：：  

When applying lubrication grease; stopWhen applying lubrication grease; stop
the truck on a smooth road, engine off andthe truck on a smooth road, engine off and
pull hand brake. Avoid injury to hand or body,pull hand brake. Avoid injury to hand or body,
and avoid falling off from high place. Keepand avoid falling off from high place. Keep
safe.safe.  

7. Chain/Mast Lubrication7. Chain/Mast Lubrication  
For the lubrication points of each of the followingFor the lubrication points of each of the following

parts, see the Lubrication System Diagram.parts, see the Lubrication System Diagram.  

（（11））Mast Bearing LubricateMast Bearing Lubricate

（（22））Brake PedalBrake Pedal

（（33））Inching PedalInching Pedal

（（44））Steering Axle ShaftSteering Axle Shaft

（（55））Steering Knuckle Main Bearing LubricateSteering Knuckle Main Bearing Lubricate
（（66））Steering Rod Bar PinSteering Rod Bar Pin

（（77））Steering Cylinder PinSteering Cylinder Pin

8. Bolt and 8. Bolt and Nut TighteningNut Tightening  
Reference theReference the《《Maintain Cycle ChartMaintain Cycle Chart》》..
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9. Hub Nut Torque Check9. Hub Nut Torque Check  
Check that hub nuts are tightened to the specifiedCheck that hub nuts are tightened to the specified

torque.torque.  

Driving WheelDriving Wheel（（Front WheelFront Wheel））  

11-- Hub nut Hub nut  
22-- Divided rim bolt Divided rim bolt  
33-- Drive shaft bolt Drive shaft bolt

  

Specified Torque N.mSpecified Torque N.m  

CapacityCapacity   22--3.5T3.5T  

Hub nutHub nut   441441--588588  

Steering WheelSteering Wheel（（Rear WheelRear Wheel））  

44-- Rear hub nut Rear hub nut  
Specified Torque N.mSpecified Torque N.m  

CapacityCapacity   2T2T--3.5T3.5T  

Hub nutHub nut   157157--176176  55-- Divided rim bolt Divided rim bolt  
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10. Brake Pedal And Inching Pedal Check10. Brake Pedal And Inching Pedal Check  

Depress the brake pedal fully when the engine isDepress the brake pedal fully when the engine is
running, the distance between brake pedal and frontrunning, the distance between brake pedal and front
soleplate should be more than60mm.soleplate should be more than60mm.

Check the inching pedal and clutch pedCheck the inching pedal and clutch pedal usingal using
the same method.the same method.

Height And The Free Clearance H:Height And The Free Clearance H:
FreeFree  

heightheight  

PressPress

heightheight  

FreeFree

clearanceclearance

BrakeBrake  
pedalpedal  

120120--130130   ≥60≥60   11--33  

InchingInching

pedalpedal  
120120--130130   ≥60≥60  

touchingtouching

bolt ofbolt of

inchinginching

pedalpedal – –  

brakebrake

pedal:0 mmpedal:0 mm
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5.3 Monthly Maintenance (1665.3 Monthly Maintenance (166
Hours)Hours)  

Increase the below content based upon weeklyIncrease the below content based upon weeklymaintenance.maintenance.

1. Change Engine Oil And Oil Filter1. Change Engine Oil And Oil Filter

（（11））Start the engine, warm-up thoroughly, then shutStart the engine, warm-up thoroughly, then shut

off.off.

（（22））Remove the cap from the oil filling port and theRemove the cap from the oil filling port and the

discharge plug from the oil pan. Let the oil flow out.discharge plug from the oil pan. Let the oil flow out.

!! CCaauuttiioonn：：  
Engine oil may be very hot.Engine oil may be very hot.  

·Milky engine oil indicates that the coolant has·Milky engine oil indicates that the coolant has
infiltrated the infiltrated the oil. oil. Contact an Contact an authorized technician authorized technician forfor
repair.repair.

·Very thin oil indicates that the oil contains·Very thin oil indicates that the oil contains
gasoline. Contact an authorized technician for repair.gasoline. Contact an authorized technician for repair.

（（33））Drain plug tightening torque: : 29 N·mDrain plug tightening torque: : 29 N·m--39 N·m39 N·m  

（（44））Detach the oil filter using the appropriate tool.Detach the oil filter using the appropriate tool.

（（55））Wipe the mounting surface of the oil filter with aWipe the mounting surface of the oil filter with a

clean cloth..clean cloth..

（（66）） Apply a small amount of engine oil to the rubber Apply a small amount of engine oil to the rubber

ring of the new oil filter.ring of the new oil filter.

（（77））When installing a new oil filter, hand-tighten only.When installing a new oil filter, hand-tighten only.

Do not tighten with a wrench.Do not tighten with a wrench.

（（88））Refer to the Forklift Truck Fluid Use Chart andRefer to the Forklift Truck Fluid Use Chart and

add the recommended engine oil.add the recommended engine oil.
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（（99））Start the engine, check for oil leaks around oilStart the engine, check for oil leaks around oil

pug and filter.pug and filter. If the leak is excessive, the part was notIf the leak is excessive, the part was not
installed corrinstalled correctlyectly..  

（（1010））Warm-up engine, then shut-off and check oilWarm-up engine, then shut-off and check oil
level. Fill if needed. To check the oil fluid level, placelevel. Fill if needed. To check the oil fluid level, place
truck on level ground.truck on level ground.

2. Apply lubricant to front and rear of pin roll of2. Apply lubricant to front and rear of pin roll of
tilt cylindertilt cylinder

Wipe any overflow clean.Wipe any overflow clean.

3. Check the gear oil of drive axle housing3. Check the gear oil of drive axle housing
Change the oil after 200 hours. Change moreChange the oil after 200 hours. Change more

frequently if operating truck in a dusty environment.frequently if operating truck in a dusty environment.
4. Change transmission fluid filter (first time,4. Change transmission fluid filter (first time,
then then semi-annuasemi-annually)lly)

Check Check the the hydraulic hydraulic transmission transmission fluid. fluid. ReplaceReplace
fluid if it appears to be contaminated.fluid if it appears to be contaminated.

Put the truck on level ground, lower forks to the floor,Put the truck on level ground, lower forks to the floor,
tilt the mast back, apply parking brake, puttilt the mast back, apply parking brake, put
transmission in neutral position, and shut off engine.transmission in neutral position, and shut off engine.

!! WWaarrnniinngg：：  

Hot hydraulic oil and parts may causeHot hydraulic oil and parts may cause
injuryinjury. DO NOT touch the hot h. DO NOT touch the hot hydraulic oil orydraulic oil or
parts.parts.  

（（ 11 ）） Detach the rubber washer and the frontDetach the rubber washer and the front

baseplate.baseplate.

（（22））Detach Detach the the filter. filter. Handle Handle according according to to locallocal

regulations.regulations.
（（33））Wipe the filter Wipe the filter base clean. base clean. Confirm that the Confirm that the oldold

washer on the base has been thoroughly removed.washer on the base has been thoroughly removed.

（（44）） Apply small amount hydraulic fluid on the new Apply small amount hydraulic fluid on the new

filter element washer.filter element washer.

（（ 55）） Install filter by hand. When the filter get toInstall filter by hand. When the filter get to

pedestal, screw down an additional 1/2-3/4 turn.pedestal, screw down an additional 1/2-3/4 turn.

5. Change hydraulic transmission oil (first time,5. Change hydraulic transmission oil (first time,
then then semiannuasemiannually)lly)

Park truck on level ground, lower the forks to thePark truck on level ground, lower the forks to the
ground and tilt the mast back. Engage the parkingground and tilt the mast back. Engage the parking
brake, put transmission in neutral position, and turn offbrake, put transmission in neutral position, and turn off
engine.engine.

!! WWaarrnniinngg：：  

Hot hydraulic oil and parts Hot hydraulic oil and parts will causewill cause
injuryinjury. DO NOT the hot hydraulic oil a. DO NOT the hot hydraulic oil and parts.nd parts.  

（（11））Put one case (volume is over 20 liters) under thePut one case (volume is over 20 liters) under the

transmission.transmission.

（（22））Remove oil plug and drain oil.Remove oil plug and drain oil.

（（33））Clean oil plug then install.Clean oil plug then install.

（（44））Take out the dipstick. Add hydraulic oil. SeeTake out the dipstick. Add hydraulic oil. See

《《Forklift Truck Fluid Use ChartForklift Truck Fluid Use Chart》》..
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（（55））Start Start the the engine.engine.

（（66））Press the Press the brake pedal, while brake pedal, while idling. idling. Put thePut the

transmission in forward and then in reverse totransmission in forward and then in reverse to

replenish the system with fluid.replenish the system with fluid.
（（77））Place transmission in neutral and engagePlace transmission in neutral and engage

parking brake.parking brake.

（（88））Pull Pull out the dipstiout the dipstick, inspect ck, inspect fluid position.fluid position.

（（99））If the fluid level is insufficient, add more fluid toIf the fluid level is insufficient, add more fluid to

bring the level up to in between the maximum andbring the level up to in between the maximum and
minimum marks.minimum marks.

（（1010））Check the filter and drain plug for leaks.Check the filter and drain plug for leaks.

（（1111））Turn off the Turn off the engine, install engine, install front base plate.front base plate.

6. Air 6. Air --Bleeding Fuel SystemBleeding Fuel System（（DieselDiesel））  
During fueling or draining water from separator,During fueling or draining water from separator,

it‘s also necessary to bleed air in the it‘s also necessary to bleed air in the fuel system.fuel system.  

（（11））Loosen the purging bolt.Loosen the purging bolt.

（（22））Pump the hand pump until no more air comesPump the hand pump until no more air comes

out at the purging bolt.out at the purging bolt.  

（（33））Tighten the purging bolt.Tighten the purging bolt.  
7. Drain Water from7. Drain Water from Separator Separator （（DieselDiesel））  

If If the fuel the fuel filter alarm lights filter alarm lights up while the up while the engine isengine is
running you need to drain the accumulated water.running you need to drain the accumulated water.  

（（11））Place a container under the fuel filter.Place a container under the fuel filter.  

（（22））Loosen Loosen the the drain drain boltbolt（（W15AW15A））, then loosen the, then loosen the

drain plug by turning 4 to 5 turns.drain plug by turning 4 to 5 turns.  

（（33））Fasten the drain boltFasten the drain bolt（（W15AW15A））and plug after theand plug after the

water has been drained.water has been drained.
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8. Exhaust Gas Check8. Exhaust Gas Check  

ColorlessColorless   Normal: Complete CombustionNormal: Complete Combustion  

BlackBlack    Abnormal: Incomplete Combustion Abnormal: Incomplete Combustion  

WhiteWhite  
 Abnormal: Water In Combustion Abnormal: Water In Combustion

Chamber Chamber   

BlueBlue    Abnormal: Oil Burns Abnormal: Oil Burns  

!! WWaarrnniinngg：：  
DO NOT start the lift truck in a poorlyDO NOT start the lift truck in a poorly

ventilated space. There is carbon monoxideventilated space. There is carbon monoxide
in the exhaust gas which can be veryin the exhaust gas which can be very

dangerous and potentially fatal.dangerous and potentially fatal.

5.4 Semi5.4 Semi--Annual Maintenance (1000Annual Maintenance (1000
Hours)Hours)  

Increase the below content based on monthlyIncrease the below content based on monthly
maintenance.maintenance.

1.1. Brake oil fluid changeBrake oil fluid change  

Park truck on level ground, lower the forks toPark truck on level ground, lower the forks to
the ground and tilt the mast back. Engage thethe ground and tilt the mast back. Engage the
parking brake, put transmission in neutralparking brake, put transmission in neutral
position, and turn off engine.position, and turn off engine.

Remove rubber dustproof cap of oil-drain port,Remove rubber dustproof cap of oil-drain port,
insert tube into oil-drain port and waste oil collectioninsert tube into oil-drain port and waste oil collection
bottle, and loosen oil-drain screw. At the same time,bottle, and loosen oil-drain screw. At the same time,

have another person in truck press brake pedalhave another person in truck press brake pedal
repeatedly. The brake oil should flow from oil-drainrepeatedly. The brake oil should flow from oil-drain
port, watch the liquid level of brake fluid reservoir, addport, watch the liquid level of brake fluid reservoir, add
new oil until the oil from oil-drain port is clean, andnew oil until the oil from oil-drain port is clean, and
then screw down screw of oil-drain port.then screw down screw of oil-drain port.  

Have the person in truck depress brake pedal allHave the person in truck depress brake pedal all
the way and hold it there. At the same time, have thethe way and hold it there. At the same time, have the
person at the oil-drain port loosen oil-drain port screw,person at the oil-drain port loosen oil-drain port screw,

and tell the person on truck to release brake pedaland tell the person on truck to release brake pedal
when the brake oil flows out and screw down oil-drainwhen the brake oil flows out and screw down oil-drain
port screw. Repeat above operation several times untilport screw. Repeat above operation several times until
there are no bubbles in the brake oil. Watch the liquidthere are no bubbles in the brake oil. Watch the liquid
level in brake oil reservoir; add new brake oil as thelevel in brake oil reservoir; add new brake oil as the
liquid level is falling.liquid level is falling.

Caltex DOT3Caltex DOT3 or Choice HZY3 brake liquid note addor Choice HZY3 brake liquid note add
after factory.after factory.

!! CautionCaution：：  

Prevent dust and water from getting intoPrevent dust and water from getting into
oil when adding brake fluid. The brake fluidoil when adding brake fluid. The brake fluid
can be can be harmful. harmful. Thoroughly rinse wiThoroughly rinse with waterth water
upon contact with skin.upon contact with skin.
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2. Steering Wheel 2. Steering Wheel Locked Device LubricateLocked Device Lubricate  

 Apply  Apply lubricating lubricating grease grease on on the the steering steering wheelwheel

locked device.locked device.  

2.2. Hydraulic Oil ChangeHydraulic Oil Change  
Park truck on level ground, lower the forks to thePark truck on level ground, lower the forks to the

ground and tilt the mast back. Engage the parkingground and tilt the mast back. Engage the parking
brake, put transmission in neutral position, and turn offbrake, put transmission in neutral position, and turn off
engine.engine.  

!! WWaarrnniinngg：：  

Hot hydraulic oil and parts may burn you. DOHot hydraulic oil and parts may burn you. DO
NOT touch the hot hydraulic oil or NOT touch the hot hydraulic oil or parts.parts.  

（（11））Put one case (60 liters or greater) under thePut one case (60 liters or greater) under the

hydraulic reservoir. Dismantle the oil plug, and drainhydraulic reservoir. Dismantle the oil plug, and drain
the hydraulic fluid into the container.the hydraulic fluid into the container.

（（22））Dismantle hydraulic dipstick and oil box cover.Dismantle hydraulic dipstick and oil box cover.

（（33））Take out the magnet from oil box to clean andTake out the magnet from oil box to clean and

rinse the oil orifice of box bottom by hydraulic oil.rinse the oil orifice of box bottom by hydraulic oil.

（（44））Clean and install the oil plug.Clean and install the oil plug.

（（55））Fill hydraulic oil box. ReferenceFill hydraulic oil box. Reference《《Table for the oilTable for the oil

used in the truckused in the truck》》..

（（66））Startup the engine and operate multiple valveStartup the engine and operate multiple valve

 joystick and turn system, fill hydraulic oil in all system. joystick and turn system, fill hydraulic oil in all system.

（（77））Check each hydraulic component and pipelineCheck each hydraulic component and pipeline

for leaks.for leaks.

（（88））Close the engine, retract all mast cylinder rods,Close the engine, retract all mast cylinder rods,

check the oil level of hydraulic oil box. Add oil to fillcheck the oil level of hydraulic oil box. Add oil to fill
mark.mark.

4. Change Hydraulic Return Oil Filter, Respirator4. Change Hydraulic Return Oil Filter, Respirator
And Strainer And Strainer   

Park truck on level ground, lower the forks to thePark truck on level ground, lower the forks to the
ground and tilt the mast back. Engage the parkingground and tilt the mast back. Engage the parking
brake, put transmission in neutral position, and turn offbrake, put transmission in neutral position, and turn off
engine.engine.

（（11））Loosen the bolt of hydraulic fluid reservoir coverLoosen the bolt of hydraulic fluid reservoir cover
plate assembly.plate assembly.  

（（22））Detach the hydraulic return filter from coverDetach the hydraulic return filter from cover

plate.plate.  

（（33））Install new hydraulic return filter by hand.Install new hydraulic return filter by hand.  

（（44））TTake out the fluid absorption filter ake out the fluid absorption filter mesh from fluidmesh from fluid

reservoir.reservoir.  

（（55））Install new filter by hand.Install new filter by hand.  （（66））Install oil box top cover board and screw downInstall oil box top cover board and screw down

bolt.bolt.  

（（77））Take out respirator.Take out respirator.  

（（88））Clean by lotion and Clean by lotion and drydry..  

（（99））Install respirator.Install respirator.  

（（1010））Start the engine and operate hydraulic system,Start the engine and operate hydraulic system,
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let hydraulic oil in all system. Check for leaks.let hydraulic oil in all system. Check for leaks.   

（（1111））Close the engine, retract all mast cylinder rods,Close the engine, retract all mast cylinder rods,

check the oil level of hydraulic oil box. Add oil at fillcheck the oil level of hydraulic oil box. Add oil at fill

mark.mark.

5. Change Hydraulic 5. Change Hydraulic TransmissiTransmission Oilon Oil
Refer to ‗Change hydraulic transmission oil‘ fromRefer to ‗Change hydraulic transmission oil‘ from

‗Maintain monthly‘.‗Maintain monthly‘.  

6. Check, clean, change fuel filter (Diesel)6. Check, clean, change fuel filter (Diesel)  
In the dust and dirty work condition, clean fuelIn the dust and dirty work condition, clean fuel

filters per one month and replace every six months.filters per one month and replace every six months.  

（（11））Remove out the fuel filter.Remove out the fuel filter.  
（（22））Remove transducer.Remove transducer.  

（（33））Before installing new one, install transducerBefore installing new one, install transducer

existing, put a little fuel on the filter airproof.existing, put a little fuel on the filter airproof.  

!! CCaauuttiioonn：：  

Before installation, do not add fuel toBefore installation, do not add fuel to
filter, as this may accelerate the wear of filter, as this may accelerate the wear of fuelfuel

system parts.system parts.  

（（44））Install new filter.Install new filter.  

（（55））Turn the new filter till the airproof mat adheres toTurn the new filter till the airproof mat adheres to

surface.surface.  

（（66））Screw down 2/3 turns.Screw down 2/3 turns.

  

5.5 Annual Maintenance (2000 hours)5.5 Annual Maintenance (2000 hours)  
Perform the following maintenance in addition toPerform the following maintenance in addition to

the semi-annual maintenance.the semi-annual maintenance.

1. Replace the engine cooling fluid1. Replace the engine cooling fluid  

（（11））Open the radiator cover and loosen the drainOpen the radiator cover and loosen the drain

cover, let the coolant flow out, then wash the coolingcover, let the coolant flow out, then wash the cooling
system.system.  

（（22））Screw down the drain cover.Screw down the drain cover.  

（（33）） Add cooling fluid to radiator up to the top. Add cooling fluid to radiator up to the top.  

（（44））Let the engine rLet the engine run fully.un fully.  

（（55））Stop the engine, after cool down fully, still addStop the engine, after cool down fully, still add
cooling fluid to radiator up to the top, and add coolingcooling fluid to radiator up to the top, and add cooling
fluid to coolant reservoir ―MAX‖ position.fluid to coolant reservoir ―MAX‖ position.  

（（66））Check the Check the drain cover drain cover for for leaks.leaks.  
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!! WWaarrnniinngg：：  

TTo prevent burns, o prevent burns, when the waterwhen the water

temperature of the engine is higher than 70temperature of the engine is higher than 70 °°  
C, DO NOT open the pressure cap of theC, DO NOT open the pressure cap of the
radiator.radiator.  

The engine coolant fluid is designed to preventThe engine coolant fluid is designed to prevent

rust and freezing/overheating. Seerust and freezing/overheating. See《《Table for the oilTable for the oil

used in the truckused in the truck》》..

2. Front-wheel bearing change and 2. Front-wheel bearing change and lubricationlubrication

See the drive axle wheel contents in theSee the drive axle wheel contents in the
Maintenance Manual.Maintenance Manual.

3. Rear-wheel bearing change and 3. Rear-wheel bearing change and lubricationslubrications
See the steering axle contents in the MaintenanceSee the steering axle contents in the Maintenance

Manual.Manual.

4. Change steering axle gear oil4. Change steering axle gear oil  
Put the truck on level ground. Put transmission inPut the truck on level ground. Put transmission in

neutral, shut off engine.neutral, shut off engine.

（（11））Remove the oil plug, put oil to a case. Clean oilRemove the oil plug, put oil to a case. Clean oil
plug.plug.  

（（22））Install oil plug.Install oil plug.  

（（33））Remove breather plug and oil fluid position plug.Remove breather plug and oil fluid position plug.

Put the oil from orifice bend to steering axle shell untilPut the oil from orifice bend to steering axle shell until
oil overflows from level plug.oil overflows from level plug.

（（44））Press level and install breather plug.Press level and install breather plug.

（（55））StartStart--up forklift. Run engine let the steeringup forklift. Run engine let the steering

wheel control handle at neutral.wheel control handle at neutral.  

（（66））TTake out level plug. ake out level plug. Keep oil level Keep oil level until overflow.until overflow.  

5.6 Others5.6 Others  
1. Fuse and Relay1. Fuse and Relay  

Fuse and relay are fixed in the control box near theFuse and relay are fixed in the control box near the
battery.battery.

Please replace old fuse with fuse with the samePlease replace old fuse with fuse with the same
capacity.capacity.  

2. Change of tires2. Change of tires  

!! WWaarrnniinngg：：  
When using an aiWhen using an air compressorr compressor, first adjust the, first adjust the

air pressure of the compressor. Failure to do soair pressure of the compressor. Failure to do so
will cause a serious accident, since thewill cause a serious accident, since the
compressor delivers the maximum pressure.compressor delivers the maximum pressure.  

To ensure safety, put the tire in a defendTo ensure safety, put the tire in a defend
casing while inflating.casing while inflating.  
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Front WheelFront Wheel  

（（11））Place lift truck on Place lift truck on level concrete.level concrete.  

（（22））Start engine and raise carriage about 100mmStart engine and raise carriage about 100mm

height.height.  
（（33））Place chocks behind rear wheels to preventPlace chocks behind rear wheels to prevent

movement of forklift.movement of forklift.  

（（44））Loosen wheel nuts 1Loosen wheel nuts 1--2 turns each by turning2 turns each by turning

them counter them counter --clockwise.clockwise.  

（（55））Tilt mast fully backward, and place a woodenTilt mast fully backward, and place a wooden

block under each side of outer mast.block under each side of outer mast.  

（（66））Tilt mast forward until front tires are raisedTilt mast forward until front tires are raised
from surface.from surface.  

!! CCaauuttiioonn：：  

Do not allow loose nuts before the frontDo not allow loose nuts before the front
wheels leave the ground.wheels leave the ground.  

（（77））Support forklift truck by putting additionalSupport forklift truck by putting additional

wooden blocks under each side of the frontwooden blocks under each side of the front--end frameend frame
as shown below. Stop the engine.as shown below. Stop the engine.  

（（
88
））

Take out the wheel nuts and replace the frontTake out the wheel nuts and replace the frontwheel tire.wheel tire.  

!! WWaarrnniinngg：：  

a. When removing tire from wheel rim, do nota. When removing tire from wheel rim, do not
remove rim set bolts and nuts beforeremove rim set bolts and nuts before
releasing air. (Pneumatic)releasing air. (Pneumatic)  
b. Make sure that wooden blocks used tob. Make sure that wooden blocks used to

support lift truck are solid, onesupport lift truck are solid, one--piece units.piece units.  c. Never get under forklift while it is supportedc. Never get under forklift while it is supported
only by wooden blocks.only by wooden blocks.  
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（（99））Retighten the wheel nRetighten the wheel nut temporarily.ut temporarily.  

（（1010））Start the engine, and take out the woodenStart the engine, and take out the wooden

block.block.  

（（1111））Tilting backward the mast and lower down theTilting backward the mast and lower down the
mast slowlymast slowly, then take , then take out the wooden block under theout the wooden block under the
outer mast and rear wheel.outer mast and rear wheel.  

（（1212））Retighten the wheel nut with correct torque.Retighten the wheel nut with correct torque.  

（（1313））Inflate tire again to correct air pressure.Inflate tire again to correct air pressure.  

Rear wheelRear wheel  

（（11））Place lift trucks on level concrete.Place lift trucks on level concrete.  

（（22））Pull the parking brake lever and place chocksPull the parking brake lever and place chocks

before front wheels to prevent movement of forklift.before front wheels to prevent movement of forklift.  

（（33））Put the lifting jack under the counterweight.Put the lifting jack under the counterweight.  

!! CCaauuttiioonn：：  

Make sure the jack capacity is greaterMake sure the jack capacity is greater
than 2/3 of service weight of forklift.than 2/3 of service weight of forklift.  

（（44））Loosen wheel nuts 1Loosen wheel nuts 1--2 turns each by turning2 turns each by turning

them counter them counter --clockwise.clockwise.  

!! WWaarrnniinngg：：  
Do not remove wheel nuts until rear tiresDo not remove wheel nuts until rear tires

are raised from ground.are raised from ground.  
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（（55））Raise the forklift by swinging the rod of jack untilRaise the forklift by swinging the rod of jack until

it is off of the ground. Support forklift truck by puttingit is off of the ground. Support forklift truck by putting
additional wooden blocks under each side of the frontadditional wooden blocks under each side of the front --

end frame as shown below.end frame as shown below.  

（（66））Take out the wheel nut of rear wheel, and thenTake out the wheel nut of rear wheel, and then

replace the wheel.replace the wheel.  

!! WWaarrnniinngg：：  

a. When removing tire from wheel rim, doa. When removing tire from wheel rim, do

not remove rim set bots and nuts beforenot remove rim set bots and nuts before
releasing air.releasing air.  

b. Make sure that wooden blocks used tob. Make sure that wooden blocks used to
support lift truck are solid, onesupport lift truck are solid, one--piece units.piece units.  

c. Never get under forklift while it isc. Never get under forklift while it is
supported only by wooden blocks.supported only by wooden blocks.  

（（77））Retighten nuts as shown in figure below:Retighten nuts as shown in figure below:   

（（88））Remove the wooden block under chassis body.Remove the wooden block under chassis body.

Let down the forklift slowly. Then take away the chocksLet down the forklift slowly. Then take away the chocks

before the front wheel.before the front wheel.  
（（99））Retighten the Retighten the wheel nut wheel nut with the with the correct correct torque.torque.  

（（1010））Inflate tire again to correct air pressure.Inflate tire again to correct air pressure.  

3. Check Temperature3. Check Temperature  
Based on the temperature, choose the suitableBased on the temperature, choose the suitable
viscosity oil.viscosity oil.  
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4. Clean the radiator and radiator fins4. Clean the radiator and radiator fins  

!! CCaauuttiioonn：：  

Dust may fly into your eyes, so makeDust may fly into your eyes, so make
sure to wear safety glasses.sure to wear safety glasses.  

If the radiator fins are clogged, it will lead toIf the radiator fins are clogged, it will lead to
overheating. Use compressed air, vapor or water tooverheating. Use compressed air, vapor or water to
clear.clear.  

!! CCaauuttiioonn：：  

Clean the radiator fins by usingClean the radiator fins by using
compressed air or vapor, place the muzzle tocompressed air or vapor, place the muzzle to
radiator a right angle.radiator a right angle.  

5. The operation of 5. The operation of engine while overheatedengine while overheated  
If the engine is too hot, DO NOT stop it at once.If the engine is too hot, DO NOT stop it at once.

Instead, perform the following steps:Instead, perform the following steps:

（（11））Reduce speedReduce speed  
（（22））Open the engine cover to improve ventilation toOpen the engine cover to improve ventilation to

the engine chamber.the engine chamber.

（（33））Stop engine when water temperature drops.Stop engine when water temperature drops.  

（（44））Check the Check the coolant level. coolant level. Add coolant Add coolant if needed.if needed.
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6. Structure and Stability of Truck6. Structure and Stability of Truck  
 A thorough understanding of forklift physics and stability is very important to the safe operation of the forklift. A thorough understanding of forklift physics and stability is very important to the safe operation of the forklift.  

CautionCaution   Truck PhysicsTruck Physics  

The basic structure of the truck is mast (includes mast andThe basic structure of the truck is mast (includes mast and

forks) and body (includes tire).forks) and body (includes tire).

The lift truck keeps the balance of weight between theThe lift truck keeps the balance of weight between the

truck body and the load on the forks with the center of the fronttruck body and the load on the forks with the center of the front

wheels as a fulcrum when the rated capacity load is placed inwheels as a fulcrum when the rated capacity load is placed in

position.position.

Due care should be paid to the weight and the center ofDue care should be paid to the weight and the center of

gravity of loads to maintain the stability of the truck.gravity of loads to maintain the stability of the truck.  
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CautionCaution   Load Center of GravityLoad Center of Gravity  

There is difference because of the loads‘ shape,There is difference because of the loads‘ shape,

gravity, such as box, board and large roller. It is verygravity, such as box, board and large roller. It is very

important to distinguish the between the centers ofimportant to distinguish the between the centers of

gravity of different shaped loads. The location of thegravity of different shaped loads. The location of the

CoG of both the truck and the load is a factor.CoG of both the truck and the load is a factor.

CautionCaution  
The Stability Zone Of TheThe Stability Zone Of The

Barycenter Barycenter   

In order to make the truck stable, the combinedIn order to make the truck stable, the combined
center must be within the triangle which is made up ofcenter must be within the triangle which is made up of
the two points where the two front wheels touch thethe two points where the two front wheels touch the
ground and the midpoint of the back driving axle.ground and the midpoint of the back driving axle.

If the combined center is in the front driving axle,If the combined center is in the front driving axle,
the two front wheels become two fulcrums, and the truckthe two front wheels become two fulcrums, and the truck

will overturn. If the combined center departs the triangle,will overturn. If the combined center departs the triangle,
the truck shall overturn in the corresponding direction.the truck shall overturn in the corresponding direction.  
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Warning!Warning!  

If the truck is going to tip over, do not attempt to getIf the truck is going to tip over, do not attempt to get
out of the truck, because the speed of tipping is muchout of the truck, because the speed of tipping is much
faster than you. You should firmly grasp the steeringfaster than you. You should firmly grasp the steering
wheel holding it close to your chest, and lean away fromwheel holding it close to your chest, and lean away from
the the direction direction of of the the tip. tip. ALALWAYWAYS S WEAR YOURWEAR YOUR
SEATBELT.SEATBELT.  
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CautionCaution   Gravity and StabilityGravity and Stability  

Forklift stability depends on the combined centerForklift stability depends on the combined center
of gravity of the forklift and load. When the forklift isof gravity of the forklift and load. When the forklift is
unloaded, the center of gravity (CoG) remainsunloaded, the center of gravity (CoG) remains
unchanged. When the forklift is loaded, the center ofunchanged. When the forklift is loaded, the center of
gravity is formed by the combined center of gravity ofgravity is formed by the combined center of gravity of
the forklift and load.the forklift and load.  

The load's center of gravity depends on whetherThe load's center of gravity depends on whether

the mast is tilted forward or backward, raised orthe mast is tilted forward or backward, raised orlowered, which means that the combined center oflowered, which means that the combined center of
gravity also changes accorgravity also changes accordinglydingly..  

The forklift's combined center of gravity isThe forklift's combined center of gravity is
determined by the following factors:determined by the following factors:  

   Load size, weight and shape;Load size, weight and shape;  

   Lifting height;Lifting height;  

   Mast tilt angle;Mast tilt angle;  



   Tire inflation pressure;Tire inflation pressure;  
   Acceleration, deceleration and turning radius; Acceleration, deceleration and turning radius;  

   Driving surface conditions and inclination;Driving surface conditions and inclination;  

   Attachment type. Attachment type.  
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CautionCaution   Maximum LoadMaximum Load  

The distance between the load center and the frontThe distance between the load center and the front
surface of forklift or load backrest (select the min) on thesurface of forklift or load backrest (select the min) on the
forklift is called LOAD CENTER DISTANCE. The max gravityforklift is called LOAD CENTER DISTANCE. The max gravity
that the truck can load is called MAX LOAD on condition thatthat the truck can load is called MAX LOAD on condition that
the load is on the load center distance. The relationship of MAXthe load is on the load center distance. The relationship of MAX
LOAD and LOAD CENTER DISTANCE is specified on the loadLOAD and LOAD CENTER DISTANCE is specified on the load
capability chart. If the load center is moved near the front ofcapability chart. If the load center is moved near the front of
forklift, the load should be reduced.forklift, the load should be reduced.  

CautionCaution   Load Capability ChartLoad Capability Chart  

This chart shows the relationship of MAX LOAD AndThis chart shows the relationship of MAX LOAD And
the location of LOAD CENTER DISTANCE. Checkthe location of LOAD CENTER DISTANCE. Check
whether the load and load center distance is in the rangewhether the load and load center distance is in the range
referred by the chart. Put the most important parts nearreferred by the chart. Put the most important parts near
the load backrest if the shape of goods is asymmetrical.the load backrest if the shape of goods is asymmetrical.  
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CautionCaution   Speed and AccelerationSpeed and Acceleration  

 A static  A static object object keeps keeps its its static static station station which which is is not not affected affected by by outside outside force, force, one one dynamicdynamic
object moves with the same speed which is not affected by outside force, this is inertia.object moves with the same speed which is not affected by outside force, this is inertia.  

Because of inertia, one force affected backward when the truck is moving, one forceBecause of inertia, one force affected backward when the truck is moving, one force
affected forward when the truck is affected forward when the truck is stopping.stopping.  

It is very dangerous to press the brake suddenly. It may result in capsizing or sliding downIt is very dangerous to press the brake suddenly. It may result in capsizing or sliding down
of the load because of huge force to the front.of the load because of huge force to the front.  

Centrifugal force is present during turning and its direction is from the turning center to theCentrifugal force is present during turning and its direction is from the turning center to the
outer. If the force is strong enough, it may result in the capsizal of the truck. The rightouter. If the force is strong enough, it may result in the capsizal of the truck. The right --andand--leftleft

stable zones are very small, so the truck‘s speed must be reduced when turning to preventstable zones are very small, so the truck‘s speed must be reduced when turning to prevent
capsizing. If the truck is carrying a load with the forks raised high, the possibility of capsizing iscapsizing. If the truck is carrying a load with the forks raised high, the possibility of capsizing is
very great.very great.  
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7. Operation7. Operation  

!! WWaarrnniinngg：：  

Before operating the truck, check all controlsBefore operating the truck, check all controls
and warning devices for proper operation. If and warning devices for proper operation. If anyany
damage of fault is found, don‘t operate truck untildamage of fault is found, don‘t operate truck until
corrected.corrected.  

7.1 Start7.1 Start--upup  
Starting gasoline engineStarting gasoline engine  
(1) Make sure that the shift lever(s) and loading levers(1) Make sure that the shift lever(s) and loading levers

are in neutral and hold positions.are in neutral and hold positions.  (2) Cold engine.(2) Cold engine.  
Pull out the choke button fully. Depress thePull out the choke button fully. Depress the

accelerator pedal to the floor two or three times andaccelerator pedal to the floor two or three times and
release it. With your foot OFF the pedal, crank therelease it. With your foot OFF the pedal, crank the
engine by turning the ignition key to ―START‖. Releaseengine by turning the ignition key to ―START‖. Release
key when engine starts.key when engine starts.  
(3) Warm engine(3) Warm engine  

Do not pull out the choke button. Press down theDo not pull out the choke button. Press down the
accelerator pedal halfway and cold crank the engineaccelerator pedal halfway and cold crank the engine
by turning the ignition key to by turning the ignition key to ―START‖. Release key―START‖. Release key

when engine startswhen engine starts..  

Caution:Caution:  
The time to start should be less than 5The time to start should be less than 5

seconds each attempt, and the interval betweenseconds each attempt, and the interval between
attempts should be at least attempts should be at least 2 minutes.2 minutes.  

After engine has After engine has startedstarted  
Check the rotation (sound or gear) of the engine.Check the rotation (sound or gear) of the engine.  
·Check the combustion (or misfiring) sound.·Check the combustion (or misfiring) sound.   
·Check the condition (density) of exhaust.·Check the condition (density) of exhaust.  

Make sure that all the warming Make sure that all the warming lamps are off.lamps are off.  
·After thoroughly warming up the engine, operate·After thoroughly warming up the engine, operate

the loading levers 2 to 3 times in their full stroke andthe loading levers 2 to 3 times in their full stroke and
check their working conditions.check their working conditions.  

7.2 Traveling7.2 Traveling  
Hold the knob on the steering wheel with your leftHold the knob on the steering wheel with your left

hand and get the right hand ready for the controls,hand and get the right hand ready for the controls,
lightly putting it on the wheel.lightly putting it on the wheel.  

Set the bottom of the fork 15 to 20 cm above theSet the bottom of the fork 15 to 20 cm above the
ground and fully tilt back the upright.ground and fully tilt back the upright.  

Check the safety around the machine and give aCheck the safety around the machine and give a
signal when starting the engine.signal when starting the engine.  
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Gear shiftingGear shifting  
·· Always  Always stop stop the the truck truck before before reversing reversing thethe

direction of travel.direction of travel.  

··Shift the shifting Shift the shifting lever.lever.  
Slow downSlow down  

Release accelerator pedal a little, and press theRelease accelerator pedal a little, and press the
brake pedal, if brake pedal, if necessarynecessary..  

SteeringSteering  
Unlike general passenger Unlike general passenger --cars, the steer wheelscars, the steer wheels

are located at the rear of the truck. These cause theare located at the rear of the truck. These cause the
rear of the truck to swing out when a turn is made.rear of the truck to swing out when a turn is made.

Slow down and move toward the side to whichSlow down and move toward the side to which
you are turning. The steer hand wheel should beyou are turning. The steer hand wheel should be
turned a bit earlier than when turning the front wheelsturned a bit earlier than when turning the front wheels
of a car.of a car.  

Stopping or parking the truckStopping or parking the truck  

（（11））Slow down and press the brake pedal to stop theSlow down and press the brake pedal to stop the

truck (in the case of clutch type machine, the clutchtruck (in the case of clutch type machine, the clutch
pedal is used).pedal is used).  

（（22））Place the shift lever in neutral.Place the shift lever in neutral.  
（（33）） Apply  Apply the the parking parking brake brake by by pulling pulling up up on on thethe

parking brake lever.parking brake lever.  

（（44））Lower the forks on the ground, and tilt the mastLower the forks on the ground, and tilt the mast

all the way forward.all the way forward.  

（（55））Place the key switch in ―OFF‖ position to shutPlace the key switch in ―OFF‖ position to shut

down the engine. For diesel trucks, pull out the enginedown the engine. For diesel trucks, pull out the engine
stop button. Remove the key and take it with you.stop button. Remove the key and take it with you.  

!! CautionCaution：：  

DO NOT dismount from a moving truck.DO NOT dismount from a moving truck.
Never jump off the truck.Never jump off the truck.  
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7.3 Pick Up7.3 Pick Up  
··The forks should be adjusted to maintain properThe forks should be adjusted to maintain proper

balance of load.balance of load.  

··Place the machine in front of the load to bePlace the machine in front of the load to be
handled.handled.  

··The pallet should be evenly positioned acrossThe pallet should be evenly positioned across

both forks.both forks.  
··Insert forks into the pallet as far as possible.Insert forks into the pallet as far as possible.  
··TTo raise loads from o raise loads from the ground.the ground.  

（（11））First lift the forks 5 to 10 cm off the groundFirst lift the forks 5 to 10 cm off the ground

or floor and make sure loads rest stable.or floor and make sure loads rest stable.  

（（22））Then, tilt the mast backwards fully and liftThen, tilt the mast backwards fully and lift

forks up to 15 to 20 cm off ground then start moving.forks up to 15 to 20 cm off ground then start moving.  
When handling bulky loads which restrict yourWhen handling bulky loads which restrict your

vision, operate the truck in reverse except whenvision, operate the truck in reverse except when
climbing grades.climbing grades.
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7.4 Stacking Load7.4 Stacking Load  
··Slow down when approaching the load depositSlow down when approaching the load deposit

area.area.  

··Stop the truck right in front of the area where yourStop the truck right in front of the area where your
load is to be deposited.load is to be deposited.  

··Check the condition of the deposit area.Check the condition of the deposit area.  
··Tilt the mast forward until forks becomeTilt the mast forward until forks become

horizontal. Raise forks until they are a little higher thanhorizontal. Raise forks until they are a little higher than
the deposit position.the deposit position.  

··Move forward to place the load directly over theMove forward to place the load directly over the
desired area and stop the truck.desired area and stop the truck.  

··Make sure your load is just over the desired area.Make sure your load is just over the desired area.
Slowly lower the load into position. Make sure the loadSlowly lower the load into position. Make sure the load
is securely stacked.is securely stacked.  

··Disengaged forks from the load by usingDisengaged forks from the load by using
necessary liftnecessary lift--tilt operation and tilt operation and then back away.then back away.  

·· After  After making making sure sure the the fork fork tips tips leave leave the the load,load,
lower the forks to the basic position (15 to 20 cm offlower the forks to the basic position (15 to 20 cm off
the ground).the ground).  

··Tilt the mast backwards.Tilt the mast backwards.  

!! WWaarrnniinngg：：  

Never tilt the mast with loads upraisedNever tilt the mast with loads upraised
2m or more.2m or more.  

Don‘t leave or dismount from the truckDon‘t leave or dismount from the truck
when the load is raised high.when the load is raised high.  

7.5 Remove Load7.5 Remove Load  
Slow down when approaching the area where theSlow down when approaching the area where the

load is to be retrieved.load is to be retrieved.  

Stop the truck in front of the load so that theStop the truck in front of the load so that the
distance between the load and fork tips is about 30distance between the load and fork tips is about 30
cm.cm.  

Check the condition of the load.Check the condition of the load.  
Tilt the mast forward until forks become horizontal.Tilt the mast forward until forks become horizontal.

Elevate forks up to the position of the pallet or skid.Elevate forks up to the position of the pallet or skid.  
Make sure forks are positioned properly for theMake sure forks are positioned properly for the

pallet. Move forward slowly to insert forks into thepallet. Move forward slowly to insert forks into the

pallet as far as possible and then stop the truck.pallet as far as possible and then stop the truck.  
Raise the forks 5 to 10 cm off the stack.Raise the forks 5 to 10 cm off the stack.  

!! CCaauuttiioonn：：  

If the forks cannot be fully inserted, use theIf the forks cannot be fully inserted, use the
following procedure: move forward and insert thefollowing procedure: move forward and insert the
forks 3/4 of the forks 3/4 of the wayway. Raise the forks 5 . Raise the forks 5 to 10 cm andto 10 cm and
move backward 10 to 20 cm with the pallet or skidmove backward 10 to 20 cm with the pallet or skid

on the forks, then lower the pallet or skid on theon the forks, then lower the pallet or skid on the
stack. Move forward again to stack. Move forward again to insert the forks fully.insert the forks fully.  

Check all around the truck to insure that the pathCheck all around the truck to insure that the path
of travel is unobstructed and back away slowly.of travel is unobstructed and back away slowly.  

Lower forks to a height of 15 to 20 cm above theLower forks to a height of 15 to 20 cm above the
ground. Tilt the mast backward fully and move tground. Tilt the mast backward fully and move to theo the
desired area.desired area.
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8. Parking8. Parking  
8.1 Parking Daily8.1 Parking Daily  

（（11））Park your truck on a level surfacePark your truck on a level surface--preferably inpreferably in
an open an open area. If area. If parking on parking on a slope a slope is unavoidable,is unavoidable,
position the truck so that it crosses the slope and blockposition the truck so that it crosses the slope and block
the wheels to prevent accidental roll.the wheels to prevent accidental roll.  

（（22））Make Make sure sure the the shift lshift level ievel is s in in the neutralthe neutral

position.position.  

（（33）） Apply  Apply the parking brake.the parking brake.  

（（44））Shut the engine down and move the lift and tiltShut the engine down and move the lift and tilt

levers several times so that the inner pressure in thelevers several times so that the inner pressure in the
hydraulic tubes will be released.hydraulic tubes will be released.  

（（55））Remove the key and take Remove the key and take it with you.it with you.  

!! WWaarrnniinngg：：  

You should tell the manager if you findYou should tell the manager if you find
any problems with the truck, and have themany problems with the truck, and have them

repaired repaired immediatelyimmediately..  

Do the following things:Do the following things:  

（（11））Clean oil and grease stains with a cloth andClean oil and grease stains with a cloth and

water on the water on the truck body.truck body.  

（（22））Check the whole truck, especially the tires.Check the whole truck, especially the tires.   
（（33））Fill the fuel tank with the proper fuel.Fill the fuel tank with the proper fuel.  

（（44））Check for leaks of hydraulic oil, engine oil, LPGCheck for leaks of hydraulic oil, engine oil, LPG

and coolant.and coolant.  

（（55））Fill lubricate grease.Fill lubricate grease.  

（（66））Check whether the junction plane between theCheck whether the junction plane between the

nuts of wheel boss and the piston of hydro cylinder arenuts of wheel boss and the piston of hydro cylinder are

loose, and whether the surface of piston has beenloose, and whether the surface of piston has beenpulled.pulled.  

（（77））Check mast rollers opCheck mast rollers operate smoothly.erate smoothly.  

（（88））Lift the lifting cylinder to the top Lift the lifting cylinder to the top and fill it with oil.and fill it with oil.  

（（99））In cold In cold weather, weather, it is it is not necessary not necessary to drain theto drain the

antifreeze, but the water should be completely drainedantifreeze, but the water should be completely drained
from the radiator.from the radiator.  
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8.2 Long Term Storage8.2 Long Term Storage
When parking the truck for a prolonged period,When parking the truck for a prolonged period,

place the truck body and counter weight on blocks toplace the truck body and counter weight on blocks to
reduce the load on the two rear wheels.reduce the load on the two rear wheels.  

Perform the following maintenance for long Perform the following maintenance for long termterm
truck storage:truck storage:  

（（
11
））

Remove the battery and recharge it once aRemove the battery and recharge it once amonth, and store it in a shady place..month, and store it in a shady place..  

（（22））Brush antirust oil on exterior exposed parts, suchBrush antirust oil on exterior exposed parts, such

as piston rods and axles.as piston rods and axles.

（（33））Cover ventilationCover ventilation--plug and air plug and air --filter to keep outfilter to keep out

moisture.moisture.

（（44））Start the forklift at least once a week. If theStart the forklift at least once a week. If the

coolant has already been drained, then add coolant tocoolant has already been drained, then add coolant to

the radiator. Then run the engine at low speed.the radiator. Then run the engine at low speed.   
（（55））DO NOT park the forklift on asphalt surfacesDO NOT park the forklift on asphalt surfaces

during summer.during summer.  

!! WWaarrnniinngg：：  

a. The block must be single and a. The block must be single and hardhard
enough to support the truck.enough to support the truck.  

b. Don‘t use blocks higher than 300 mmb. Don‘t use blocks higher than 300 mm

（（11.81 inch11.81 inch））..  

c. Lift the truck to place it on the blocks.c. Lift the truck to place it on the blocks.  
d. Use the same size blocks under thed. Use the same size blocks under the

left and right sides of the truck.left and right sides of the truck.  
e. While the truck is supported by thee. While the truck is supported by the

blocks, swing the truck forward, backward, leftblocks, swing the truck forward, backward, left
and right, check and right, check its safety.its safety.  
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8.3 Forklift Operation after Long8.3 Forklift Operation after Long--
Term StorageTerm Storage  
（（11））Remove the antirust oil from the exposed parts.Remove the antirust oil from the exposed parts.  

（（22））Vent the gear oil of the crankcase, driving axle,Vent the gear oil of the crankcase, driving axle,

transmission box (clutch type), hydraulic transmissiontransmission box (clutch type), hydraulic transmission
box (torque converter type) clear it and add with newbox (torque converter type) clear it and add with new
gear oil.gear oil.  

（（33））Clean the hydraulic oil reservoir and fuelClean the hydraulic oil reservoir and fuel

reservoir (removing any dirt or water) and add withreservoir (removing any dirt or water) and add with

new hydraulic oil/fuel.new hydraulic oil/fuel.  （（44））Check the clearance of the valve, gas valve capCheck the clearance of the valve, gas valve cap

and other parts on the engine.and other parts on the engine.  

（（55）） Add antifreeze or water to the required level. Add antifreeze or water to the required level.  

（（66））Install the Install the batterybattery..  

（（77））Check basic truck functions like starting, running,Check basic truck functions like starting, running,

turning, lifting etc.turning, lifting etc.  

（（88））WarmWarm--up the truck.up the truck.  
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9. Maintenance9. Maintenance  
9.1 Preventive Maintenance Schedule9.1 Preventive Maintenance Schedule  

OO—Check, revise, adjust—Check, revise, adjust  
×—Replace×—Replace  

Note:Note:  

（（11））If the work place haIf the work place has a lot of dirt or other ps a lot of dirt or other pollutants, ollutants, time between time between maintenance inmaintenance intervals shoutervals should beld be

decreased.decreased.  

（（22））If problems like loss of engine power, sudden increase in truck noise, or black smoke occur, check theIf problems like loss of engine power, sudden increase in truck noise, or black smoke occur, check the

truck immediately. The problems may be corrected by adjusting the diesel nozzle pressure and fuel atomization.truck immediately. The problems may be corrected by adjusting the diesel nozzle pressure and fuel atomization.   

（（33））It is important to It is important to do timely inspections and maintenance to keep the truck in do timely inspections and maintenance to keep the truck in good working conditiongood working condition..  

（（44））Do not ignore Do not ignore routine inspection and maintenanceroutine inspection and maintenance  

（（55））Only use original approved partsOnly use original approved parts  

（（66））Don‘t use different oil when changing or adding oil.Don‘t use different oil when changing or adding oil.  

（（77））Dispose of waste Dispose of waste oil or electrolyte liquid oil or electrolyte liquid according to local environmental protection laws and regulations.according to local environmental protection laws and regulations.  

（（88））Follow the Follow the maintenanmaintenance schedule.ce schedule.  

（（99）） After perfor After performing maintenming maintenance, keep a rance, keep a record.ecord.  

（（1010））Only repair the fork lift Only repair the fork lift truck if you truck if you have been properly trained.have been properly trained.  
Counterbalance weightCounterbalance weight

Model of truckModel of truck   2 t2 t   2.5 t2.5 t   3.0 t3.0 t   3.5 t3.5 t  

Counterbalance weightCounterbalance weight   1192 kg1192 kg   1534 kg1534 kg   1780 kg1780 kg   2100 kg2100 kg  
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EveryEvery  

CheckCheck

ItemItem  
Service requiredService required  

1 months1 months  

(166hrs)(166hrs)  

3 months3 months  

(500 hrs)(500 hrs)  

6 months6 months  

(1000hrs)(1000hrs)  

1 year 1 year   

(2000hrs)(2000hrs)  

EE
nn
gg
iinn
ee

1. Check the valve clearance is correct1. Check the valve clearance is correct  
First timeFirst time  

OO  
OO   OO   OO  

2. Replace engine oil2. Replace engine oil（（11））  
First timeFirst time  

××  
××   ××   ××  

3.Replace the oil cleaner 3.Replace the oil cleaner （（11））  
First timeFirst time  

××  
××   ××   ××  

4. Replace the air cleaner element4. Replace the air cleaner element  
First timeFirst time  

××   ××   ××   ××  

5. Drain the water of oil water separator 5. Drain the water of oil water separator   

（（diesel enginediesel engine））  
OO   OO   OO   OO  

6.Clean the exterior of radiator 6.Clean the exterior of radiator （（11））   OO   OO   OO   OO  

7. Clean or replace the filter element of air cleaner 7. Clean or replace the filter element of air cleaner    OO   OO   ××   ××  

The remaining part of engine maintenance, refer to engine manual.The remaining part of engine maintenance, refer to engine manual.  

NOTE:NOTE:  

(1) If the work place has a lot of dirt or other pollutants, time between maintenance intervals should be decreased.(1) If the work place has a lot of dirt or other pollutants, time between maintenance intervals should be decreased.   

(2) If problems like (2) If problems like loss of engine power, sudden increase in truck noise, or bloss of engine power, sudden increase in truck noise, or black smoke occur, check the trucklack smoke occur, check the truck
immediatelyimmediately. The problems m. The problems may be corrected by adjusting the day be corrected by adjusting the diesel nozzle pressure and fuel atomiesel nozzle pressure and fuel atomizationization  
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EveryEvery  

CheckCheck
ItemItem  

Service requiredService required   1 months1 months  
(166hrs)(166hrs)  

3 months3 months  
(500 hrs)(500 hrs)  

6 months6 months  
(1000hrs)(1000hrs)  

1 year 1 year   
(2000hrs)(2000hrs)  

LL
PP
GG

EE
nn
gg

iinnee

1.Piping or pipe connector portion for gas leakage (1)1.Piping or pipe connector portion for gas leakage (1)   OO   OO   OO   OO  

2.T2.Tar in ar in vaporizer, Dischargevaporizer, Discharge   OO   OO   OO   OO  

3.Piping or pipe connector portion for damage3.Piping or pipe connector portion for damage   OO   OO   OO   OO  

4.Mounting bracket of LPG cylinder for looseness or4.Mounting bracket of LPG cylinder for looseness ordamagedamage   OO   OO   OO   OO  

5.Filter for LPG5.Filter for LPG   OO   OO   ××  

The remaining part of engine maintenance, refer to engine manual.The remaining part of engine maintenance, refer to engine manual.  

NOTE:NOTE:  

(1)If the work place has a lot of dirt or other pollutants, time between maintenance intervals should be decreased.(1)If the work place has a lot of dirt or other pollutants, time between maintenance intervals should be decreased.   
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EveryEvery  

CheckCheck  

ItemItem  

Service requiredService required  
1 months1 months  

(166hrs)(166hrs)  

3 months3 months  

(500 hrs)(500 hrs)  

6 months6 months  

(1000hrs)(1000hrs)  

1 year 1 year   

(2000hrs)(2000hrs)  

TorqueTorque
ConverterConverter

TransmissionTransmission  

Replace oil filter elementReplace oil filter element  
First timeFirst time

××  
××   ××  

Replace oil (1)Replace oil (1)  
First timeFirst time

××  
××   ××  

Driving axleDriving axle  
Check differential oil, and replace if necessaryCheck differential oil, and replace if necessary   OO   OO   OO   ××  

Check connection and retighten to spec.Check connection and retighten to spec.   OO   OO   OO   OO  

Brake andBrake and
inchinginching
systemsystem  

Check and adjust brake pedal for free travel andCheck and adjust brake pedal for free travel andclearanceclearance OO   OO   OO   OO  

Check or Replace brake fluidCheck or Replace brake fluid   OO   OO   ××   ××  

Check for proper brake operationCheck for proper brake operation   OO   OO   OO   OO  

Check inching brake pedal for free travel andCheck inching brake pedal for free travel and

clearanceclearance  
OO   OO   OO   OO  

HydraulicHydraulic

systemsystem  

Check for oil level, Change oilCheck for oil level, Change oil（（11））   ××   ××  

Replace oil return suction strainer Replace oil return suction strainer （（11））   ××   ××  
Proper work of the hydraulic oil pumpProper work of the hydraulic oil pump   OO   OO   OO   OO  

Proper work of control ValveProper work of control Valve   OO   OO   OO   OO  

Check for oil leaks, looseness, collapse,Check for oil leaks, looseness, collapse,

deformation and damagedeformation and damage  
OO   OO   OO   OO  

Clean the hydraulic oil reservoirClean the hydraulic oil reservoir OO   OO  

Lifting Lifting Check Check chain chain for for tensiontension   OO   OO   OO   OO  
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EveryEvery  

CheckCheck  

ItemItem  

Service requiredService required  
1 months1 months  

(166hrs)(166hrs)  

3 months3 months  

(500 hrs)(500 hrs)  

6 months6 months  

(1000hrs)(1000hrs)  

1 year 1 year   

(2000hrs)(2000hrs)  
systemsystem   Lubrication of chainsLubrication of chains   OO   OO   OO   OO  

Check chain and bearing for damage orCheck chain and bearing for damage or

deformationdeformation  
OO   OO   OO   OO  

Check lifting cylinders for proper operation andCheck lifting cylinders for proper operation and

connectionconnection
OO   OO   OO   OO  

Check tilting cylinders for proper operation andCheck tilting cylinders for proper operation and
connectionconnection  

OO   OO   OO   OO  

Check for forks and stopper pins for damage orCheck for forks and stopper pins for damage or

wear wear   
OO   OO   OO   OO  

Check fork base and hook welding for defectiveCheck fork base and hook welding for defective

cracks or wear cracks or wear   
OO   OO   OO   OO  

Check roller of mast and lifting bracket parts forCheck roller of mast and lifting bracket parts for
cracks or damagecracks or damage  

OO   OO   OO   OO  
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9.2 Torque Specifications9.2 Torque Specifications UnitUnit：：N•mN•m  

Bolt DiameterBolt Diameter

mmmm  

Bolt Strength GradeBolt Strength Grade  

4.64.6   5.65.6   6.86.8   8.88.8  
66   44--55   55--77   77--99   99--1212  

88   1010--1212   1212--1515   1717--2323   2222--3030  

1010   2020--2525   2525--3232   3333--4545   4545--5959  

1212   3636--4545   4545--5555   5858--7878   7878--104104  

1414   5555--7070   7070--9090   9393--124124   124124--165165  

1616   9090--111010   111010--140140   145145--193193   193193--257257  

1818   120120--150150   150150--190190   199199--264264   264264--354354  

2020   170170--210210   210210--270270   282282--376376   376376--502502  

2222   230230--290290   290290--350350   384384--512512   512512--683683  

2424   300300--377377   370370--450450   488488--650650   651651--868868  

2727   450450--530530   550550--700700   714714--952952   952952--12691269  

3030   540540--680680   680680--850850   969969--12931293   12931293--17231723  

3333   670670--880880   825825--11001100   13191319--17591759   17591759--23452345  
3636   900900--11001100   11201120--14001400   16941694--22592259   22592259--30123012  

3939   928928--12371237   11601160--15461546   15591559--20792079   29232923--38983898  

 A ATTENTION:TTENTION:
   Use grade 8.8 bolts and screws Use grade 8.8 bolts and screws for all important connections.for all important connections.  
   Grade marked on head. Unmarked bolts are grade 8.8.Grade marked on head. Unmarked bolts are grade 8.8.  
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9.3 Periodic Replacement of Chain and Hydraulic Parts9.3 Periodic Replacement of Chain and Hydraulic Parts  

Some parts are not checked during routine maintenance. Please refer to the table below for the average service life ofSome parts are not checked during routine maintenance. Please refer to the table below for the average service life of

these parts. Replace them when their service life has expired, sooner if they damaged.these parts. Replace them when their service life has expired, sooner if they damaged.  

Name ofName of key safe partkey safe part   service life (years)service life (years)

Brake Brake hose hose or or hard hard tube tube 1-21-2

Hydraulic Hydraulic rubber rubber hose hose for for lifting lifting system system 1-21-2

Lifting Lifting chain chain 2-42-4

High High pressure pressure rubber rubber hose hose or or tube tube for for hydraulic hydraulic system system 22

Grease Grease cup cup for for brake brake fluid fluid 2-42-4

Tube Tube for for LPG LPG 11

Sealing Sealing member, member, rubber rubber articles articles inside inside of of hydraulic hydraulic system system 22
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9.4 Forklift Fluid Use Chart9.4 Forklift Fluid Use Chart  
DescriptionDescription   Shop SignShop Sign，，Code NameCode Name   Capacity(L)Capacity(L)   RemarkRemark  

LPG Engine OilLPG Engine Oil   6060   2.0t2.0t--3.5T3.5T  
Gasoline Engine OilGasoline Engine Oil   See engine manualSee engine manual  

Hydraulic oilHydraulic oil  
L—HM32L—HM32  

(arctic(arctic--alpine: L—HV32)alpine: L—HV32)  
4545--5050   2.0t2.0t--3.5T3.5T  

Hydrodynamic PowerHydrodynamic Power

Transmission OilTransmission Oil  
DEXRON—IIIDEXRON—III（（CaltexCaltex））   8.58.5   2.0t2.0t--3.5T3.5T  

Gear oilGear oil   GL—5 85W/90GL—5 85W/90   88   2.0t2.0t--3.5T3.5T  

Brake LiquidBrake Liquid   Caltex DOT3 brake liquid to be usedCaltex DOT3 brake liquid to be used   1.51.5  
 Antirust antifreeze Antirust antifreeze

liquidliquid

--35# car antifreeze35# car antifreeze（（add whenadd when

leaving factoryleaving factory））or FDor FD--2 antifreeze2 antifreeze
1010--1111  

Industrial VaselineIndustrial Vaseline   2#2#  
Electrode of StorageElectrode of Storage

batterybattery  

Lubrication greaseLubrication grease   Use lithium greaseUse lithium grease  

RemarkRemark：：the 2Tthe 2T--3.5T trucks have been added antirust antifreeze liquid, you need not discharge the liquid even3.5T trucks have been added antirust antifreeze liquid, you need not discharge the liquid even
in cold weather. Add the liquid according to in cold weather. Add the liquid according to original requirement when neeoriginal requirement when need. Replace the liquid every 2 d. Replace the liquid every 2 years normally.years normally.
If the truck has not been added antirust antifreeze liquid, users can add the liquid according to requirement. TheIf the truck has not been added antirust antifreeze liquid, users can add the liquid according to requirement. The
cooling water must be discharged at winter if the truck has not been added antirust antifreeze liquid.cooling water must be discharged at winter if the truck has not been added antirust antifreeze liquid.
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9.5 Lubrication System Drawing9.5 Lubrication System Drawing  

1. General purpose lithium1. General purpose lithium

complex greasecomplex grease  
2. Engine lubricating2. Engine lubricating
greasegrease  

3. Gear oil3. Gear oil  

4. Hydraulic oil4. Hydraulic oil  

5.Converter ass5.Converter ass--torque oiltorque oil  

6. Brake oil6. Brake oil  

Notice:Notice:  

1. The detail of lubricating1. The detail of lubricatingoil for different truck areoil for different truck are
listed in the listed in the ―T―Table for theable for the
oil used in the truck‖oil used in the truck‖  

2. Lubrication for mast,2. Lubrication for mast,
please see the 8 hourplease see the 8 hour
(daily or every shift) check(daily or every shift) check  
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9.6 Environmental Protection9.6 Environmental Protection  
1. Please perform truck 1. Please perform truck cleaning and maintenance at specified locations.cleaning and maintenance at specified locations.
2. Before removing the pipe, connector and related parts, please use the specified container for the used liquid2. Before removing the pipe, connector and related parts, please use the specified container for the used liquid
(include antifreeze liquid, engine oil, hydraulic oil, hydrodynamic power transmission oil, gear oil, brake liquid,(include antifreeze liquid, engine oil, hydraulic oil, hydrodynamic power transmission oil, gear oil, brake liquid,
lubrication grease) and used battery.lubrication grease) and used battery.  
3. The used liquid referred above should only be disposed of according to local environment protection laws and3. The used liquid referred above should only be disposed of according to local environment protection laws and
regulations.regulations.  
NOTENOTE: The : The antifreeze liquid, engine oil, hydraulic oil, hydrodynamic power transmission oil and antifreeze liquid, engine oil, hydraulic oil, hydrodynamic power transmission oil and gear oil shouldgear oil should
be replaced when it is below 70°C (155°F) to avoid personal injury.be replaced when it is below 70°C (155°F) to avoid personal injury.   
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10. Labels10. Labels  
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1.Danger 1.Danger Label Label 2. 2. Mast Mast Warning Warning Label Label 3. 3. Mast Mast Warning Warning Label Label 4. 4. Fork Fork Warning Warning LabelLabel

5. 5. Lift Lift Point Point Label Label 6. 6. Truck Truck Lift Lift Label Label 7. 7. Top Top Over Over Warning Warning Label Label 8. 8. Model Model LabelLabel

9. 9. Utilev Utilev Label Label 10. 10. Fuel Fuel Label: Label: 11. 11. Driving Driving Warning Warning Label Label 12. 12. No No Water Water LabelLabel

13. Ethyl Ether Warning13. Ethyl Ether Warning
LabelLabel

14. 14. Utilev Utilev label label 15.Tie 15.Tie Down Down LabelLabel
16. Gas Spring Lock16. Gas Spring Lock
LabelLabel

17. 17. Hood Hood Cover Cover Open Open Label Label 18. 18. Nameplate Nameplate Label Label 19. 19. No No Riders Riders Label Label 20. 20. Nameplate Nameplate Label:Label:

21. Hand Injury Risk Label21. Hand Injury Risk Label 22. No Boron Antifreeze22. No Boron Antifreeze
LabelLabel

23. 23. Antifreeze Antifreeze Label Label 24. 24. LPG LPG LabelLabel

25. 25. Parking Parking Brake Brake Label Label 26. 26. Park Park Brake Brake Warning Warning Label Label 27. 27. Operator Operator Warning Warning Label Label 28. 28. Hydraulic Hydraulic Oil Oil LabelLabel

29. Tire Pressure Label29. Tire Pressure Label
(Pneumatic)(Pneumatic)

30. LP/GAS fuel system30. LP/GAS fuel system
selector labelselector label

31 31 Shift Shift Label Label 32. 32. Operate Operate LabelsLabels

33. 33. Noise Noise Level Level Label Label 34. 34. Lubrication Lubrication System System Label 35. Label 35. Horn Horn label label 36.Emergency 36.Emergency Stop Stop LabelLabel

37. Serial No.37. Serial No.
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1. Danger Label:1. Danger Label:

WARNING:WARNING: You may be seriously or fatally injured if your bodyYou may be seriously or fatally injured if your body

is squeezed between the mast, the is squeezed between the mast, the frame, and/or the overheadframe, and/or the overhead
guard. If there is a need to guard. If there is a need to inspect or maintain this part, DO NOTinspect or maintain this part, DO NOT
perform the inspection or maintenance until after the engine hasperform the inspection or maintenance until after the engine has
been turned off and tbeen turned off and the mast and carriage appropriately secured.he mast and carriage appropriately secured.
This forklift cannot carry passengers and must This forklift cannot carry passengers and must not be operatednot be operated
from outside the cab.from outside the cab.  

2.2. Mast Warning Label:Mast Warning Label:  
The inner and outer masts and fork carriage are verticallyThe inner and outer masts and fork carriage are vertically

sliding parts. DO NOT put your hand or sliding parts. DO NOT put your hand or any other body part betweenany other body part between
the inner and outer masts. Failure to the inner and outer masts. Failure to follow this warning may lead tofollow this warning may lead to
serious bodily injury or serious bodily injury or death.death.  

If there is a If there is a need to inspect or maintain this part, DO NOTneed to inspect or maintain this part, DO NOT
perform the inspection or maintenance until after the engine hasperform the inspection or maintenance until after the engine has

been turned off and tbeen turned off and the mast and carriage appropriately secured.he mast and carriage appropriately secured.  
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3. Mast Warning Label:3. Mast Warning Label:  

4.4. Fork Warning Label:Fork Warning Label: DO NOT stand on or  DO NOT stand on or under the forks or carriage;under the forks or carriage;
failure to follow this warning may lead to serious bodily injury or death.failure to follow this warning may lead to serious bodily injury or death.   
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55. Lift Point Label. Lift Point Label: Use these labeled points for lifting forklift truck.: Use these labeled points for lifting forklift truck.
Lifting from other points may damage forklift.Lifting from other points may damage forklift.  

6.6. Truck Lift Label:Truck Lift Label: Use lift points as shown with appropriate chains orUse lift points as shown with appropriate chains or
cables. Improper lifting or lifting equipment may result in damage to thecables. Improper lifting or lifting equipment may result in damage to the
forklift or cause serious bodily injury or death.forklift or cause serious bodily injury or death.：：  
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7.7. Tip Over Warning Label:Tip Over Warning Label:  
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8. Model Label (8. Model Label (PneumaticPneumatic):):

8. Model Label (8. Model Label (CushionCushion):):  

9. Utilev Label:9. Utilev Label:  
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10.10. Diesel Fuel Label:Diesel Fuel Label: Indicates the forklift is equipped with aIndicates the forklift is equipped with a
diesel engine and should only use diesel fuel.diesel engine and should only use diesel fuel.  

10. Gasoline Label:10. Gasoline Label:  

11. Driving Warning Label 1:11. Driving Warning Label 1:
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12. No Water Flushing Label:12. No Water Flushing Label: This is an air intake passage forThis is an air intake passage for
the engine. Entry of water through the air inlet is strictly forbidden.the engine. Entry of water through the air inlet is strictly forbidden.

Keep water from entering here when the forklift is being flushedKeep water from entering here when the forklift is being flushed
with water.with water.  

13.Ethyl Ether Warning Label:13.Ethyl Ether Warning Label: Do not use either to  Do not use either to start forklift.start forklift.  

14. Utilev Label:14. Utilev Label:  
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15. Tie Down Label:15. Tie Down Label: Use these labeledUse these labeledpoints for securing forklift duringpoints for securing forklift during
transporting.transporting.  

16. Gas Spring Lock Label:16. Gas Spring Lock Label:  
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17. Hood Cover Open Label:17. Hood Cover Open Label:  

18. Nameplate Label:18. Nameplate Label:  

11

22

WARNINGWARNING
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19. No Riders Label:19. No Riders Label: DO NOT allow riders on theDO NOT allow riders on the
forklift.forklift.  

20.20. Nameplate LabelNameplate Label: Contains specifications for: Contains specifications for

the forklift.the forklift.  
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21. Hand Injury Risk 21. Hand Injury Risk Label:Label:  

22. No 22. No Boron Antifreeze Label:Boron Antifreeze Label:  

23. Antifreeze Label:23. Antifreeze Label:  

DANGERDANGER
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24. LPG Label:24. LPG Label:  

25.25. Parking Brake Label:Parking Brake Label: Indicates theIndicates the
direction to move the park brake lever todirection to move the park brake lever to
set or release it.set or release it.

• Away from opperator will release the• Away from opperator will release the
park brakepark brake
• Towards the operator will set th• Towards the operator will set the parke park
brake.brake.  
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26.26. Park Brake Warning Labels:Park Brake Warning Labels:

(Operator Presence)(Operator Presence)  

27.27. Operator Warning Label:Operator Warning Label:  

WARNINGWARNING

SERIOUS OR FATAL INJURY MAY RESULT TO YOURSELF OR OTHERS IF NOT FOLLOWEDSERIOUS OR FATAL INJURY MAY RESULT TO YOURSELF OR OTHERS IF NOT FOLLOWED

 This lift truck should not be operated by anyone who is not authorized and properly trained. This lift truck should not be operated by anyone who is not authorized and properly trained.

 Read the Operator Manual and all warnings carefully, and make yourself familiar with your lift truck.Operator Manual and Service Manual Read the Operator Manual and all warnings carefully, and make yourself familiar with your lift truck.Operator Manual and Service Manual

are supplied with this truck or available from our forklift truck dealers.are supplied with this truck or available from our forklift truck dealers.

 Inspect and check your lift truck daily before and after use. Do not operate faulty or damaged lift trucks. Inspect and check your lift truck daily before and after use. Do not operate faulty or damaged lift trucks.

 Repair work should be done by authorized and trained persons only. Repair work should be done by authorized and trained persons only.

 To protect from falling objects, make sure the Overhead Guard and Load Backrest Extension are correctly mounted and in good condition. To protect from falling objects, make sure the Overhead Guard and Load Backrest Extension are correctly mounted and in good condition.

 Before starting engine, always set forward/reverse lever in neutral, with hand brake on. Before starting engine, always set forward/reverse lever in neutral, with hand brake on.

 Drive carefully, keeping forks and attachments as low as possible & fully tilted back - Never Forward. Drive carefully, keeping forks and attachments as low as possible & fully tilted back - Never Forward.

 Keep a careful look out for people, obstructions and the path of travel. Watch clearance, especially overhead and tail swing. Yield right of Keep a careful look out for people, obstructions and the path of travel. Watch clearance, especially overhead and tail swing. Yield right of
way to pedestrians.way to pedestrians.

 Do not stick hands, feet or other parts of your body outside the operator compartment. Do not stick hands, feet or other parts of your body outside the operator compartment.

 Drive forward when you are climbing a slope with a load. Drive in reverse when you are descending with loads. Do not turn while on a slope. Drive forward when you are climbing a slope with a load. Drive in reverse when you are descending with loads. Do not turn while on a slope.

 Slow down before turning. Avoid any sudden start, stop or turning. Lateral tip over can occur if truck is improperly operated. Slow down before turning. Avoid any sudden start, stop or turning. Lateral tip over can occur if truck is improperly operated.

 Do not load lift truck over capacity limit designated on the load chart. Do not lift unstable loads. Do not load lift truck over capacity limit designated on the load chart. Do not lift unstable loads.

 This lift truck is not designed for raising or transporting people. Do not use lift truck for those purposes under any circumstances. This lift truck is not designed for raising or transporting people. Do not use lift truck for those purposes under any circumstances.

 Before you get off lift truck, make sure the hand brake is set, lower forks or attachments, put forward/reverse lever in neutral position and Before you get off lift truck, make sure the hand brake is set, lower forks or attachments, put forward/reverse lever in neutral position and

turn off key switch. Do not park on a slope.turn off key switch. Do not park on a slope.

W A R N I N GW A R N I N G
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28. Hydraulic oil label28. Hydraulic oil label  

29. Tire pressure 29. Tire pressure Label (PneumaticLabel (Pneumatic):):  

30. LP/GAS fuel system selector Label:30. LP/GAS fuel system selector Label:  

Tire PressureTire Pressure

FrontFront   Rear  Rear

0.83MPa0.83MPa   0.79MPa  0.79MPa
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31 Shift Label:31 Shift Label:  

32. Operate Labels:32. Operate Labels:  

33.33. Noise Level Label:Noise Level Label:  

INCHINGINCHING    BRAKBRAKE E ACCACCELEELERATRATOROR

LLWAWA
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34. Lubrication System Label:34. Lubrication System Label:  

35. Horn Label:35. Horn Label:  
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36.Emergency Stop Label:36.Emergency Stop Label:  

37. The position of the model series on the truck37. The position of the model series on the truck
bodybody
Each truck has a unique truck body series number, itsEach truck has a unique truck body series number, its
print position is at the right front side of the truck bodyprint position is at the right front side of the truck body  
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11. Truck Transporting, Lifting, Towing11. Truck Transporting, Lifting, Towing  
Hoist the truckHoist the truck  

Use steel wire ropes through the holes in the two sides of the outside mast‘s beam and the hook of the counterUse steel wire ropes through the holes in the two sides of the outside mast‘s beam and the hook of the counter
balance, then use the lifting device to hoist the truck.balance, then use the lifting device to hoist the truck.  

!! WWaarrnniinngg：：  

··When hoisting the truck, DO NOT coil the overhead guard with the steel wire.When hoisting the truck, DO NOT coil the overhead guard with the steel wire.

·The steel wire ropes and the lifting device must be very firm to support the truck because the truck is·The steel wire ropes and the lifting device must be very firm to support the truck because the truck is
very heavy.very heavy.
·DO NOT lift the truck by the overhead guard.·DO NOT lift the truck by the overhead guard.
·When lifting the truck, stay clear of the area underneath the truck.·When lifting the truck, stay clear of the area underneath the truck.  
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TransportingTransporting  
The forklift truck is designed for material handling and shortThe forklift truck is designed for material handling and short--distance transportation distance transportation onlyonly..  
It is not designed for longIt is not designed for long--distance transportation. The Fork distance transportation. The Fork Lift Truck must be transported by ship, Lift Truck must be transported by ship, train or lorry, oftrain or lorry, of

5T loading. Tighten the brake lever, place wood blocks to the front and rear wheels and bind the truck body with5T loading. Tighten the brake lever, place wood blocks to the front and rear wheels and bind the truck body with
enough rope, to avoid slippage during transportation.enough rope, to avoid slippage during transportation.  

TowingTowing  
The towing rod on the bottom of the counter balance is used to pull and drag the truck, For installing the rod, firstThe towing rod on the bottom of the counter balance is used to pull and drag the truck, For installing the rod, first

remove the towing rod and remove the towing rod and then install the ropes. After that, replace the rod.then install the ropes. After that, replace the rod.   

!! WWaarrnniinngg：：  

ONLONLY connect the wire ropes to Y connect the wire ropes to the towing rod.the towing rod.  
·DO NOT pull a load secured b·DO NOT pull a load secured by steel wire ropes suddenly.y steel wire ropes suddenly.  
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12. Performance Parameters of IC Forklift12. Performance Parameters of IC Forklift  

ModelModel   UT25C (2.2L LPG)UT25C (2.2L LPG)  
UT25C (2.2L DUAL)UT25C (2.2L DUAL)  

UT32C (2.2L LPG)UT32C (2.2L LPG)  
UT32C (2.2L DUAL)UT32C (2.2L DUAL)  

Rated capacity (kg)Rated capacity (kg)   25002500   30003000  

Load Load center center (mm)(mm)   500500   500500  

Max. lifting height (mm)Max. lifting height (mm)   30003000   30003000  

Free lifting height(mm)Free lifting height(mm)   130130   135135  

Max lifting speed(mm/s)Max lifting speed(mm/s)   600600   540540  

Tilting angle(°)Tilting angle(°)   5/85/8   5/85/8  

Max traveling speed(km/h)Max traveling speed(km/h)   2121   19.519.5  

Max grade ability(%)Max grade ability(%)   2626   3232  

Min turning radius(mm)Min turning radius(mm)   21502150   22102210  

Ground clearance(mm)Ground clearance(mm)   6565   8080  
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ModelModel  
UT25C (2.2L LPG)UT25C (2.2L LPG)  

UT25C (2.2L DUAL)UT25C (2.2L DUAL)  

UT32C (2.2L LPG)UT32C (2.2L LPG)  

UT32C (2.2L DUAL)UT32C (2.2L DUAL)  
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Long (mm)Long (mm)  

To face of forksTo face of forks   23802380   24352435  

Width (mm)Width (mm)   10781078   11231123  

High (mm)High (mm)   21152115   21152115  

Service weight (kg)Service weight (kg)   38153815   42104210  

Tire (F/R)Tire (F/R)  
21X7X1521X7X15  

16X6X10.516X6X10.5  

21X8X1521X8X15  

16X6X10.516X6X10.5  

Voltage/Capacity Voltage/Capacity (V/(V/A.h)A.h)   12/6012/60   12/6012/60  

NoNo--load braking distance(M)load braking distance(M)   ≤6≤6   ≤6≤6  

EE
nn
gg
iinn
ee

TypeType   MAZDA 2.2LMAZDA 2.2L  

Rated capacityRated capacity   37kW / 2700r/min37kW / 2700r/min  

Max torqueMax torque   135N·m / 1900 r/min135N·m / 1900 r/min  
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ModelModel  
UT20P (2.2L LPG)UT20P (2.2L LPG)   UT25P (2.2L LPG)UT25P (2.2L LPG)   UT30P (2.2L LPG)UT30P (2.2L LPG)   UT35P (2.2L LPG)UT35P (2.2L LPG)  

UT20P (2.2L DUAL)UT20P (2.2L DUAL)   UT25P (2.2L DUAL)UT25P (2.2L DUAL)   UT30P (2.2L DUAL)UT30P (2.2L DUAL)   UT35P (2.2L DUAL)UT35P (2.2L DUAL)  

Rated capacity (kg)Rated capacity (kg)   20002000   25002500   30003000   35003500  

Load Load center center (mm)(mm)   500500   500500   500500   500500  

Max. lifting height (mm)Max. lifting height (mm)   30003000   30003000   30003000   30003000  

Free lifting height(mm)Free lifting height(mm)   140140   140140   155155   155155  

Max lifting Max lifting speed(mm/s)speed(mm/s)   580580   580580   460460   370370  

Tilting angle(°)Tilting angle(°)   6/126/12   6/126/12   6/126/12   6/126/12  

Max travelingMax traveling

speed(km/h)speed(km/h)  
2020   2020   1818   1818  

Max grade ability(%)Max grade ability(%)   2020   2020   2020   1818  

Min turning radius(mm)Min turning radius(mm)   22602260   23202320   24802480   25202520  

Ground clearance(mm)Ground clearance(mm)   105105   105105   130130   130130  
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ModelModel  
UT20P (2.2L LPG)UT20P (2.2L LPG)   UT25P (2.2L LPG)UT25P (2.2L LPG)   UT30P (2.2L LPG)UT30P (2.2L LPG)   UT35P (2.2L LPG)UT35P (2.2L LPG)  

UT20P (2.2L DUAL)UT20P (2.2L DUAL)   UT25P (2.2L DUAL)UT25P (2.2L DUAL)   UT30P (2.2L DUAL)UT30P (2.2L DUAL)   UT35P (2.2L DUAL)UT35P (2.2L DUAL)  
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Long (mm)Long (mm)   36003600   36753675   38203820   38703870  

Width (mm)Width (mm)   11551155   11551155   12251225   12251225  

High (mm)High (mm)   21402140   21402140   21702170   21702170  

Service weight (kg)Service weight (kg)   34403440   37653765   42554255   45554555  

Tire (F/R)Tire (F/R)  
7.007.00--1212--12PR12PR  

6.006.00--99--10PR10PR  

7.007.00--1212--12PR12PR  

6.006.00--99--10PR10PR  

28×928×9--1515--12PR12PR  

6.506.50--1010--10PR10PR  

28×928×9--1515--12PR12PR  

6.506.50--1010--10PR10PR  

Voltage/Capacity Voltage/Capacity (V/A(V/A.h).h)   12/6012/60   12/6012/60   12/6012/60   12/6012/60  

NoNo--load brakingload braking

distance(M)distance(M)  
≤6≤6   ≤6≤6   ≤6≤6   ≤6≤6  

EE
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TypeType   MAZDA 2.2LMAZDA 2.2L  

Rated capacityRated capacity   37kW / 2700r/min37kW / 2700r/min  

Max torqueMax torque   135N·m / 1900 r/min135N·m / 1900 r/min  
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ModelModel   UT20P (4TNE92)UT20P (4TNE92)   UT25P (4TNE92)UT25P (4TNE92)  

Rated capacity (kg)Rated capacity (kg) 20002000   25002500  

Load Load center center (mm)(mm) 500500   500500  

Max. lifting height (mm)Max. lifting height (mm) 30003000   30003000  

Free lifting height(mm)Free lifting height(mm) 140140   140140  

Max lifting speed(mm/s)Max lifting speed(mm/s) 530530   535535  

Tilting angle(deg)Tilting angle(deg) 6/126/12   6/126/12  

Max traveling speed(km/h)Max traveling speed(km/h) 2020   2020  

Max grade ability(%)Max grade ability(%) 2020   1515  

Min turning radius(mm)Min turning radius(mm) 22602260   23202320  

Ground clearance(mm)Ground clearance(mm) 105105   105105  
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ModelModel   UT20P (4TNE92)UT20P (4TNE92)   UT25P (4TNE92)UT25P (4TNE92)  
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Long (mm)Long (mm)   36003600   36753675  

Width (mm)Width (mm)   11551155   11551155  

High (mm)High (mm)   21402140   21402140  

Service weight (kg)Service weight (kg)   34403440   37653765  

Tire (F/R)Tire (F/R)  
7.007.00--1212--12PR12PR  

6.006.00--99--10PR10PR  

28X928X9--1515--12PR12PR  

6.506.50--1010--10PR10PR  

Voltage/Capacity Voltage/Capacity (V/(V/A.h)A.h)   12/9012/90   12/9012/90  

NoNo--load braking distance(M)load braking distance(M)   ≤6≤6   ≤6≤6  

EE
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TypeType   4TNE924TNE92--HRJHRJ（（YANMAR)YANMAR)  

Rated capacityRated capacity   32.8 kW/2450r/min32.8 kW/2450r/min  

Max torqueMax torque   149.4N·m/1600 r/min149.4N·m/1600 r/min  

DisplacementDisplacement   2.659L2.659L  
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ModelModel   UT30P (4TNE98)UT30P (4TNE98)   UT35P (4TNE98)UT35P (4TNE98)  

Rated capacity (kg)Rated capacity (kg) 30003000   35003500  

Load center (mm)Load center (mm) 500500   500500  

Max. lifting height (mm)Max. lifting height (mm) 30003000   30003000  

Free lifting height(mm)Free lifting height(mm) 155155   155155  

Max lifting speed(mm/s)Max lifting speed(mm/s) 460460   350350  

Tilting angle(deg)Tilting angle(deg) 6/126/12   6/126/12  

Max traveling speed(km/h)Max traveling speed(km/h) 1818   1818  

Max grade ability(%)Max grade ability(%) 2020   2020  

Min turning radius(mm)Min turning radius(mm) 24802480   25202520  

Ground clearance(mm)Ground clearance(mm) 130130   130130  
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ModelModel   UT30P (4TNE98)UT30P (4TNE98)   UT35P (4TNE98)UT35P (4TNE98)  
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Long (mm)Long (mm)   38203820   38703870  

Width (mm)Width (mm)   12251225   12251225  

High (mm)High (mm)   21702170   21702170  

Service weight (kg)Service weight (kg)   42804280   45554555  

Tire (F/R)Tire (F/R)  
28×928×9--1515--12PR12PR  

6.506.50--1010--10PR10PR  

28×928×9--1515--12PR12PR  

6.506.50--1010--10PR10PR  

Voltage/Capacity Voltage/Capacity (V/(V/A.h)A.h)   12/9012/90   12/9012/90  

NoNo--load braking distance(M)load braking distance(M)   ≤6≤6   ≤6≤6  

EE
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TypeType   4TNE984TNE98--BQFLCBQFLC（（YANMAR)YANMAR)  

Rated capacityRated capacity   42.1 Kw / 2300r/min42.1 Kw / 2300r/min  

Max torqueMax torque   186N·m / 1700 r/min186N·m / 1700 r/min  

DisplacementDisplacement   3.319L3.319L  
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ModelModel   UT25C (2.4L LPG)UT25C (2.4L LPG)   UT30C (2.4L LPG)UT30C (2.4L LPG)  

Rated capacity (kg)Rated capacity (kg)   2500 30002500 3000

Load Load center center (mm)(mm)   500 500500 500

Max. lifting height (mm)Max. lifting height (mm)   3000 30003000 3000

Free lifting height(mm)Free lifting height(mm)   130 135130 135

Max lifting speed(mm/s)Max lifting speed(mm/s)   600 510600 510

Tilting angle(°)Tilting angle(°)   5/8 5/85/8 5/8

Max traveling speed(km/h)Max traveling speed(km/h)   20 1920 19

Max grade ability(%)Max grade ability(%)   20 2020 20

Min turning radius(mm)Min turning radius(mm)   2020 22002020 2200

Ground clearance(mm)Ground clearance(mm)   83.5 8083.5 80
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ModelModel   UT25C (2.4L LPG)UT25C (2.4L LPG)   UT30C (2.4L LPG)UT30C (2.4L LPG)  
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Long (mm)Long (mm)  

To face of forksTo face of forks   2380 24702380 2470

Width (mm)Width (mm)   1078 1078 11231123

High (mm)High (mm)   2135 2135 21152115

Service weight (kg)Service weight (kg)   3490 3490 38153815

Tire (F/R)Tire (F/R)  
21X7X15/221X7X15/2

16X6X10.5/216X6X10.5/2
21X7X15/221X7X15/2

16X6X10.5/216X6X10.5/2

VoltageVoltage/Capacity /Capacity (V/A(V/A.h).h)   12/45 12/45 12/4512/45

NoNo--load braking distance(M)load braking distance(M)   ≤6≤6   ≤6≤6  

EE
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ee

TypeType   PSI 2.4LPSI 2.4L

Rated capacityRated capacity   55kW, 55kW, 2800r/min2800r/min

Max torqueMax torque   179N·m, 179N·m, 2000 2000 r/minr/min
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ModelModel  
UT20P (2.4L LPG)UT20P (2.4L LPG)   UT25P (2.4L LPG)UT25P (2.4L LPG)   UT30P (2.4L LPG)UT30P (2.4L LPG)   UT35P (2.4L LPG)UT35P (2.4L LPG)  

UT20P (2.4L DUAL)UT20P (2.4L DUAL)   UT25P (2.4L DUAL)UT25P (2.4L DUAL)   UT30P (2.4L DUAL)UT30P (2.4L DUAL)   UT35P (2.4L DUAL)UT35P (2.4L DUAL)  

Rated capacity (kg)Rated capacity (kg)   20002000   25002500   30003000   35003500  

Load Load center center (mm)(mm)   500500   500500   500500   500500  

Max. lifting heightMax. lifting height

(mm)(mm)  
30003000   30003000   30003000   30003000  

Free liftingFree lifting

height(mm)height(mm)  
140140   140140   155155   155155  

Max liftingMax lifting

speed(mm/s)speed(mm/s)  
560560   560560   460460   390390  

Tilting angle(°)Tilting angle(°)   6/126/12   6/126/12   6/126/12   6/126/12  

Max travelingMax traveling

speed(km/h)speed(km/h)  
2121   2121   1919   1919  

Max grade ability(%)Max grade ability(%)   2020   2020   2020   1818  

Min turningMin turning

radius(mm)radius(mm)  
22602260   22352235   24802480   25202520  

GroundGround

clearance(mm)clearance(mm)  
105105   105105   130130   130130  
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ModelModel  
UT20P (2.4L LPG)UT20P (2.4L LPG)   UT25P (2.4L LPG)UT25P (2.4L LPG)   UT30P (2.4L LPG)UT30P (2.4L LPG)   UT35P (2.4L LPG)UT35P (2.4L LPG)  

UT20P (2.4L DUAL)UT20P (2.4L DUAL)   UT25P (2.4L DUAL)UT25P (2.4L DUAL)   UT30P (2.4L DUAL)UT30P (2.4L DUAL)   UT35P (2.4L DUAL)UT35P (2.4L DUAL)  
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Long (mm)Long (mm)   36003600   36753675   38203820   38703870  

Width (mm)Width (mm)   11551155   11551155   12251225   12251225  

High (mm)High (mm)   21402140   21402140   21702170   21702170  

Service weight (kg)Service weight (kg)   34403440   37653765   42554255   45554555  

Tire (F/R)Tire (F/R)  
7.007.00--1212--12PR/212PR/2  

6.006.00--99--10PR/210PR/2  

7.007.00--1212--12PR/212PR/2  

6.006.00--99--10PR/210PR/2  

28X928X9--1515--12PR/212PR/2  

6.506.50--1010--10PR/210PR/2  

28X928X9--1515--12PR/212PR/2  

6.506.50--1010--10PR/210PR/2  

Voltage/Capacity Voltage/Capacity (V/(V/A.h)A.h)   12/4512/45   12/4512/45   12/4512/45   12/4512/45  

NoNo--load brakingload braking

distance(M)distance(M)  
≤6≤6   ≤6≤6   ≤6≤6   ≤6≤6  
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TypeType   PSI 2.4LPSI 2.4L  

Rated capacityRated capacity   55kW 55kW / / 2800r/min2800r/min

Max torqueMax torque   179N·m / 2000 r/min179N·m / 2000 r/min  

DisplacementDisplacement   2.4L2.4L  
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13. Operation, Disassembly and Installation of Cab (Pneumatic)13. Operation, Disassembly and Installation of Cab (Pneumatic)  
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The operation of cab:The operation of cab:  
（（11））Open left door with key, enter into cab.Open left door with key, enter into cab.  

（（22））Close door, make sure left and right doors are closed before beginning work.Close door, make sure left and right doors are closed before beginning work.  

（（33））The glass of left and right door can be moved by draw button on the glass.The glass of left and right door can be moved by draw button on the glass.  

（（44））The rear door can be opened by loosening lock buckle.The rear door can be opened by loosening lock buckle.  

Disassembling cab:Disassembling cab:  
（（11））Stop the truck on solid and smooth level ground; close switch , pull down hand brake.Stop the truck on solid and smooth level ground; close switch , pull down hand brake.  

（（22））Remove 4 bolts from left front and right front legs. For high position exhaust, the fastening bolts should beRemove 4 bolts from left front and right front legs. For high position exhaust, the fastening bolts should be

removedremoved

（（33））Pull out 4 rubber plugs from left rear and right rear legs, remove 4 bolts from left rear and right rear legs.Pull out 4 rubber plugs from left rear and right rear legs, remove 4 bolts from left rear and right rear legs.   

（（44））Using a crane, Using a crane, lift the cab lift the cab slightlyslightly..  

（（55））Disconnect wiring at switches for fan, wiper, alarm, lights etc. Place Disconnect wiring at switches for fan, wiper, alarm, lights etc. Place any trailing wires inside cab support any trailing wires inside cab support legs.legs.  

（（66））Put down cab slowly and lPut down cab slowly and lightlyightly, avoid crushing , avoid crushing wires.wires.  

Installing cab:Installing cab:  
The installation procedure is the reverse of the removal procedure. But remove the bolts which connect headThe installation procedure is the reverse of the removal procedure. But remove the bolts which connect head

frame and support legs, after fastening support legs and truck body, then fasten connected bolts connected headframe and support legs, after fastening support legs and truck body, then fasten connected bolts connected head
frame and support legs, fasten torque of bolts connected support legs and truck body: T=137frame and support legs, fasten torque of bolts connected support legs and truck body: T=137--167 N·m. bolts for167 N·m. bolts for

connecting head frame and support connecting head frame and support legs: T=1legs: T=11010--140 N·m140 N·m  
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14. Operator Presence Sensing System(required in most markets)14. Operator Presence Sensing System(required in most markets)  
DESCRIPTION OF OPERATOR PRESENCE SENSING (OPS) SYSTEMDESCRIPTION OF OPERATOR PRESENCE SENSING (OPS) SYSTEM

The Operator Presence Sensing (OPS) System is available in certain marketing areas to disable traction and hydraulicThe Operator Presence Sensing (OPS) System is available in certain marketing areas to disable traction and hydraulic

functions if the operator is not in the proper operating position. If the ofunctions if the operator is not in the proper operating position. If the operator is not sitting upright in the center of theperator is not sitting upright in the center of the
seat with their back fully against the backrest, the system will interrupt travelling and hydraulic functions. If theseat with their back fully against the backrest, the system will interrupt travelling and hydraulic functions. If the

operator leaves the seat without properly parking operator leaves the seat without properly parking the truck, the system will also be the truck, the system will also be engaged.engaged.

Starting ProtectionStarting Protection::

The operator must sit in the seat properly with the direction control lever in neutral before the engine will start. IfThe operator must sit in the seat properly with the direction control lever in neutral before the engine will start. If

the truck is equipped with the truck is equipped with seat belt protection, the operator must fseat belt protection, the operator must first sit in the seat, then irst sit in the seat, then fasten the seat belt beforefasten the seat belt before

the truck will be able to start.the truck will be able to start.

Forward and Reverse Protection:Forward and Reverse Protection:
a.a. While the forklift is startedWhile the forklift is started, the park brake light will be on and an alarm , the park brake light will be on and an alarm will sound if the operator is in the seatwill sound if the operator is in the seat

properly with the park brake engaged when the direction control lever is put into forward or reverse. If the directionproperly with the park brake engaged when the direction control lever is put into forward or reverse. If the direction

control lever is returned to the center position, the alarm will stop sounding.control lever is returned to the center position, the alarm will stop sounding.

b.b. While the forklift is startedWhile the forklift is started, the operator, the operator must sit on the seat correctlymust sit on the seat correctly and put the direction control lever in and put the direction control lever in

forward or reverse before the forklift will travel. If the operator is not forward or reverse before the forklift will travel. If the operator is not seated correctly and the direction control lever isseated correctly and the direction control lever is

put into forward or reverse, an alarm will sound and an OPS light wilput into forward or reverse, an alarm will sound and an OPS light will illuminate. If the direction control lever is returnedl illuminate. If the direction control lever is returned

to the center position, the alarm will stop sounding.to the center position, the alarm will stop sounding.
c.c. While the forklift is startedWhile the forklift is started, the operator, the operator must remain on the seatmust remain on the seat correctly with the direction control lever in correctly with the direction control lever in

forward or reverse for the forklift to continue travelling. If the oforward or reverse for the forklift to continue travelling. If the operator leaves the seat for more than 3 seconds whenperator leaves the seat for more than 3 seconds when

the forklift is travelling forward or reverse, the transmission will switch to neutral, an alarm will sound, the OPS the forklift is travelling forward or reverse, the transmission will switch to neutral, an alarm will sound, the OPS light willlight will

illuminate, and the neutral-position indicator light will flash to give the operator a reminder that the truck was shifted toilluminate, and the neutral-position indicator light will flash to give the operator a reminder that the truck was shifted to

neutral without the lever being in the center position. The alarm will continue to sound and the forklift will not travelneutral without the lever being in the center position. The alarm will continue to sound and the forklift will not travel

until the operator returns to the seat correctly and moves the direction control lever to the center position. Once theuntil the operator returns to the seat correctly and moves the direction control lever to the center position. Once the

alarm is reset, travel will resume when the direction control lever is moved into forward or reverse gear again.alarm is reset, travel will resume when the direction control lever is moved into forward or reverse gear again.  
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Seat Belt Protection:Seat Belt Protection:  

If the truck is equipped with the Operator Presence Sensing System with an interlock seat belt, disconnecting the seatIf the truck is equipped with the Operator Presence Sensing System with an interlock seat belt, disconnecting the seat
belt buckle will have the same effect as leaving the seat, which is described in the sections above.belt buckle will have the same effect as leaving the seat, which is described in the sections above.

WARNINGWARNING  
If the OPS system is activated by the operator leaving the seat or disconnecting the seatIf the OPS system is activated by the operator leaving the seat or disconnecting the seat

belt while traveling on a slope, the truck may roll on the slope when the engine is disabled. Tobelt while traveling on a slope, the truck may roll on the slope when the engine is disabled. To
avoid this, the driver must remain seated with the seatbelt fastened.avoid this, the driver must remain seated with the seatbelt fastened.  

Hydraulic Function Hydraulic Function ProtectioProtection:n:  

If the operator is not seated properly while the engine is running, the hydraulic functions (lift, lower, tilt, and auxiliaryIf the operator is not seated properly while the engine is running, the hydraulic functions (lift, lower, tilt, and auxiliary
functions) will be disabled. If the operator returns to the seat properly, the hydraulic functions will begin working. If thefunctions) will be disabled. If the operator returns to the seat properly, the hydraulic functions will begin working. If the

driver leaves the seat for more than 3 seconds, the hydraulic functions will be disabled.driver leaves the seat for more than 3 seconds, the hydraulic functions will be disabled.
Park Brake Protection:Park Brake Protection:

a. If the operator fails to sit on the seat properly while the forklift is running and the park brake is not engaged, the alarma. If the operator fails to sit on the seat properly while the forklift is running and the park brake is not engaged, the alarm
will sound after 3 seconds and the OPS light will illuminate. Pulling up the parking brake or sitting on the seat correctly willwill sound after 3 seconds and the OPS light will illuminate. Pulling up the parking brake or sitting on the seat correctly will
cancel the alarm.cancel the alarm.
b. If the park brake is not engaged when the driver leaves the seat without the engine running but the key switch is on, theb. If the park brake is not engaged when the driver leaves the seat without the engine running but the key switch is on, the
alarm will sound and the OPS light will illuminate. Engaging the parking brake or returning to the seat properly will turn offalarm will sound and the OPS light will illuminate. Engaging the parking brake or returning to the seat properly will turn off
the OPS light, the parking brake light, and the alarm.the OPS light, the parking brake light, and the alarm.

Abnormal Function:Abnormal Function:
In the event the OPS system exhibits any of the following symptoms, park the forklift immediately in a safe place andIn the event the OPS system exhibits any of the following symptoms, park the forklift immediately in a safe place and
contact an authorized service technician.contact an authorized service technician.

a. a. The The alarm alarm keeps keeps sounding sounding when when the parthe park k brake brake is appis applied.lied.
b. b. The neutral The neutral indicator indicator light flashlight flashes wes when the hen the gear swgear switch is itch is in neutralin neutral..
c. c. The OPS The OPS light does not illumilight does not illuminate or the alarm nate or the alarm does not sdoes not sound 3 seconds ound 3 seconds after the operator after the operator leaves the sleaves the seat or disconneat or disconnectsects

the seat belt.the seat belt.
d. d. The alarm The alarm keeps sokeeps sounding or the unding or the OPS light OPS light stays illuminated stays illuminated after the operator after the operator returns to returns to the seat the seat properly.properly.

Note: Seat switch, parking brake switch, buzzer, alarm lights, and other lights Note: Seat switch, parking brake switch, buzzer, alarm lights, and other lights are powered by battery and turning on are powered by battery and turning on key.key.
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1. Wire Harness End View and 1. Wire Harness End View and Pin DefinitionPin Definition

A-A-   20 pin plug20 pin plug BB 8 pin plug8 pin plug

11 12 11 12 13 14 113 14 15 16 15 16 17 18 19 7 18 19 210210

111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 220111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 220

11 22 33 4411 22 33 44

55 66 77 8855 66 77 88

Pin Pin Function Function DefinitionDefinition

A1A1 Controller Power + (+12 V)Controller Power + (+12 V)

A2A2 Power GroundPower Ground

A3A3 Power GroundPower Ground

A4A4 Battery +Battery +

A5A5 Parking brake Parking brake light outlet light outlet (high efficiency)(high efficiency)  

A6A6 Mast lifting and Mast lifting and lowering output lowering output (high efficiency)(high efficiency)

A7A7 High- and low-speed solenoid valve (high efficiency)High- and low-speed solenoid valve (high efficiency)

A8A8 Reverse soleReverse solenoid valve noid valve (high efficiency)(high efficiency)

A9A9 Forward Forward solenoid solenoid valve valve (high (high efficiency)efficiency)

A10A10 Output Output on on (high (high efficiency)efficiency)

A11A11
+12V reserved, for external connection to power supply of indicator light, not for+12V reserved, for external connection to power supply of indicator light, not for

connection to large current loading. (cancelled)connection to large current loading. (cancelled)

A12A12 Power GroundPower Ground

A13A13
BATT+ BATT+ reserved, for external connection to powreserved, for external connection to power supply of indicator light, not forer supply of indicator light, not for

connection to large current loading. (cancelled)connection to large current loading. (cancelled)

A14A14 Seat Seat switch switch (high (high efficiency)efficiency)
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Pin Pin Function Function DefinitionDefinition

A15A15 Parking brake Parking brake switch switch (high efficiency)(high efficiency)

A16A16 High and low speed changeover switch High and low speed changeover switch Closing corresponds to high speedClosing corresponds to high speed

A17A17   Reverse Reverse gear gear (high efficiency)(high efficiency)
A18A18   Forward Forward gear gear (high (high efficiency)efficiency)

A19A19   Manual/automatic chanManual/automatic changeover sgeover switch witch Closing corresClosing corresponds to ponds to high speedhigh speed

A20A20   Forklift speed sensorForklift speed sensor

B1B1 R2 indicator R2 indicator (low (low efficiency)efficiency)

B2B2 R1 indicator R1 indicator (low (low efficiency)efficiency)

B3B3   Alarm (high efficiency)Alarm (high efficiency)
B4B4   Alarm indAlarm indication ication (high (high efficiency)efficiency)

B5B5   Auto indAuto indication ication (low (low efficiency)efficiency)

B6B6   F2 indicatF2 indicator or (low (low efficiency)efficiency)

B7B7   F1 indicatF1 indicator or (low (low efficiency)efficiency)

B8B8   N N indicator indicator (high (high efficiency)efficiency)

Note: High efficiency means it is available provided there is Note: High efficiency means it is available provided there is voltage, and the low efficiency means it isvoltage, and the low efficiency means it is
available only when grounded (no-voltage).available only when grounded (no-voltage).
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2. Wiring2. Wiring

(1)(1)

(2)(2)

(3)(3)

(4)(4)

(5)(5)

(6)(6)

(7)(7)

(8)(8)

(9)(9)

(11)(11)

(12)(12)

(13)(13)

(14)(14)

(15)(15)

(16)(16)

(17)(17)

(18)(18)

(19)(19)

(19)(19)

(20)(20)

(10)(10)

Controller Controller 
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(1). (1). Manual/Automatic Manual/Automatic (2). (2). Forward Forward Gear Gear (3). (3). Reverse Reverse Gear Gear (4). (4). Seat Seat SwitchSwitch

(5). High and Low Speed(5). High and Low Speed

Changeover SwitchChangeover Switch
(6). (6). Parking Parking Brake Brake Switch Switch (7). (7). Forklift Forklift Speed Speed Sensor Sensor (8). (8). Mid-position Mid-position IndicatorIndicator

(9). Parking Brake Alarm(9). Parking Brake Alarm

LightLight

(10). Forward Solenoid(10). Forward Solenoid

ValveValve

(11). Reverse Solenoid(11). Reverse Solenoid

ValveValve

(12). High- and Low-speed(12). High- and Low-speed

Solenoid ValveSolenoid Valve

(13). Starting Output(13). Starting Output
(14). Mast Lifting and(14). Mast Lifting and

Lowering OutputLowering Output

(15). Mast Forward and(15). Mast Forward and

Backward Tilt OutputBackward Tilt Output
(16). Alarm Output(16). Alarm Output

(17). Manual/Automatic(17). Manual/Automatic

OutputOutput
(18). Indication of Gear(18). Indication of Gear

(19). Key Switch Power(19). Key Switch Power

SupplySupply
(20). Battery Power Supply(20). Battery Power Supply
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15. Operation and Notice about LPG Forklift15. Operation and Notice about LPG Forklift  
The LPG fuel system is composed primarily of a cylinder, a filter, a pressureThe LPG fuel system is composed primarily of a cylinder, a filter, a pressure --reducing regulator, and a mixer. Thereducing regulator, and a mixer. The
LPG passes from the cylinder through a combination valve, the highLPG passes from the cylinder through a combination valve, the high--pressure line, and the filter into the pressurepressure line, and the filter into the pressure
reducer. The LPG then enters the mixer. After it is mixed with air according to a certain proportion, it enters thereducer. The LPG then enters the mixer. After it is mixed with air according to a certain proportion, it enters the
engine cylindengine cylinders. ers. This is where coThis is where combustion occurs. mbustion occurs. This drives the opeThis drives the operation of the forration of the forklift truck.klift truck.

1. Filling and Replacing the LPG Cylinder (1. Filling and Replacing the LPG Cylinder (USE a sealant on all LPG connections having NPT threads.)USE a sealant on all LPG connections having NPT threads.)  
Exchange LPG cylinders (tanks) or fill LPG cylinders (tanks) per your local regulations. See dealer.Exchange LPG cylinders (tanks) or fill LPG cylinders (tanks) per your local regulations. See dealer.

2. Using the Dual-Fuel Toggle Switch2. Using the Dual-Fuel Toggle Switch
1. Flip the dual fuel toggle switch to GAS, and the engine fuel becomes gasoline.1. Flip the dual fuel toggle switch to GAS, and the engine fuel becomes gasoline.
2. Flip the dual fuel toggle switch to LPG, and the engine fuel becomes liquefied petroleum gas.2. Flip the dual fuel toggle switch to LPG, and the engine fuel becomes liquefied petroleum gas.
3. When the dual fuel toggle switch is in the middle position, neither fuel is connected.3. When the dual fuel toggle switch is in the middle position, neither fuel is connected.  

3. Starting the dual fuel engine3. Starting the dual fuel engine

(1) Starting with Gasoline(1) Starting with Gasoline
Flip the dual fuel toggle swFlip the dual fuel toggle switch to GAS. itch to GAS. Wait a few seconds and turn the ignition Wait a few seconds and turn the ignition key to start the motor and beginkey to start the motor and begin
operating with gasoline.operating with gasoline.  

(2) Starting with LPG(2) Starting with LPG
Flip the dual fuel toggle swFlip the dual fuel toggle switch to LPG. itch to LPG. Wait a few seconds and turn the ignition Wait a few seconds and turn the ignition key to start the motor and beginkey to start the motor and begin
operating with liquefied petroleum gas.operating with liquefied petroleum gas.

GASGAS

LPGLPG
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4. Changing Fuels While the Engine 4. Changing Fuels While the Engine is Running and the is Running and the Truck is StationaryTruck is Stationary
(1) To convert from LPG to gasoline, flip the (1) To convert from LPG to gasoline, flip the dual fuel toggle switch directly dual fuel toggle switch directly from LPG to GAS. from LPG to GAS. At this point theAt this point the

engine will stop running on LPG and begin running on gasolineengine will stop running on LPG and begin running on gasoline..
(2) To convert from gasoline to LPG, flip (2) To convert from gasoline to LPG, flip the dual fuel toggle switch to the dual fuel toggle switch to the middle position. the middle position. Wait a few seconds andWait a few seconds and

once the engine speed slows, quickly move the dual fuel toggle switch to LPG.once the engine speed slows, quickly move the dual fuel toggle switch to LPG.
5. Precautions5. Precautions

(1) If an LPG leak is discovered while the forklif(1) If an LPG leak is discovered while the forklift truck is operating, immediately switch off the LPG switch and closet truck is operating, immediately switch off the LPG switch and close

the LPG tank outlet valve. Check each component and connection of the LPG system including fastener linethe LPG tank outlet valve. Check each component and connection of the LPG system including fastener line

connections for looseness, leaks, and other connections for looseness, leaks, and other problems.problems. USE a sealant on all LPG connections having NPT threads.USE a sealant on all LPG connections having NPT threads.  

(2) Dual-fuel forklifts should use #93 gasoline or vehicle-use LPG as fuel. Otherwise, ignition timing (2) Dual-fuel forklifts should use #93 gasoline or vehicle-use LPG as fuel. Otherwise, ignition timing accuracy will beaccuracy will be

affected, which will reduce power.affected, which will reduce power.

(3) If the forklift i(3) If the forklift is stopped for more than 10 minutes, close LPG tank outlet valve.s stopped for more than 10 minutes, close LPG tank outlet valve.
(4) When the engine is running, it is best to maintain its (4) When the engine is running, it is best to maintain its coolant temperature between 70coolant temperature between 70 °°C and 85C and 85 °°C.C.

6. Pressure-Reducing Regulator6. Pressure-Reducing Regulator
The pressure-reducing regulator has two functions. The first is a pressure-reducing function. It lowers the pressure ofThe pressure-reducing regulator has two functions. The first is a pressure-reducing function. It lowers the pressure of

the LPG coming from the cylinder to a pressure of one atmosphere. The second is evaporation. The liquid LPG is gasified bythe LPG coming from the cylinder to a pressure of one atmosphere. The second is evaporation. The liquid LPG is gasified by

absorbing heat from the engine cooling system.absorbing heat from the engine cooling system.

7. Mixer7. Mixer

The mixer, depending on the engine operating The mixer, depending on the engine operating status, mixes vaporized LPG with air status, mixes vaporized LPG with air and delivers it to the and delivers it to the engine,engine,
thus meeting engine power needs under various operating cthus meeting engine power needs under various operating conditions.onditions.
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8. Cylinder8. Cylinder
(1) Functions(1) Functions

Composed of a safety valve, an LPG filling port, an outflow quick connector, and corresponding accessories. The cylinder isComposed of a safety valve, an LPG filling port, an outflow quick connector, and corresponding accessories. The cylinder is

the fuel storage system for LPG forklift truck. It is installed on the counterweight of the forklift truck. Its primary functionsthe fuel storage system for LPG forklift truck. It is installed on the counterweight of the forklift truck. Its primary functions

are:are:
a. Shut-Off Valvesa. Shut-Off Valves

Manual valves for controlling gas inflow and outflow lines.Manual valves for controlling gas inflow and outflow lines.

b. Charge-Limiting Valveb. Charge-Limiting Valve

After the cylinder has been filled to between 70% and 80% of capacity with LPG, this will automatically close.After the cylinder has been filled to between 70% and 80% of capacity with LPG, this will automatically close.

c. LPG Level Displayc. LPG Level Display

Provides a direct visual display of the LPG level inside the cylinder.Provides a direct visual display of the LPG level inside the cylinder.

d. Flow-Limiting Valved. Flow-Limiting Valve

Automatically closes when flow volume is too large (Ex: System damage or flow exceeds design value).Automatically closes when flow volume is too large (Ex: System damage or flow exceeds design value).
e. Pressure Relief Valvee. Pressure Relief Valve

When the pressure inside the cylinder exceeds a specified pressure, the pressure relief valve will automatically open andWhen the pressure inside the cylinder exceeds a specified pressure, the pressure relief valve will automatically open and

release pressure.release pressure.

(2) Main Parameters(2) Main Parameters

Operating temperature: -40Operating temperature: -40℃℃  to +60to +60℃℃  

Operating pressure: 2.2MPaOperating pressure: 2.2MPa  

Relief valve pressure: 2.5 MPa ±0.2MPaRelief valve pressure: 2.5 MPa ±0.2MPa  

Maximum fill capacity: 80% of cylinderMaximum fill capacity: 80% of cylinder  

Note:Note: USE a sealant on all LPG connections having NPT threads.USE a sealant on all LPG connections having NPT threads.  
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(3) Cylinder Structure(3) Cylinder Structure

1. Fixed Pin1. Fixed Pin--TTank Locank Locator ator    5. Outlet Shut5. Outlet Shut--off Valveoff Valve  

2. LPG Level Gauge2. LPG Level Gauge   6. Outlet Fitting6. Outlet Fitting--LPG HoseLPG Hose  

3. Aux. Liquid Fill Valve3. Aux. Liquid Fill Valve   7. Safety Relief Valve7. Safety Relief Valve  

4. Fixed Liquid Level4. Fixed Liquid Level  

9. Steps for Replacing the LPG Cylinder9. Steps for Replacing the LPG Cylinder
PrecautionsPrecautions
1. 1. When replacing the When replacing the LPG cylinder, be LPG cylinder, be sure to wear sure to wear canvas gloves canvas gloves to protect from freezto protect from freeze injuries caused e injuries caused byby

leaking LPG.leaking LPG.
2. 2. When replacing the When replacing the LPG cylinder, do LPG cylinder, do so in a so in a fully-ventilated, well-lit place. fully-ventilated, well-lit place. Smoking is Smoking is strictly prohibited. strictly prohibited. AvoidAvoid

all other open flames and sources of ignition.all other open flames and sources of ignition.
3. 3. When filling with When filling with LPG cylinder, lay LPG cylinder, lay the cylinder flat the cylinder flat and set the LPG iand set the LPG inflow shut-off valve to the top. nflow shut-off valve to the top. Twist off theTwist off the

dust cover from the inflow shut-off valve. Insert the charging connector, and open the LPG inflow shut-off valve.dust cover from the inflow shut-off valve. Insert the charging connector, and open the LPG inflow shut-off valve.
When the LPG has been filled to about 80% of the tankWhen the LPG has been filled to about 80% of the tank ’’s capacity, remove the filling head. When you fill to 80%s capacity, remove the filling head. When you fill to 80%

of rated capacity, the charge-limiting device may automatically shut down. After filling has been terminated,of rated capacity, the charge-limiting device may automatically shut down. After filling has been terminated,
remove the filling head. Twist the filling valve dust cover until tight. Tighten the inflow shut-off valve.remove the filling head. Twist the filling valve dust cover until tight. Tighten the inflow shut-off valve. Check toCheck to
make sure all components and parts are in good condition and undamaged.make sure all components and parts are in good condition and undamaged.   

4. 4. Use Use the the safe safe operating procedures operating procedures per yper your lour local ocal regulations.regulations.
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Cylinder Replacement Steel straps US onlyCylinder Replacement Steel straps US only  

1. 1. Park Park the the forklift forklift per per the the procedure procedure on on page page 40. 40. 2. 2. Close Close the the LPG LPG outlet outlet shut-off shut-off valve, valve, and and loosen loosen thethe

outflow connector.outflow connector.

3. 3. Locate Locate the the buckle buckle belt belt and and tensioner. tensioner. 4. 4. Grip Grip the the tensioner tensioner with with your your right right hand. hand. Pull Pull out out the the lock lock catchcatch

with your index finger, middle finger, and ring finger.with your index finger, middle finger, and ring finger.
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5. Keep holding the lock catch 5. Keep holding the lock catch up, and push up tensionerup, and push up tensioner

device until it touches cylinder.device until it touches cylinder.

6. Keep the lock catch out and pull downward the whole6. Keep the lock catch out and pull downward the whole

tensioner device Then buckle belt is loosened from tensitensioner device Then buckle belt is loosened from tensioneroner

device.device.

Remove Cylinder and ChargeRemove Cylinder and Charge

NoticeNotice：：  

a) 1 # may use more than -20°Ca) 1 # may use more than -20°C

b) 2 # may use more than -10°Cb) 2 # may use more than -10°C

c) 3 # may use more than 0°C.c) 3 # may use more than 0°C.

CautionCaution：：1. Avoid banging cylinder against truck when removing.1. Avoid banging cylinder against truck when removing.

2. Make sure the outlet shut-off valve is closed.2. Make sure the outlet shut-off valve is closed.

3. Only take the empty cylinder to authorized charging location.3. Only take the empty cylinder to authorized charging location.  
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10. Method of Securing Cylinder Steel straps only (Fabric straps pictured)10. Method of Securing Cylinder Steel straps only (Fabric straps pictured)

1. Lift the cylinder onto the truck with the arrow pointing1. Lift the cylinder onto the truck with the arrow pointing

up, inserting the securing pin into the cylinder.up, inserting the securing pin into the cylinder.

2. Grip the tensioner with the right hand, hold the buckle2. Grip the tensioner with the right hand, hold the buckle
belt with the left hand, and belt with the left hand, and align it with the open slot of align it with the open slot of thethe

ratchet shaft.ratchet shaft.  

3. Pass the buckle belt through the open slot of the3. Pass the buckle belt through the open slot of the
ratchet shaft.ratchet shaft.  

4. Pull down tightly on the buckle belt with your left hand.4. Pull down tightly on the buckle belt with your left hand.
Pull out the lock catch with your index finger, middle finger,Pull out the lock catch with your index finger, middle finger,
and ring finger. At the same time, push up until it bumpsand ring finger. At the same time, push up until it bumps
against the cylinder.against the cylinder.
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5. Cause the buckle belt to become basically taut.5. Cause the buckle belt to become basically taut.
Keep the lock catch pulled out; continue to crankKeep the lock catch pulled out; continue to crank
down the tensioner with your right hand until it bumpsdown the tensioner with your right hand until it bumps

against the cylinder.against the cylinder.  

6. Continue to pull tight with your left hand. Firmly grip6. Continue to pull tight with your left hand. Firmly grip
the tensioner with your right hand, and let go of the lockthe tensioner with your right hand, and let go of the lock
catch. Turn the tensioner up and down a few times untilcatch. Turn the tensioner up and down a few times until

its position cannot be shifted.its position cannot be shifted.  

7. Pull down until it bumps against the cylinder.7. Pull down until it bumps against the cylinder.   8. Ensure the 8. Ensure the cylinder shut-off valve is closed. Reconnect thecylinder shut-off valve is closed. Reconnect the
truck fuel hose to the outlet valve.truck fuel hose to the outlet valve.  
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9.9. Slowly open the cylinder shut-off valve. DO NOT use until you have checked and found no leaks. If thereSlowly open the cylinder shut-off valve. DO NOT use until you have checked and found no leaks. If there
is a leak, immediately close the tank shut-off valve, and twist open the forklift truck shut-off is a leak, immediately close the tank shut-off valve, and twist open the forklift truck shut-off valve.valve.  

CautionCaution  

 After installing the cylinder and using the quick connector to mate the truck fuel line to the c After installing the cylinder and using the quick connector to mate the truck fuel line to the cylinder, slowly open theylinder, slowly open the
cylinder outlet shut-off valve. Check for LPG leaks by applying soap bubbles to all the line connectors. If a leak iscylinder outlet shut-off valve. Check for LPG leaks by applying soap bubbles to all the line connectors. If a leak is
discovered, DO NOT start the forklift truck work until after it is eliminated. After each use of the forklift truck, close thediscovered, DO NOT start the forklift truck work until after it is eliminated. After each use of the forklift truck, close the
outlet shut-off valve.outlet shut-off valve.  

Steel Strap Steel Strap Bracket ( US Bracket ( US Standard)Standard)  

OpeningOpening
Pull on the latch to open the straps.Pull on the latch to open the straps.

ClosingClosing

To close, insert the tip of the latch in the strap hook and pushTo close, insert the tip of the latch in the strap hook and push

towards the tank until secure.towards the tank until secure.

All other instructions are the same as the buckling straps.All other instructions are the same as the buckling straps.
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11. Use precautions11. Use precautions
(1) (1) When preparing When preparing to fill to fill the cylinder the cylinder with LPG, with LPG, first open first open the shut-off valthe shut-off valve. After ve. After youyou  have finished filling, closehave finished filling, close

the inlet shut-off valve.the inlet shut-off valve.
(2) (2) When putting the tank When putting the tank on the forklift, on the forklift, the cylinder should the cylinder should be securely installed wbe securely installed with the arrow on ith the arrow on the end point upthe end point up

and both inlet and outlet shut-off valves closed. Connect the forklift truck input port to the cylinder outlet port.and both inlet and outlet shut-off valves closed. Connect the forklift truck input port to the cylinder outlet port.
Tighten by turning. Open the outlet shut-off valve and DO NOT use until you have checked for leaks.Tighten by turning. Open the outlet shut-off valve and DO NOT use until you have checked for leaks.

(3) (3) Promptly check for Promptly check for leaks after each leaks after each filling with LPG, filling with LPG, and when it and when it is put on is put on the truck for the truck for use.use.
(4) (4) Be careful to Be careful to protect the inlet filprotect the inlet filling port from dust. ling port from dust. After LPG filling After LPG filling is complete, promptly twist ois complete, promptly twist on the dust covern the dust cover

to protect the seal of the filling port one-way valve.to protect the seal of the filling port one-way valve.
(5) (5) The inlet The inlet relief pressure relief pressure of the relief of the relief valve has valve has already been already been set. Unauthorized set. Unauthorized changes to ichanges to it are strit are strictlyctly

forbidden.forbidden.
(6) (6) If there If there is an is an abnormal situation, abnormal situation, then have it then have it serviced by an serviced by an authorized technician. Dauthorized technician. DO NOT attempt O NOT attempt to adjust,to adjust,

dismantle, or repair on your own. In addition, store abnormal cylinders separately.dismantle, or repair on your own. In addition, store abnormal cylinders separately.(7) (7) When the assembly iWhen the assembly is filled with s filled with LPG, either the vLPG, either the volume method or the wolume method or the weight method may be eight method may be used. If it is used. If it is filledfilled
using the weight method, the cylinder needs to be placed standing upright. If the volume method is used, thenusing the weight method, the cylinder needs to be placed standing upright. If the volume method is used, then
lay the cylinder on its side, with the direction mark pointing up.lay the cylinder on its side, with the direction mark pointing up.

(8)(8)   When filling, transporting, storing, using, When filling, transporting, storing, using, and testing cylinders, strictland testing cylinders, strictly observe the stipulations of the y observe the stipulations of the NFPA.NFPA.  
(9) (9) The cylinder must be The cylinder must be installed and removed gently. installed and removed gently. DO NOT let DO NOT let it collide wit collide with or be struck ith or be struck by other objects.by other objects.

Keep the cylinder assembled components in good condition. DO NOT detach, adjust, or replace componentsKeep the cylinder assembled components in good condition. DO NOT detach, adjust, or replace components
on your own.on your own.

(10) The cylinder may be re-filled with HD-5 liquefied petroleum gas. The maximum filling volume is not to exceed 80%(10) The cylinder may be re-filled with HD-5 liquefied petroleum gas. The maximum filling volume is not to exceed 80%of cylinder liquid volume.of cylinder liquid volume.
(11) (11) The cylinder must be filled at a filling station which has been issued a license for liquefied petroleum gas fillingThe cylinder must be filled at a filling station which has been issued a license for liquefied petroleum gas filling

by a bureau of quality and technical supervision. DO NOT FILL ON YOUR OWN.by a bureau of quality and technical supervision. DO NOT FILL ON YOUR OWN.
(12) When a new cylinder or a re-tested cylinder is first put into use, the filling unit must vacuum the cylinder or(12) When a new cylinder or a re-tested cylinder is first put into use, the filling unit must vacuum the cylinder or

subject it to nitrogen gas replacement treatment.subject it to nitrogen gas replacement treatment.
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(13) Before the cylinder is re-installed, the cylinder should be positioned according to the vertical installation mark on(13) Before the cylinder is re-installed, the cylinder should be positioned according to the vertical installation mark on
the cylinder body. Lay it so that it is steady, close the outlet shut-off valve, and open the inlet shut-off valve.the cylinder body. Lay it so that it is steady, close the outlet shut-off valve, and open the inlet shut-off valve.
When filling, watch the LPG level indicator needle to see if it rises synchronously as it is filled. Stop fillingWhen filling, watch the LPG level indicator needle to see if it rises synchronously as it is filled. Stop filling
immediately after the charge-limiting valve acts, and check the LPG level indicator needle to see if it is at theimmediately after the charge-limiting valve acts, and check the LPG level indicator needle to see if it is at the

normal position. After filling ends, close the inlet shut-off valve.normal position. After filling ends, close the inlet shut-off valve.(14) Before the cylinder is used, check for leaks or other abnormalities. It may not be used with faults.(14) Before the cylinder is used, check for leaks or other abnormalities. It may not be used with faults.
(15) If an LPG leak is discovered while the forklift truck is operating, immediately switch off the LPG switch,(15) If an LPG leak is discovered while the forklift truck is operating, immediately switch off the LPG switch,

and close the outlet valve. Check each unit of the device and fastener line connections for looseness and leaks,and close the outlet valve. Check each unit of the device and fastener line connections for looseness and leaks,
and handle problems promptly.and handle problems promptly.

(16) If the forklift is stopped for more than 10 minutes, close the outlet valve.(16) If the forklift is stopped for more than 10 minutes, close the outlet valve.
(17) The cylinder should not be left out in the sun. Keep it away from heat sources and open flame. Absolutely DO(17) The cylinder should not be left out in the sun. Keep it away from heat sources and open flame. Absolutely DO

NOT heat the cylinder with a heat source whose temperature is above 40 °C.NOT heat the cylinder with a heat source whose temperature is above 40 °C.

(18) DO NOT use up all the gas in the cylinder; leave residual gas equal to at least 0.5% of the specified fill quantity.(18) DO NOT use up all the gas in the cylinder; leave residual gas equal to at least 0.5% of the specified fill quantity.(19) Absolutely DO NOT alter the embossed and color marks on the cylinder.(19) Absolutely DO NOT alter the embossed and color marks on the cylinder.
(20) In accordance with established testing dates, the cylinder must be delivered for periodic inspection to a testing(20) In accordance with established testing dates, the cylinder must be delivered for periodic inspection to a testing

facility that is qualified as a pressure container safety supervision organization once every five years.facility that is qualified as a pressure container safety supervision organization once every five years.
(21) While operating the forklift truck, observe at all times changes in the cylinder gas volume. If the gas is being(21) While operating the forklift truck, observe at all times changes in the cylinder gas volume. If the gas is being

used up in a way that does not match operation time, stop the truck to check for gas leaks. If a leak isused up in a way that does not match operation time, stop the truck to check for gas leaks. If a leak is
discovered, then immediately turn off the power source and close all valves. Promptly take the appropriatediscovered, then immediately turn off the power source and close all valves. Promptly take the appropriate
measures.measures.

(22) As much as possible, the forklift truck should be parked in a shady and well-ventilated area. Close the cylinder(22) As much as possible, the forklift truck should be parked in a shady and well-ventilated area. Close the cylinder
valves, and absolutely DO NOT allow the cylinder to remain exposed to sunlight.valves, and absolutely DO NOT allow the cylinder to remain exposed to sunlight.

(23) When the forklift truck enters a storage facility, turn off the power source and close all valves. The truck should(23) When the forklift truck enters a storage facility, turn off the power source and close all valves. The truck should
have good ventilation conditions and be subject to fire-fighting measures.have good ventilation conditions and be subject to fire-fighting measures.

(24) Absolutely DO NOT repair liquefied petroleum gas cylinders, valves, or lines while the truck is in storage or a(24) Absolutely DO NOT repair liquefied petroleum gas cylinders, valves, or lines while the truck is in storage or a
parking lot. The operator is strictly prohibited from smoking while on the truck.parking lot. The operator is strictly prohibited from smoking while on the truck.
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Service & maintenanceService & maintenance  
（（11））This truck has undergone pressure trials and performance testing before leaving factory. If there is performanceThis truck has undergone pressure trials and performance testing before leaving factory. If there is performance

failure, strictly forbid repairing without permission.failure, strictly forbid repairing without permission.

（（22））Close the valves on the LPG cylinder before disassembly and maintenance of the LPG device.Close the valves on the LPG cylinder before disassembly and maintenance of the LPG device.  

（（33））Suitably adjust the measure Suitably adjust the measure valve, for LPG consumption varies seasonallvalve, for LPG consumption varies seasonallyy..  

（（44））Check and clean often the air Check and clean often the air cleaner and the LPG fcleaner and the LPG filter, replace it with a new one in time if ilter, replace it with a new one in time if it is damaged.it is damaged.  

（（55）） After finishing the LPG forklift debugging a After finishing the LPG forklift debugging and one day well run (or a fnd one day well run (or a full container of LPG is used up), you shouldull container of LPG is used up), you should

adjust the LPG vaporizer aadjust the LPG vaporizer again to ensure proper ratio gain to ensure proper ratio of fuel to air.of fuel to air.  

（（66））Check the electric system every three months if any switch connectionCheck the electric system every three months if any switch connection --peg is peg is oxidized or oxidized or rusted, and rusted, and replace replace itit

in time.in time.

（（77））TTake routine care for the ake routine care for the whole LPG fuel system every year whole LPG fuel system every year working, that is, clean the vaporizer, check airproofworking, that is, clean the vaporizer, check airproof
capacity of each tiecapacity of each tie--in in the high pressurized pipes and the low pressurized pipes.in in the high pressurized pipes and the low pressurized pipes.  

Note: USE a sealant on all LPG connections having NPT threads.Note: USE a sealant on all LPG connections having NPT threads.  
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IMPCO Single Fuel SystemIMPCO Single Fuel System
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16. Operational Method of Lead Acid Battery16. Operational Method of Lead Acid Battery  
Lead acid battery and its applicationLead acid battery and its application  

1. Lead acid battery and its application1. Lead acid battery and its application  Lead acid battery is used for power start engine, and it can be for voltage regulation and overload generator substituteLead acid battery is used for power start engine, and it can be for voltage regulation and overload generator substitute
power, ipower, it has following strengths: t has following strengths: low internal resistance, stable end voltage, low internal resistance, stable end voltage, large support current, low water cost,large support current, low water cost,
huge capacity, nice starting performance at low temperature, light pole corrosion, light mass, low fault rate, convenienthuge capacity, nice starting performance at low temperature, light pole corrosion, light mass, low fault rate, convenient
maintenance. The Maintenancemaintenance. The Maintenance--free batteries are all sealed besides 2 vent holes (for overflowing a little air fromfree batteries are all sealed besides 2 vent holes (for overflowing a little air from
battery) at the side of Maintenancebattery) at the side of Maintenance--free battery. Lowfree battery. Low--maintenance leadmaintenance lead--acid batteries plus liquid left in the batteryacid batteries plus liquid left in the battery
cover mouth.cover mouth.  

2. Storage and maintenance2. Storage and maintenance

2.1. Storage2.1. Storage
The place for storing bThe place for storing battery should be clean, drattery should be clean, dryy, airy, and the battery should be charged every , airy, and the battery should be charged every 3 months.3 months.

2.2. Maintenance2.2. Maintenance
● Make sure there is ● Make sure there is no terminal corrosion, link part looseness, no terminal corrosion, link part looseness, outer crack and fastening looseness on outer crack and fastening looseness on the battery.the battery.
● If the truck parks over 30 days, in order to keep the battery in normal charging technique condition, you should do● If the truck parks over 30 days, in order to keep the battery in normal charging technique condition, you should do
the following:the following:  

2.3. The battery Check and maintenance2.3. The battery Check and maintenance  

MaintenanceMaintenance--free battery, Checkfree battery, Check  The indicator of the electric eye will be green when the capacity is normal, density of electrolyte reaches the standard;The indicator of the electric eye will be green when the capacity is normal, density of electrolyte reaches the standard;
it will be white when capacity is not enough, density of electrolyte does not reach the standard; it will be red when theit will be white when capacity is not enough, density of electrolyte does not reach the standard; it will be red when the
electrolyte is acute shortage, the shell should be carefully examined whether there is rupture, leakage or batteryelectrolyte is acute shortage, the shell should be carefully examined whether there is rupture, leakage or battery
failure.failure.  
The indicator of battery see particularly the prompt of the battery label.The indicator of battery see particularly the prompt of the battery label.  
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11：：GreenGreen：：Sufficiently charged.Sufficiently charged.  22：：WhiteWhite：：Insufficiently charged.Insufficiently charged.  

33：：RedRed：：Replace Replace batterybattery..  

MaintenanceMaintenance--free battery, maintenancefree battery, maintenance  
1) Insure the green status visual in inner indicator;1) Insure the green status visual in inner indicator;  

2) Disconnecting negative earth wire to avoid discharging by additional current release;2) Disconnecting negative earth wire to avoid discharging by additional current release;  3) Keep the battery charged completely;3) Keep the battery charged completely;  
4) Make a general schedule, charge every 304) Make a general schedule, charge every 30--45 days if truck is not used during this period;45 days if truck is not used during this period;
5) Check battery when the green status of indicator at battery are invisible, then charge or replace battery;5) Check battery when the green status of indicator at battery are invisible, then charge or replace battery;   

LowLow--Maintenance battery, CheckMaintenance battery, Check  
 As  As the the forklift forklift is is used used in in a a high high temperature temperature ambient, ambient, and and the the battery battery easily easily consumes consumes waterwater, , you you should should do do paypay

attention to the liquid level when using the forklift. There is an aperture for adding liquid in the cover of the battery.attention to the liquid level when using the forklift. There is an aperture for adding liquid in the cover of the battery.
Please add enough water up to the UPPER LEVEL when the liquid level is below the LOWER LEVEL and be sure thePlease add enough water up to the UPPER LEVEL when the liquid level is below the LOWER LEVEL and be sure the

water is not so much that can spill out to erode your forklift.water is not so much that can spill out to erode your forklift.
When lacking of the electrolyte, pWhen lacking of the electrolyte, please check whether the surface is damlease check whether the surface is damaged or leaky, or the battery is conking out.aged or leaky, or the battery is conking out.   

The indicator of the electric eye will be green when the capacity is normal, density of electrolyte reaches theThe indicator of the electric eye will be green when the capacity is normal, density of electrolyte reaches the
standard; it will be white when capacity is not enough, density of electrolyte does not reach the standard; it will be redstandard; it will be white when capacity is not enough, density of electrolyte does not reach the standard; it will be red
when the electrolyte is acute shortage, the shell should be carefully examined whether there is rupture, leakage orwhen the electrolyte is acute shortage, the shell should be carefully examined whether there is rupture, leakage or
battery failure.battery failure.  
The indicator of battery see particularly the prompt of the battery label.The indicator of battery see particularly the prompt of the battery label.  
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Check and make sure the electrolyte isCheck and make sure the electrolyte is

between between "UPPER "UPPER LEVEL" LEVEL" and and "LOWER"LOWER
LEVEL"LEVEL"

11：："UPPER LEVEL""UPPER LEVEL"

22：："LOWER LEVEL""LOWER LEVEL"

If the electrolyte is or lower than ―LowerIf the electrolyte is or lower than ―Lower
Level‖, please add distilled water Level‖, please add distilled water   

LowLow--Maintenance battery, maintenanceMaintenance battery, maintenance  
1) Ensure that the battery electrolyte fluid level in the UPPER LEVEL.1) Ensure that the battery electrolyte fluid level in the UPPER LEVEL.   
2) Disconnecting negative earth wire to avoid discharging by additional current release;2) Disconnecting negative earth wire to avoid discharging by additional current release;  
3) Keep the battery charge completely;3) Keep the battery charge completely;  
4) Make a general schedule, charge every 304) Make a general schedule, charge every 30--45 days if truck is not used during this period;45 days if truck is not used during this period;
5) When the battery electrolyte level is lower than LOWER LEVEL, please add distilled water to UPPER LEVEL, install5) When the battery electrolyte level is lower than LOWER LEVEL, please add distilled water to UPPER LEVEL, install
the ventthe vent--plug to original place and fix it.plug to original place and fix it.  

!! NoticeNotice：：  

 Avoid overfill when adding distilled water. During battery recharging, spilled water may cause corrosion. Avoid overfill when adding distilled water. During battery recharging, spilled water may cause corrosion.  
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2.4. Before recharging2.4. Before recharging  
When battery is recharging, the generated hydrogen is flammable and explosive gas, so pay attention to the followingWhen battery is recharging, the generated hydrogen is flammable and explosive gas, so pay attention to the following
item before operation:item before operation:  

   If charge to the battery still installed on the truck, one must disconnect ground cable.If charge to the battery still installed on the truck, one must disconnect ground cable.
   When connecting and disconnect battery charger cable, make sure charger power is off.When connecting and disconnect battery charger cable, make sure charger power is off.   

!! Notice:Notice:  

   Safe place for battery charging should be at open ground. Never charge in bad ventilatedSafe place for battery charging should be at open ground. Never charge in bad ventilated
garage or closed garage or closed indoor.indoor.  

   Never charge the battery when the engine is working. Make sure close all enclosure.Never charge the battery when the engine is working. Make sure close all enclosure.  
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3. Notice for usage3. Notice for usage  
Battery can produce explosive gas, electrolyte has corrosive, and the current can burn skin from battery producing. AtBattery can produce explosive gas, electrolyte has corrosive, and the current can burn skin from battery producing. At

the battery near or in its work, to comply with the following cautionsthe battery near or in its work, to comply with the following cautions ：：  

   When working near batterWhen working near batteryy, one must wear safet, one must wear safety inspection.y inspection.  
   Never let tools contact battery terminal cause spark.Never let tools contact battery terminal cause spark.  

   Never expose the battery in open fire or spark.Never expose the battery in open fire or spark.  

   When battery connects electric equipment, make sure the electric equipment is correctlyWhen battery connects electric equipment, make sure the electric equipment is correctly
connected with the battery positive and negative to avoid damage of electric equipment orconnected with the battery positive and negative to avoid damage of electric equipment or
battery.battery.  

   Never cover electric things on the battery to avoid battery short cut.Never cover electric things on the battery to avoid battery short cut.  

   TTo avoid electrolyte contact o avoid electrolyte contact eyes, skin or eyes, skin or clothes.clothes.

   Never let the children close the battery.Never let the children close the battery.

Emergency measure to electrolyteEmergency measure to electrolyte  

   If the electrolyte spilled eyesIf the electrolyte spilled eyes  

   Please wash your eyes at least for 15 minutes and seek medical advice at once. If possible, use wet spongePlease wash your eyes at least for 15 minutes and seek medical advice at once. If possible, use wet sponge
or cloth clean eye on tor cloth clean eye on the way to hospital.he way to hospital.

   If the electrolyte spilled skinIf the electrolyte spilled skin  

   Wash this part thoroughly. If you have burn pain, please seek mWash this part thoroughly. If you have burn pain, please seek medical advice at once.edical advice at once.  

   If the electrolyte spilled clothesIf the electrolyte spilled clothes  
It may permeate clothes and contact skin. You must take off the clothes at once and do the above measure isIt may permeate clothes and contact skin. You must take off the clothes at once and do the above measure is
necessary.necessary.
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17. Use Installation and Sa17. Use Installation and Safety Rules of Attachmentfety Rules of Attachment  
The attachment is in accordance to International standard ISO2328The attachment is in accordance to International standard ISO2328《《HookHook--on type fork arms and carriageson type fork arms and carriages --  

mounting dimensionsmounting dimensions》》, such as clamp, rotator, paper roll clamp, carrying ram, side, such as clamp, rotator, paper roll clamp, carrying ram, side --shifter etc.shifter etc.  
Attachment UseAttachment Use  
（（11））Understand Understand the conthe contents ltents listed isted on on the the nameplate of nameplate of the the attachment, read attachment, read the ithe instruction nstruction manual beforemanual before

operating attachment.operating attachment.  
(Especially the manual from attachment company) Before operating the attachment, personnel should be(Especially the manual from attachment company) Before operating the attachment, personnel should be
properly trained and qualified.properly trained and qualified.

（（22））The Basic capability and operating methods of attachment should be understood, especially the admit load, liftThe Basic capability and operating methods of attachment should be understood, especially the admit load, lift

height, size of cargo and adapt range of attachment.height, size of cargo and adapt range of attachment.

（（33））When operating the multiWhen operating the multi--functional attachment, such as with sidefunctional attachment, such as with side--shifter, clamp or rotator, only operate oneshifter, clamp or rotator, only operate one
function at a time.function at a time.

（（44））DO NOT move a truck with attachment when load is in a high position. If the size of cargo is too large, DO NOTDO NOT move a truck with attachment when load is in a high position. If the size of cargo is too large, DO NOT

move the truck. When transporting cargo, ensure ground clearance between the bottom of cargo and ground ismove the truck. When transporting cargo, ensure ground clearance between the bottom of cargo and ground is
less than 300mm and the mast is inclined back.less than 300mm and the mast is inclined back.  

（（55））The weight of cargo The weight of cargo shouldn‘t exceed the combined limit of the shouldn‘t exceed the combined limit of the carrying capacity of forklift and carrying capacity of forklift and attachment. It isattachment. It is

not allowed to have a partial load at high position. It is a short time work for attachment with sidenot allowed to have a partial load at high position. It is a short time work for attachment with side --shifter. Partialshifter. Partial
load is around 100mm (Above 5 ton (including 5 ton), the sideload is around 100mm (Above 5 ton (including 5 ton), the side--shifter is movable within 300mm.shifter is movable within 300mm.  

（（66））In the range of the projection forth 2m of the lower of attachment and cargo, prohibit stand to avoid theIn the range of the projection forth 2m of the lower of attachment and cargo, prohibit stand to avoid the

suddenness except the driver position under overhead.suddenness except the driver position under overhead.

（（77））DO NOT apply emergency brake while moving. Travel slowly with load.DO NOT apply emergency brake while moving. Travel slowly with load.  

（（88））Prohibit outside force when attachment working.Prohibit outside force when attachment working.  

（（99））DO NOT operate attachment beyond normal parameters.DO NOT operate attachment beyond normal parameters.  

（（1010））When the attachment malfunctions, prohibit use without check.When the attachment malfunctions, prohibit use without check.
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Check and Maintenance:Check and Maintenance:  
（（11））Check the clearance of carriage beam and below Check the clearance of carriage beam and below catch of attachment catch of attachment according to the attachment manual.according to the attachment manual.

（（22））Check the rise catch is right on the flute of fork carriage.Check the rise catch is right on the flute of fork carriage.  

（（33））Use the auto currency lithicUse the auto currency lithic--grease per 500 hours to bearing surface.grease per 500 hours to bearing surface.  

（（44））Check mounting hardwareCheck mounting hardware  

（（55））Check the tieCheck the tie--in of hydraulic pressure loop, in of hydraulic pressure loop, if tube is damaged. Proif tube is damaged. Prohibit use until after repair.hibit use until after repair.  

（（66））Check the operation of attachment and replace any damaged componentsCheck the operation of attachment and replace any damaged components  

（（77））Check each attachment operation is functioning correctly. If not, check the hydraulic pressure loop, find out theCheck each attachment operation is functioning correctly. If not, check the hydraulic pressure loop, find out the

broken part, replace or repair part or whole loop part.broken part, replace or repair part or whole loop part.

Attachment AssemblyAttachment Assembly  

!! CCaauuttiioonn：：  

·Any change to safety or capability of attachment is strictly prohibited·Any change to safety or capability of attachment is strictly prohibited
 Actual  Actual load load capacity capacity should should be be the the least least of of rated rated load load capacity, capacity, attachment attachment load load capacitycapacity,,

combined load capacity of truck and attachment, combined load capacity of truck. Generallycombined load capacity of truck and attachment, combined load capacity of truck. Generally
speaking, the combined load capacity of truck is the least. Attachment load capacity may depend onspeaking, the combined load capacity of truck is the least. Attachment load capacity may depend on
attachment pressure.attachment pressure.  

·Check assembly of attachment to ensure no movement on carriage·Check assembly of attachment to ensure no movement on carriage  

·After hang attachment, embed the rise catch block to the gap of top beam. Ensure the center·After hang attachment, embed the rise catch block to the gap of top beam. Ensure the center
line of the attachment offset from the center line of the truck is less than 50mm. Otherwise it willline of the attachment offset from the center line of the truck is less than 50mm. Otherwise it will
affect the lateral stability of the forkliftaffect the lateral stability of the forklift  

··To attachments with rotating functions, such as paper roll clamp, bale clamp, multi-purposeTo attachments with rotating functions, such as paper roll clamp, bale clamp, multi-purpose
clamp, and drum clamp, it needs to weld chock block in the joint of carriage beam and attachmentclamp, and drum clamp, it needs to weld chock block in the joint of carriage beam and attachment
to prevent movement from side to side in the operation.to prevent movement from side to side in the operation.

 Assemble the lower attachment mounting to ensure correct clearance with carriage. Assemble the lower attachment mounting to ensure correct clearance with carriage.  
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18.18.  Related Safety Instruction and StandardRelated Safety Instruction and Standard  

ModelModel

The sound pressure level at operatorThe sound pressure level at operator

position dB(A)position dB(A) Sound power level dB (A)Sound power level dB (A)

The noise level in theThe noise level in the

operator compartmentoperator compartment

is a value for soundis a value for sound
pressure and thepressure and the

radiated noise is aradiated noise is a

value of sound power.value of sound power.

Noise emissionNoise emission

according to EN12053according to EN12053

UT20P UT20P (4TNE92) (4TNE92) 88.1 88.1 103.1103.1

UT25P UT25P (4TNE92) (4TNE92) 87.4 87.4 103.0103.0

UT30P UT30P (4TNE98) (4TNE98) 88.7 88.7 102102

UT35P UT35P (4TNE98) (4TNE98) 88.8 88.8 102102

UT20P (PSI 2.4L LPG)UT20P (PSI 2.4L LPG)
UT20P (PSI 2.4L DUAL)UT20P (PSI 2.4L DUAL)

83 10383 103

UT25P (PSI 2.4L LPG)UT25P (PSI 2.4L LPG)
UT25P (PSI 2.4L DUAL)UT25P (PSI 2.4L DUAL)

83 10383 103

UT30P (PSI 2.4L LPG)UT30P (PSI 2.4L LPG)
UT30P (PSI 2.4L DUAL)UT30P (PSI 2.4L DUAL)

83 10383 103

UT35P (PSI 2.4L LPG)UT35P (PSI 2.4L LPG)
UT35P (PSI 2.4L DUAL)UT35P (PSI 2.4L DUAL)

83 10383 103

   Vibration pVibration parameters arameters in ain accordance ccordance with with ISO5349-2:2001, EISO5349-2:2001, EN13059:2002, unN13059:2002, uncertainly, certainly, K = K = 0.2 m0.2 m/s/s
22
  

   Electromagnetism Electromagnetism compatible compatible is measis measured in ured in accordance accordance with ENwith EN12895:2000, and 12895:2000, and the resuthe result meets lt meets the requiremthe requirement ofent of
2004/108/EEC.2004/108/EEC.

   Engine Engine emission emission is is in in accordance accordance with with standard: standard: 97/68/EC 97/68/EC and and 2005/88/EC.2005/88/EC.
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Maintenance RecordMaintenance Record  

DateDate   Item of MaintenanceItem of Maintenance   MaintenanceMaintenance
PersonnelPersonnel  
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P/N 76001648P/N 76001648   10/2015 (02/2015)10/2015 (02/2015)  

WARNINGWARNING
  California Proposition 65California Proposition 65--  This Product  This Product

contains and/or emits chemicals known to thecontains and/or emits chemicals known to the
State of California to cause cancer, birth defects,State of California to cause cancer, birth defects,
or other reproductive harm.or other reproductive harm.  

UTILEV TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONSUTILEV TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS  

――UTILEV is a registered trademark. THE UTILITY LIFT TRUCK and UTILITY YOU CAN TRUST areUTILEV is a registered trademark. THE UTILITY LIFT TRUCK and UTILITY YOU CAN TRUST are

trademarks in the United States and certain other jurisdictionstrademarks in the United States and certain other jurisdictions..  
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